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PASCAS INTRODUCTION:
Documents assembled by Pascas are provided for your individual assessment and exploration. The
contents are sourced from a variety of avenues and publications. Every endeavour is made to determine
that the contents are of the highest level of truth and veracity. At all times we ask that you go within
yourself, to ascertain for yourself, how the contents resonate with you.
Pascas provides these notes and observations to assist us all in the development and growth of our own
pathways and consciousness. Pascas does not hold these contents as dogma. Pascas is about looking
within oneself. Much of what we are observing is new to us readers and thus, we consider that you will
take on board that which resonates with you, investigate further those items of interest, and discard that
which does not feel appropriate to you.
Kinesiological muscle testing, as developed by Dr David R Hawkins and quantified by his Map of
Consciousness (MOC) table, has been used to ascertain the possible level of truth of documents. Such
tested calibration levels appear within the document. We ask that you consider testing same for
yourself. The technique and process is outlined within Pascas documents, such as Pascas Care – Energy
Level of Food. From each person’s perspective, results may vary somewhat. The calibration is offered
as a guide only and just another tool to assist in considering the possibilities. As a contrast, consider
using this technique to test the level of truth of your local daily newspaper.
Contents are not to be interpreted as an independent guide to self-healing. The information sourced
herein is not from a doctor or doctors, and any information provided in this document should not be in
lieu of consultation with your physician, doctor, or other health care professional. Pascas, nor anyone
associated with this document, does not assume any responsibility whatsoever for the results of any
application or use of any process, technique, compound or potion as described within this document.
The sources of contents are noted throughout the document. In doing so, we acknowledge the
importance of these sources and encourage our readers to consider further these sources. Should we
have infringed upon a copyright pertaining to content, graphics and or pictures, we apologise. In such
cases, we will endeavour to make the appropriate notations within the documents that we have
assembled as a service via our not for profit arm, to our interested community.
We offer all contents in love and with the fullness of grace, which is intended to flow to readers who
join us upon this fascinating journey throughout this incredible changing era we are all experiencing.
Living Feelings First,

John.

“Never can one man do more for another man than by making it known of the
availability of the Feeling Healing process and Divine Love.” JD
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Mahatma Gandhi:
Between 8 January 2008 and 14 February 2008, Mahatma Gandhi conveyed a series of messages to
Nicholas and Zara, essentially expanding upon our journey the follows our separation from our physical
body. These messages are followed with an outline of the universes and the order of our progress
through these universes leading to our entry into the Isle of Paradise, the Spheres of Paradise, should we
so please.
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi (2 October 1869 – 30 January 1948) was the preeminent leader of
Indian nationalism in British-ruled India. Employing non-violent civil disobedience, Gandhi led India to
independence and inspired movements for civil rights and freedom across the world. The honorific
Mahatma (Sanskrit: "high-souled," "venerable")—applied to him first in 1914 in South Africa,—is now
used worldwide. He is also called Bapu (Gujarati: endearment for "father," "papa.") in India.
Born and raised in a Hindu, merchant caste, family in coastal Gujarat, western India, and trained in law
at the Inner Temple, London, Gandhi first employed non-violent civil disobedience as an expatriate
lawyer in South Africa, in the resident Indian community's struggle for civil rights. After his return to
India in 1915, he set about organising peasants, farmers, and urban labourers to protest against
excessive land-tax and discrimination. Assuming leadership of the Indian National Congress in 1921,
Gandhi led nationwide campaigns for easing poverty, expanding women's rights, building religious and
ethnic amity, ending untouchability, but above all for achieving Swaraj or self-rule.
Gandhi famously led Indians in challenging the British-imposed salt tax with the 400 km (250 mi) Dandi
Salt March in 1930, and later in calling for the British to Quit India in 1942. He was imprisoned for
many years, upon many occasions, in both South Africa and India. Gandhi attempted to practise nonviolence and truth in all situations, and advocated that others do the same. He lived modestly in a selfsufficient residential community and wore the traditional Indian dhoti and shawl, woven with yarn hand
spun on a charkha. He ate simple vegetarian food, and also undertook long fasts as means of both
self-purification and social protest.
Gandhi's vision of a free India based on religious pluralism, however, was challenged in the early 1940s
by a new Muslim nationalism which was demanding a separate Muslim homeland carved out of India.
Eventually, in August 1947, Britain granted independence, but the British Indian Empire[ was partitioned
into two dominions, a smaller Hindu-majority India and Muslim Pakistan. As many displaced Hindus,
Muslims, and Sikhs made their way to their new lands, religious violence broke out, especially in the
Punjab and Bengal. Eschewing the official celebration of independence in Delhi, Gandhi visited the
affected areas, attempting to provide solace. In the months following, he undertook several fasts unto
death to promote religious harmony. The last of these, undertaken on 12 January 1948 at age 78, also
had the indirect goal of pressuring India to pay out some cash assets owed to Pakistan. Some Indians
thought Gandhi was too accommodating. Among them was Nathuram Godse, a Hindu nationalist, who
assassinated Gandhi on 30 January 1948 by firing three bullets into his chest at point-blank range.
Gandhi is commonly, though not officially, considered the Father of the Nation[ in India. His birthday, 2
October, is commemorated there as Gandhi Jayanti, a national holiday, and world-wide as the
International Day of Non-Violence.
http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahatma_Gandhi
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The Golden Leaf
published by Zara Borthwick and Nicholas Arnold www.lulu.com
The Awareness of Divine Love Messages
January 8th, 2008
Hello, I am the individual and the spirit Gandhi. I am the individual who once lived in India in the last
century and I am now a resident in the Celestial Heavens. (Mahatma Gandhi died on 30 January 1948)
I have come to share with you all and to shed light on the teachings and revealings of the New Birth that
involves Our Father's Divine Love. There are aspects that I desire to shed light upon so that the
presence and awareness of Divine Love can spread as a beautiful golden leaf around the world and may
open with love, in people's hearts. The main purpose of my writing and conveying this awareness is to
create an understanding of the Spheres that exist first introduced in the work that James Padgett received
from other spirits. This initial foundation is a beginning and I hope that through these messages souls
may contemplate their learning of the realities of spirit and mortal.
My human life, historically researched and whilst many may not believe that I am conveying this
message, my efforts are not to convince but to teach the awareness created and established by the
Master's teachings of Our (Mother and) Father's Divine Love. My primary concern is to shine light –
the light of awareness – from my place of existence here in the realm of spirit, into the mortal world. I
am most happy to be doing this work for the benefit of the Father, Jesus, and all those who are aspiring
to live and to feel the presence of Divine Love shining on the New Birth and their New Birth of
awareness. I am glad for this opportunity to speak and to write with Nicholas and Zara, for this
communication (link) is clear, accessible, and easy work for all of us.
Question Nicholas: Have you met recently with Jesus and when did you find the Father's Divine Love?
I have met and have also learnt many teachings from Jesus that illuminate the teachings of Divine Love,
and now, I am to fulfil this work through you, Nicholas, to bring to light this awareness of Love. Jesus
knows of this work and our meetings and as you have seen, I have visited you three times on your walks
in the Gardens1 primarily to introduce myself and to confirm that this work – The New Birth Awareness
– is going to transpire, for such is the need to expand the realities of mortal and spirit. It is also to lift up
the work that Jesus commenced and to reaffirm that the teachings of Divine Love are a knowledge and
resource for the individual and knowledge for the world.
I have been receiving Divine Love for many years now and I have taken a great interest in the workings
of the Laws that work in all the Natural and Divine Love Spheres. I have a very happy disposition and I
am really very, very happy that on this occasion, your evening, with the (Mother and) Father present,
that our contribution has commenced, so that this awareness can be lit and shine in the eyes of all those
who may see it. There are other bright spirits present at this time. It will be I, who will be in concert
with you. This is my introduction to you and to those who may come to read the light of this New Birth
Awareness and in our next work, we will begin to write on the reality that is the union of mortal creation
and spirit creation where souls have residency in the complete expression of the Father's Kingdom.
1

The St. Vincent Gardens
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I bid you goodnight and will return very soon. Many blessings in Divine Love your loving friend and
Celestial spirit,
Gandhi
January 8th, 2008
Hello, I am pleased to be with you again and to begin this work of light and awareness. There is such a
desire for mortals to learn about life after their world and their participation in the spirit world. I have
been to all Spheres from the lowest and darkest Sphere to the 7th Sphere and of course, the Celestial
Heavens. My work in bringing the awareness of Divine Love has occurred throughout all these Spheres
and insofar doing this, I have seen how these Spheres have been created by the (Mother and) Father to
sustain the existence of soul living. It was in Jesus' work through James Padgett that the reality of the
Spheres and their numbers in relation to the condition of the souls in those spheres was introduced, and I
desire to shed more light on this subject.
The reason why there are more Natural Spheres ranging from the lowest and darkest Sphere to the 6th
Sphere is that the Father knew that more souls evolving in Natural Love would pass from the physical
world into these Natural Spheres. Therefore, in the (Mother and) Father's wisdom there are many more
Natural Spheres than Divine Love Spheres before a soul reaches the Celestial Heavens. The first thing
that becomes evident when visiting these Natural Spheres is that the lowest Spheres are relatively small
places, because the condition of soul, being in such poor condition, creates the isolation and so the
boundaries of created space is very diminished. As one visits the higher Natural Spheres, there is
expansive space, which reflects the condition of soul in its degree of perfected Natural Love.
The Divine Love Spheres are far more open and especially the 7th Sphere, for this reflects the
progression of the soul in its condition of Love and the abundance with which souls live in the
awareness of the workings of Divine Love in context to their own soul and the Father's Soul. The
Celestial Heavens are very open and spacious, for this reflects the very open and expansive workings of
the Laws those souls are living in such awareness and abundance of spirit and Divine Love. What we
see is that from the lowest darkest Sphere a soul's experience is very contained, isolated and limited
which reflects the condition of their soul and this Sphere reflects this to the then very open and
expansive nature of the Spheres in the Celestial Heavens.
This example is also evident on Earth and with the awareness that all individuals are souls, one only
need see the condition of an individual to see either the isolation of darkness or the expansion of love to
see how abundant ones environment or Country is. The more a soul is in
darkness in this condition, the smaller the creative resource is in love and so
the more isolated the individual or individuals become. The more a soul is in
the condition of good natural love and/or with Divine Love the more
expansive and liberated the individual becomes and one's environment or
Country reflects this. The Spheres reflect this too because the material
deception that may cover the soul is not present when one visits these Natural
Spheres, it is easy to see these places for what they are: they contain souls that
reflect the true condition in Love.
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Dr David R Hawkins’ Map of Consciousness:
Utilising the Map of Consciousness (MoC) and kinesiology muscle testing, the energy / consciousness
level of anything can be ascertained. Refer to Power vs Force and also Truth vs Falsehood by Dr
Hawkins. Dr Hawkins has published much from his research; here are some of his observations:
MoC

No. of
Countries

Average
MoC

Average Life
Expectancy

Per Capita
Income 2013

400s

10

406

78.50

US$46,690

300s

13

331

71.77

US$20,508

200s
High
100s
Low
100s
Below
100

10

232

69.45

US$14,927

18

176

69.00

US$12,283

7

129

61.88

US$6,560

11

66

52.73

US$5,500

212

70

US$13,100

WORLD

Consciousness Calibrations Worldwide
Level of Consciousness Percentage of population
600 +
1 in millions
540 +
0.4%
500 +
4%
400 +
8%
200 +
22%
200 78%
World wide average
Level of
Consciousness
600 +
500 - 600
400 - 500
300 - 400
200 - 300
100 - 200
50 - 100
< 50

212

Correlation of Levels of Consciousness and Society Problems
Rate of
Happiness Rate
Unemployment
Rate of Poverty
“Life is OK”
Rate of
Criminality
0%
0.0%
100%
0.0%
0%
0.0%
98%
0.5%
2%
0.5%
79%
2.0%
7%
1.0%
70%
5.0%
8%
1.5%
60%
9.0%
50%
22.0%
15%
50.0%
75%
40.0%
2%
91.0%
95%
65.0%
0%
98.0%
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CONSCIOUSNESS vs LIFE EXPECTANCY:
Edgar Cayce’s Story of Jesus – Summation P. 373:
“What was the length of life then? Nearly a thousand years. What is your life today? May it not be just
as He had given, just as He indicated to those peoples, just as He did to the law-giver, just as He did to
David – first from a thousand years to a hundred and twenty, then to eighty? Why? Why? The sin of
man is his desire for self-gratification.
“What nations of the Earth today vibrate to those things that they have and are creating in their own
land, their own environment? Look to the nations where the span of life has been extended from sixty to
eighty-four years.
“What is the spirit of a free nation? Most individuals proudly boast “freedom”. Freedom of what?
Those nations who have taken those vows that man shall be free should also take those vows “He shall
know the truth and the truth then shall make him free”.
MoC
400s

300s

Level of
Consciousness
Australia
Canada
Germany
Hawaii
Hong Kong

410
415
400
405
400

Life
Expectancy
Years
80
79
77
80
80

Political Rights
& Civil
Liberties
free
free
free
free
free

Education
Index
2013
.927
.850
.884
.890
.767

Netherlands

405

78

free

.894

41,400

Singapore

405

80

free

.802

62,400

South Korea

400

74

free

.865

33,200

Switzerland

400

80

free

.844

54,800

United States

421

77

free

.890

52,800

400s upwards
average

406

78.5

.861

$46,690

Bolivia
Brazil
Central America
China: People’s
Republic
Egypt
Europe
France
Greece
India
Italy
Japan
Mexico
Scandinavia
300s – 399 average

300
300
355
300

64
63
70
71

partly free
free
partly free
not free

.674
.661

5,500
12,100
10,000
9,800

350
355
305
300
355
380
355
300
350
331

63
72
78
78
63
79
81
71
80
71.77

not free
free
free
free
free
free
free
partly free
free

.610
.573
.816
.797
.473
.790
.808
.638
.684

Per Capita
Income 2013
USD
US$43,000
43,100
39,500
44,000
52,700

6,600
34,500
35,700
23,600
4,000
29,600
37,100
15,600
42,500
$20,508
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200s

High
100s

Low
100s

Argentina
Iceland
Indonesia
Manchuria
Nepal
New Guinea
Puerto Rico
Russia
Taiwan
Tibet
Turkey
200s – 299 average

285
255
215
200
205
202
250
200
295
200
245
232

75
79
68
71
58
63
76
67
76
60
71
69.45

free
free
partly free
not free
partly free
partly free
free
not free
free
not free
partly free

Balkans
Bosnia
Burma / Myanmar
Cuba
Iran
Israel
Jordan
Kuwait
Middle East
North Korea
Palestine – West
Bank
- Gaza Strip
Saudi Arabia
Sicily
South Africa
Syria
Turkmenistan
Yemen
150s – 199 average

185
180
155
180
190
190
185
190
170
175
185

70
71
55
76
70
79
77
76
67
71
72

partly free
free
not free
not free
not free
free
not free
partly free
not free
not free
not free

185
175
175
190
155
150
160
176

71
68
78
51
68
61
61
69.00

not free
not free
free
free
not free
not free
not free

Iraq
Lebanon
Madagascar
Pakistan
Ukraine
Vietnam

120
130
125
140
140
140

67
71
55
61
66
69

not free
partly free
partly free
partly free
partly free
not free

.783
.847
.603
.694
.452
.376
.780

.652
.648

.655
.371
.743
.683
.854
.700
.646

.662
.662
.723

18,600
40,700
5,100
4,000
1,300
2,900
16,300
18,100
39,600
2,300
15,300
$14,927
6,000
8,300
1,700
10,200
12,800
36,200
6,100
42,100
6,000
1,800
2,900

.695
.553
.679
.339
.639

2,900
31,300
24,000
11,500
5,100
9,700
2,500
$12,283

.467
.631
.458
.372
.796
.513

7,100
15,800
1,000
3,100
7,400
4,000
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Zambia
100s – 149 average

110
129

37
61.88

partly free

.591
.567

1,800
$6,560

Below
100
Afghanistan
Algeria
Angola
Congo
Haiti
Libya
Nigeria
Oman
Rwanda
Sudan
Uganda
Zimbabwe
Below 100 average

90
50
70
55
90
55
90
70
70
40
50
66

46
70
38
47
49
75
52
72
39
57
43
38
52.17

not free
not free
not free
not free
partly free
partly free
partly free
not free
not free
not free
partly free
not free

.365
.643
.474
.511
.374
.698
.425
.603
.478
.306
.479
.500
.488

1,100
7,500
5,700
400
1,300
11,300
2,800
29,800
1,500
2,600
1,400
600
$5,500

World

212

70

Worldwide

US$13,100

The Map of Freedom reflects the findings of Freedom in the World 2014, which rates the level of
political rights and civil liberties in 195 countries and 14 related and disputed territories during 2013.
Based on these ratings, countries are divided into three categories: Free, Partly Free, and Not Free.
A Free country is one where there is broad scope for open political competition, a climate of respect for
civil liberties, significant independent civic life, and independent media. Partly Free countries are
characterised by some restrictions on political rights and civil liberties, often in a context of corruption,
weak rule of law, ethnic strife, or civil war. A Not Free country is one where basic political rights are
absent, and basic civil liberties are widely and systematically denied.
http://freedomhouse.org/sites/default/files/MapofFreedom2014.pdf
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MAP of CONSCIOUSNESS CALIBRATIONS reflect the nature of the TOPIC:
The level of truth of a topic or subject is reflected in the calibration through employing Dr David R
Hawkins’ Map of Consciousness with kinesiology muscle testing. A publication or movie about
manufacturing food would be around 200, whereas meals prepared in a loving home would be around
500. The subject of pornography through to war would be less than 200, whereas natural love topics can
readily be over 500 and up into the 800’s plus. Material introducing Feeling Healing with Divine Love,
by its nature, will range between 1,480 to 1,500 on Dr David R Hawkins’ Map of Consciousness (MoC),
in its purest form of presentation. This has never been previously achieved.
MAP of CONSCIOUSNESS
God, our Heavenly Mother and Father
Celestial Heavens peak
Feeling Healing / Divine Love teachings
Now at one with Heavenly Parents
Feeling Healing with Divine Love
Natural Love peak
Pascas WorldCare (as a platform)
Lamsa Bible (minus the Old Testament
and Book of Revelation, but including
Genesis, Psalms, and Proverbs)
Koran
Torah
Cookies made for Family
Enter EITHER natural or divine pathway
Peak of mind total orientation
King James Bible (from the Greek)
Roman Catholic Church
Home cooked sea fish + organic salad
Home roasted free range chicken + salad
Wine or Beer
Roman Catholicism administration
Tea green
Humanity
Vegetarianism
Muesli
Food
Food, Commercial Cat
Food, Commercial Machine-made
Black Tea
Percolated Coffee / Cappuccino / etc
Corn Flakes
Fish (living in ocean)
Bacteria

MoC
Infinity
1,500
1,480 –
1,500
1,081
1,080
1,000

calibrations
Location being Isle of Paradise
3rd Celestial Heaven (10thspirit Mansion World)
3rd Celestial Heaven spirit guided

880
880

5th spirit Mansion World equivalent divine love.
4th spirit Mansion World equivalent being
natural love orientated, the Bible is taking one
away from truth – their soul based feelings.
4th spirit Mansion World equivalent.
First five books of the 24 books of the Tanakh.
Made with love (this supports cooking shows).
2nd natural love OR 3rd Divine Love spirit world.
1st spirit Mansion World peak.

700
550
520
500
499
475
450
410
410
330
305
300
212
205
205
200
192 – 202
188 – 200
185
165
85
20
1

1st Celestial Heaven entry at Jerusem
7th Divine Love transitional sphere to Heavens
6th spirit Mansion World peak –can’t go further!

Church (worldwide) – mind controlled – reason.
(in moderation!)
As an institution in year 2004.
The population of the world overall.
Above 200 is pro-life – positive.
At this level and above food is life enhancing.
Below 200 is anti-life – negative.
Energy dense but nutrition poor.
Refining of most foods removes nutrients.
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A soul when it incarnates into the flesh has its spirit and this helps to create the spirit body. The Law
that the Father has created which enables a soul to take up residence in its physical incarnation and for
which its spirit constructs a spirit body, is the same Law as when that individual soul leaves its physical
body upon the expiration of that physical body regardless of its soul development. The Silver Cord
spoken of is in fact an attribute of a soul's spirit. When this spirit is disengaged from the physical body,
the Law comes into effect and what has done to enable a soul to incarnate in the first place is undone to
allow the soul to pass over into its spirit life. In its spirit body with all attributes of personality, mortal
experience and individuality contained within that soul that is contained within its spirit body. The great
light that some people see is the spirit, their own spirit and this attribute is dynamic, for the cohesive
attribute that works and binds soul and physical body together, whilst in the mortal incarnation.
It has been a pleasure to write this morning, with very many blessings in Divine Love,
Gandhi
January 9th, 2008
Hello Nicholas, Zara and other beautiful souls aspiring to awareness and to awaken the light within, to
shine out in life, in the presence of Divine Love. It is pleasant to be with you all again and to continue
this harmonious work of light, peace and love.
In Jesus' teachings through Mr Padgett, the Spheres are numbered. This is for practical reasons so that
mortals may form a more coherent vision or image and identity of a souls' life after its physical
incarnation. In this new awareness, all the Natural Spheres are linked with a boundary to define the
various Spheres and their relative environment for natural soul-spirit living. This is the case from the
lowest Sphere, created for souls in fear and darkness to reside in, all the way through to the perfect
Natural Sphere for perfect natural souls to reside in. To give an example: when a rainbow appears in its
arc across the sky, if you can imagine this arc being placed in a horizontal position to form a ring around
the planet, then each colour is a Sphere and the boundary of each colour is a respective Sphere in
Natural Love. There are Laws created by the Father in place that contain the structural existence of
these Spheres and their respective boundaries so that the Spheres are in harmony with one another and
do not act independently of each other. The three Divine Love Spheres also linked and exist more 'in'
the Father's space to give an image to this: imagine a secondary rainbow within the first, yet it does not
inhabit the same physical spirit space. The boundary of the 7th Sphere is beyond the 6th Sphere and the
Celestial Heavens are beyond this. The reason why the Natural Spheres and Divine Love Spheres link
to their own is so that Natural Love souls progressing in their Natural Love can progress from Sphere to
Sphere without having to pass through the first or second Divine Love Sphere. In the workings of
individual soul condition, a Natural soul who has not yet been blessed in the presence and awareness of
Divine Love cannot inhabit or for that matter pass through a Divine Love Sphere on its way to a higher
Natural Sphere. The Father has created the perfect Sphere structure that is in keeping with the workings
of Natural Love and Divine Love and in this way, the boundaries contain the harmony, and place the
souls in the perfect way of love and care that only the Father knows how.

Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.
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SPHERES of PARADISE

INFINITE and UNIVERSAL SPHERES

ETERNAL SPHERES
Soul spheres
are not
numbered.

CELESTIAL HEAVENS

The New Birth =
Peak Sphere =

6
4

NATURAL
LOVE
SPHERES

Soul spheres
are to:

2
1

Become at one with God: sphere 8
7
5
3

Spirit body
spheres are
1–7
DIVINE
LOVE
SPHERES

Earth sphere is for
the physical body.
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In this new awareness of light, a very good observation to consider is the way the Earth orbits around the
Sun. This makes us realise that souls incarnating in the flesh for the first and only time, are incarnating
from the Father's Pre-Incarnation Sphere when the Earth is at different stages of its orbit and cycle
around the Sun. This only the Father can do, which leads us into the awareness of souls leaving their
physical Earth life upon expiration, when the Earth is at different places in its continuance of the orbit
around the Sun. The reason I mention this is so that the understanding of where the Spheres are in
relationship with the movement of the Earth. One may ask, "Does the Earth move through an orbit of
the first Natural Sphere or do the Spheres move with the Earth so that when a soul passes from the Earth
into its existence as a spirit in a Sphere, that the Sphere is present to enable that". It is almost
extraordinary to think that the Spheres embrace the complete orbit of the Earth around the Sun for this
would reveal the size of the first Sphere. I will write more on this a little later after these points
considered in your own souls.
The first Natural Sphere is very dynamic and immense for every soul upon physical expiration finds
them selves in this environment. People feel comfortable with what they know. Many individuals when
they pass into spirit, like to stay with their fellow compatriots, for this in their new environment are
familiar to them. So many individuals do not have the soul condition upon their passing to accept and
understand what has transpired once their mortal life is over. Such are the conditions of mortal life that
few may be aware that there is in deed, the life of a soul with continuance after the physical death.
Upon death, the soul and souls' spirit in the spirit body moved by the gravity of a Law, that ensure the
correct passing of an individual into the first Natural Sphere. This moment is very significant for the
mortal time that is the condition, way of life becomes no longer, and the time of the Sphere becomes the
way of a soul's life. An individual will still know whom they are, but may not know where they are, and
all the conditions of mortal experience will be present and so, the introduction to this new experience of
living as a spirit commences. The condition of a soul upon its arrival will determine the speed of
acceptance that life has changed. This passing over is like a soft current in the sea and this current is the
Law at work that moves the soul – the individual – from the mortal world to become included behind the
boundary of the first Sphere that is very close to the Earth, but not subject to its material elements. Most
souls stay with their own kind and communicate through their soul in the same language that they did
when on Earth. After a short period in the first Sphere, another current is felt and to this attraction a soul
responds without the ability to alter by will. A soul begins to move to the correct Sphere that fit the
condition of that soul.
The Father is very wise creating the workings of these Laws that move souls to the correct Sphere of
soul attraction. Otherwise, there would be mortal souls in spirit of darkened condition asserting their
will in respective Spheres where Natural Love is abundant, flourishes, and so, in Natural Spheres it
would be the same on Earth and nothing by truth would have changed. The Father has sorted out these
conditions by putting in place a perfect harmonious Sphere structure so that
souls that are more progressive are not beholden to the will of individuals
living a lesser truth, which may and often is the case in the drama of mortal
life as, lived out on Earth. On the Earth men and women determine the will
and hence the soul of that individual is subject to these influences. In the
Natural spirit Spheres; the individual sees the results of their actions and lives
according to the effects and causes of these actions such that their
environment of Sphere is where they now reside.
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NATURAL LOVE and DIVINE LOVE SPHERES and FEELING HEALING PLANES:
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To complete tonight's message, the activity of the first Natural Sphere is very dynamic and just like with
James Padgett, souls from dark, poor condition can make the journey with assistance from brighter
spirits from the lowest Spheres to the first Sphere. Similarly, all higher Natural Love souls and Celestial
souls can descend to the first Sphere to interact with mortals and hopefully to receive the awareness of
Divine Love so that this light may illuminate spirits to progress in this New Birth Awareness.
This has been a pleasure and I bid you a lovely evening and will return very soon to continue our work
of light.
Gandhi
January 10th, 2008
Hello Nicholas,
I bid you welcome on this bright and cheerful day. We here in our Celestial residence understand that to
bring the awareness and the light of this to all souls in all Spheres is a collaborative effort. In my times
when I have been learning from Jesus, it is to observe how much his soul so intimately knows the Soul
of the Father and always one can see that Jesus brings forth truth that expands our own awareness and
we love him for this. When we, who are teachers of Divine Truth learn truths from Jesus, it is clear and
evident that his soul knowledge of the workings of the Father's Love is outstanding and a beautiful
experience to see. He helps us perfect our learning which is always progressive, so that with his love
and administration, we can then help and teach natural souls and souls learning in the primary Divine
Love Spheres about the Love and Truths. In this presence of light, the one continuing awareness that
prevails over all things is our learning of the Father's Love for it is seemingly without limit and is the
catalyst to which all knowledge in Divine Love brings understanding.
In my sojourns into the Natural Spheres, I have seen just like on Earth, that there is not a material
representation of the existence of Divine Love created by souls in their natural condition. By this I
mean that Divine Love is available throughout all Spheres and of course, to the peoples of the Earth yet
until the Divine Love and Its presence is made aware and then felt as a true loving feeling in the soul, it
is not seen and Its existence is not taught by natural man or natural spirits. The great mystery of the
Natural Spheres and all their residents is the same as all souls in their journey of life on Earth. Until the
presence and awareness of Divine Love, illustrated by a soul who knows of this Love, then the Truths
and Its workings are unknown both on Earth and in all Natural Spheres. This was to some degree
conveyed by the spirits who wrote in the work known to you all as the Padgett Messages.
The soul possesses its own spirit and this forms part of ones own individuality. Many attribute of the
soul, such as perceptual ability and the essence of Natural Love and Free Will and there is the attribute
of the Well of Feeling. When the presence of Divine Love begins to awaken a soul, the spirit of that
individual too awakens and this spirit can interact with feeling to create and generate a spirit … the spirit
of feeling. In the Celestial Heavens, spirits are no longer subject to any error or cause and effect being
disharmonious in their once natural life and so these individuals are entirely free to work with their
Indwelling Spirit. That helps to generate feeling in the soul so that when a spirit is praying by
continuously living in the presence and awareness of Divine Love these individuals can feel the Spirit of
Feeling in Divine Love. These feelings become alive in ones soul as a developed attribute that many
enjoy prayer. This then moves into a grand worship of feeling for the sublime presence of Divine Love
that is in our soul and continues to surround our soul, as we love the Father and the Father loves us.
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1st SPHERE ASPECTS:
Summerland, etc, nurseries

Summerland, etc, are within
the highest planes of the 1st
Mansion World / sphere.
There are 1,000s of plains in the 1st sphere.

Ambience of mid range plains
of the 1st sphere is where the
majority of humanity pass into.
2 Planes of Disharmony / Earth:

The hells are unimaginable places of darkness.
Consider you are stuck at the end of the deepest
longest mine ever, on your own, without any lights!

Summerland, etc., are
beautiful regions of 1st sphere.
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ENVIRONMENTS within SPHERES:
The First (1st) Natural Sphere is one Sphere that is enormous and it
consists of many environments. It is an enormous Sphere for so many
live in a good condition of natural love and this is the Sphere that
receives every human life that enters the spirit world. There are spheres
in the Celestial Heavens, Eternal Spheres, Infinite and Universal
Spheres, that are larger in space, but have less population residing there.
Within the spheres, one’s soul condition determines what location one is destined for. At all
times, the environment is harmonious for one’s soul condition. Thus, spirit people with very
similar soul condition will be together. This creates many communities, each being harmonious
for a specific soul condition level. In this way, the 1st sphere consists of many locations that could
be considered as nations, however within each spirit grouping that community consists of only
one soul condition level, whereas on Earth we have saints and sinners all living together. People
cannot determine or assess another’s condition, nor can they assess their own soul condition.
It has been said that there are many spheres within a sphere. The truth is that there are many
environments within a sphere, much like there are many countries and have been many cultures
that have lived on all lands of the one single Earth. There is only one sphere with many
environments and cultures living in each Sphere.
A spirit cannot be attracted to an environment or another spirit in which the individual is out of
condition to do so. The essence of this is that no spirit can injure another spirit or can put one’s
self in harms way or travel to an environment that will be harmful to the spirit-senses of that
individual. This is part of the way that God, our Heavenly Parents, maintains harmony in the
vast populations of personalities residing in these tremendous spheres.
Generally, as soon as the individual
accepts the Divine Love, the individual
begins to advance their soul condition and
as the attraction of the Spirit Law of
Compensation diminishes, the soul
condition of the individual enjoys the
feelings of harmony produced and
changing environments. The purpose of
the Divine Love is to enable the individual
to live in harmony with God.
The poorest soul in condition can still receive the Divine Love. No human or spirit is ever beyond
reach of it. There is no eternal damnation.
Notes from Celestial Soul Condition via Zara Borthwick and Nicolas Arnold
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When individuals in the Celestial Heaven who are soulmates interact and share their love for one
another this is a mutual sharing of soul, spirit, feeling and from this Well of Feeling, a most beautiful
and intimate embrace is experienced which completely liberates the giving and sharing of soul finite
love as spirits in the presence of Divine Love. The feeling of love and light that Jesus generates when
he shares and when he teaches overwhelms. When Jesus teaches about a truth or a Law or shares good
communication he does so with an overwhelming generous spirit of feeling and this is why when all are
present, in his presence, all.
There is no war or any great battle or drama fought in or across any of the Natural Spheres. There is no
hidden plan that is in place to save the world or the Spheres from any darkened ambition. The course is
set which is the one true course that all souls follow whether one is aware of this or not and this has been
placed in motion by the Father. Souls on the Earth as souls in the Natural spirit Spheres are all
individuals in a condition of love that only requires the awareness and presence of Divine Love to create
real change. The Spirit of Feeling can be experienced in the physical body, and to become aware of
ones inner well that is in the soul and to feel this feeling welling up as Divine Love surrounds you is
liberation of individuality and goodness. (Natural love will only produce an internal finite feeling,
whereas, Divine Love is an infinite and perpetual growth of one’ self.)
This has been a pleasure and it is of my love that we share in this awareness, love,
Gandhi
January 10th, 2008
Hello, my sweet friends I am here with you now. I have with me several other Celestial spirits and they
are quietly present as this communication transpires. I was and have been with you a lot lately and will
continue to be so whilst this work of light and awareness manifests.
This evening – your evening – I desire to convey a little on the appearance of Celestial spirits. To begin
with, spirits do not have the physical organs in spirit. Many reading this have learnt this in the Padgett
Messages about the soul and its attribute, its true attribute of mind and that this attribute given to the
soul that forms part of its essential creative makeup from the (Mother and) Father. The Father is very
wise and bestows each individual soul with all that it needs other than a spirit body and Divine Love
prior to incarnation, so that its journey fulfilled all the way through into the Celestial Heavens. This
creation of a finite soul is a wonderment to understand and to see the engineering of its design and
function and ability for the purpose of individualisation. Natural spirits have a little of soul mind
development; Celestial spirits have a real definitive condition of good soul mind development. A
Celestial spirit does not have a brain of organic matter as this obviously forms part of the physical body
and is no longer required in spirit. The Divine Love acquired develops the mind and continues to
develop this attribute of the soul so that progression remains constant not stunted, for there are always
new awareness' to learn about life as a spirit living with the Father. The Father has created so much and
we learn about this as part of our Celestial existence.
When we Celestial spirits communicate with each other, we cannot see through each other and out-theother side. We have a personal space and a boundary, which is in keeping with our own finite Celestial
spirit body form. We have a front and a back, recognised as individual spirit personalities. We do
change from our soul's Natural love image. Natural spirits look quite like they do on Earth; however,
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the perfected natural spirits and those in the 4th Sphere are very clear and bright. Celestial spirits differ
in appearance for we are taller, the quality of Divine Love that has transformed us reflects in the spirit
body, and our spirit appearance differs from natural spirits. The best way of describing this to you is
that we Celestial spirits are individualised souls and what one sees is the full soul that one is and so each
individual is presenting a Divine soul image to another and the spirit body reflects this.
When Celestial spirits visit the Natural Spheres, where seen to be different and many inquire as to this,
however many also are afraid of this for in their knowledge or experience the Divine Love and the
Celestial Heavens are not known to them. However, stories of such a place are told just as stories of
Heavenly places as told amongst the peoples on Earth.
We have eyes and facial expressions and movements to show our feelings and our love when in
communication. We do not have the physical attributes for we become more like energy and it is energy
of the soul that becomes our internal engine, if you like, that is present, so that we can do things and
move throughout the Realms. We can experience pleasure. Through the sharing of love as a soul-spirit
feeling and this enables our soul to move into bliss of mutual love. We require energy and the Divine
Love provides most of this for us. It sustains all the requirements of our physical needs have long since
passed. We have spirit created matter which becomes the forms that are our residences also the makeup
of the environments in which every Celestial spirit resides in whilst we learn and participate in Fatherly
studies. This is part of the magic of the Father for these spirit structures have real form and real
landscape and are very, very beautiful for they shine and glimmer.
When Jesus teaches, he can project his spirit so that many around and who may be far in distance from
his being, can in their soul hear him. The best way to describe this is that his manifestation of love
carries "on a Celestial breeze of Spirit" and for your own soul perceptions when Jesus in love teaches of
the Father's Love then truly your own eyes have seen the living truth and heard the beautiful way to the
Father. It is perhaps the perfect sight in all the Celestial Heavens to see the soul, Jesus, teach of the
Father's Love and known that his loving way and word can flood the Heavens with light and life and
love.
I have seen how the Celestial spirits retain quite a lot of Earth memory yet it is just as if you may
remember an occasion that happened many years ago in your own life that was so significant at that
time, and now as an adult you can see it as a small moment in time. The Celestial spirits see the event
that was their mortal life in exactly this way and can recall it whenever needed. We do, when we meet
new spirits whom we have not met before, remember to each other some of our old Earth experiences
and this is always a good moment.
(Nicholas can see that Gandhi is laughing as he says this) When Celestial spirits move about we are
careful not to bump into one another for when we do, if it ever happens, it is always a funny-shared
moment. There is the gravity of a Celestial Law that helps us move around in these Spheres and
Heavens otherwise (and he is laughing again) we could all just float away. This gravity, this spirit Law
of Celestial Movement enables us to have weight so that we can move fluently with groundedness.
However, when we learn how to move quickly we can glide great distances, very quickly. This is a
form of travel that one masters as one moves through the Divine Love Spheres for we do move around
and visit friends and because we are not bound by physical form, our own will and spirit in our soul
learns how to travel as only Celestial spirits can.
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SOUL:
The Real You is your
soul, you are one ‘half’
of that soul.

The soul connects to the two
spirit bodies it has created by
‘golden cords’ of light; and
the spirit body is in turn
connected to the physical
body by ‘silver cords’ of light.

Each half of the
original soul incarnates
a spirit and physical
body simultaneously,
they being connected.
The soul expresses
each of its two
personalities as a
woman and man. True
soulmates are always
of the opposite sex.

The spirit body is your astral
body. The etheric is really the
body that is the template for
the physical and one that
doesn’t hold consciousness.
The soul remains invisible to
the spirit and physical bodies,
only being discernible by its
luminosity through the spirit
body.

Sexuality is an
attribute of the two
personalities the soul
expresses; the soul
itself does not know
sexuality.

Soul

Spirit Body

95%+ of humanity currently
are within the 1st sphere of
development.

Physical Body

^

Physical Body

Spirit Body

Soul
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This has been a joy and much awareness given and all is very helpful in the greater good of love and
praise the blessings of Divine Love.
Your loving friend,
Gandhi
January 11th, 2008
Hello. I have been here for a little while whilst you were in prayer for Divine Love. You are correct
that as a spirit I am not with the given name of Mahatma, other Celestial spirits do not refer to my being
in this way. The spelling of my name that you have now corrected is good and it was upon my
inspiration to guide you to this awareness. I did not, I could not correct you for in your own thinking
you had defined the spelling and so were not able to hear or see this. In no way does this detract from
the content of our work of light and awareness and bringing awareness into the presence of mortal life.
You have done very well so far and as they say, so far so good.
Not all individual spirits living in the Celestial Heavens work to bring about the awareness of Divine
Love in the Natural Spheres; this work is not a condition and in no way an individual forced to bring
about the awareness of Divine Love in the Natural Spheres. The inclination derived from within the
soul for individuals to become teachers and to then move into the Natural Spheres to help create the
awareness of Divine Love and that are Celestial realities in existence. What each Celestial individual
will do is help a soulmate find the Father if one of the individuals is not with Divine Love – if only one
individual knows of the Divine Love. If both souls do not know the existence of Divine Love then they
cannot obviously help each other in this way.
In our Celestial residence when two individual souls are with Divine Love and are soulmates they
progress together and live together in a harmonised relationship where collaboration and companionship
is very well received. This provides us all with the awareness that the Father has created mortal man
and the destiny of men and women, even when each become spirits, to recognise that our soul life is not
an isolated and independent experience of one another even though each is an individual. A Divine
Love experience involves togetherness and union of Loves.
I have seen that there are places in the Celestial Heaven that far exceed my own soul condition. There is
much that the Father has created that will only be revealed to me when I as a spirit arrive with more
Divine Love so that I may be in the condition to perceive and to understand the nature of the Father's
workings and how these workings create and sustain the vast Realm of His Spirit Kingdom.
When I visit the Natural Spheres perhaps, the most telling fact of the way in which individuals live is
very much about personality. A defining difference between a natural spirit and a Celestial spirit is that
the natural spirit is in the attribute of finite personality and the soul is still largely unknown. A Celestial
spirit knows the workings of their soul and the personality is an attribute of this soul living and
awareness and in this way is integrated to form a more complete individual.
We do as Celestial spirits have a will yet not in physical form. It is more of the spirit in our soul and our
own emphasis of living is in peace because we need not determine a created life in personality alone for
ourselves. Rather we understand that our own will is really the awareness of our soul and what it has
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become as the result of Divine Love and so our soul acts perfectly from this condition and our actions
reveal this in all that we do.
One observation that is pleasant to note. When mortals on Earth, not realised as souls in their full
potential, when these individuals begin to progress through the Divine Love Spheres, particular
attributes within them surface and one may feel attracted to study such soul attributes so that a soul can
realise and live-out all potential given to it upon its initial creation.
There are young souls such as children who live in the Divine Love Spheres. The perception may be
that only adults begin with Divine Love. Yet, all souls are welcome to the awareness of Divine Love
and sometimes an affectionate name given to these little ones when they are at play or studying or with
other adult spirits is "Celestial-lings". It is a delight to see these sweet souls in Divine Love play in the
fields of these Spheres. This leads us to the awareness that when a mortal individual as a youngster
leaves the world and arrives in spirit their soul and individuality will mature and their personality
through spirit experience does progress so that growth assured and the infant or young child will become
an adult. So much as I have said before, happens in the first Natural Sphere and this is where any
previous physical condition on Earth that may have been a difficult condition, is alleviated and one is no
longer subject to these physical conditions although the soul still reflects its true condition and all else is
to follow.
Thank you for this communication and I leave you now and shall return to continue in the awareness of
Divine Love.
Gandhi
January 11th, 2008
Hello, and many blessings to you all as Divine Love surrounds us now and we are all in its beautiful
presence. Nicholas and Zara have read the question asked by the loving soul S_, I have perceived this
question through Nicholas’ thoughts, and so more awareness can light our way together.
When people through all stages in their cycle of soul life depart the Earth it is a sensitive and often
emotional time, and my words and soulful expressions to convey this message, are sensitive to this
reality. All of us, as indeed I was when a mortal man, understand our experience in the passing of time
as primarily finite and the familiar habit of dawn, mid day and dusk, day and night, age and years and
hours and the seasons of the clock turn their way through the experiences of life. Mortal life, as
everyone knows, begins hopefully a long life ensures to a ripe old age. Sadly, this is not the case for
many people.
The reality of the spirit Spheres is that time is no longer subject to the mortal age or clock; the aging
process of a physical body is non-existent in all the spirit Spheres. The Father knows the time and is
wise to it and so when a child becomes a child-spirit, this child now exists in a Sphere that is not subject
to organic time. This means that this child is not going to grow old or to grow up in the condition of a
physical body and so this child does not need to grow for 80 years and to become elderly. This childspirit will grow to a particular beauty sustained there without ever experiencing the physical mortal
condition of aging.
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A SPHERE may simulate or being likened to a CLUSTER of MINOR SPHERES:
Each minor zone or region may represent a
plane within a major sphere. A plane is not a
sphere.
One’s soul condition determines where one
resides. Your personal illumination is a
reflection of your soul condition. The
luminosity of one’s soul fits that spirit person
to live within an environment that matches
that luminosity.
As one grows in love, firstly through their Feeling Healing, their soul
condition improves, and this is reflected through the spirit body.
A spirit person, whose soul condition is poor, lacks luminosity and
would reside in a dark environment, until they heal themselves. The
luminosity of any environment is a direct reflection of the luminosity
of the spirit people residing there.
Thus, the ‘hells’ are places of darkness, whereas the heavens are
regions of ever increasing brilliance, reflecting the soul’s progress in
development of love for themselves and our Mother and Father.
One can clearly imagine a soul living in the ambience of the bottom
diagram would be overwhelmed by the brilliance of the upper
diagram. Clearly, it is not possible for a spirit person to move into
an environment for which it is not yet fit for.
Between each major sphere structure is an entry and exit point
connecting adjoining spheres. This further manages movements.
As one progresses in their development of
love, they progressively move up through
the planes within their sphere until they are
fit to progress from that sphere and enter a
higher and brighter sphere.
Progress is always upward to higher and
more loving and brighter environments.
We all commence our journey by entering
the 1st natural love Sphere.
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There is the spirit in the soul and the natural love creates an energy which will grow the soul in spirit so
that the personality and individual will, even though not subject to the physical world, progress so that
through spirit related experiences of learning this child-spirit does evolve to become more substantial in
image and individual identity and nature. It is another Truth revealed in this awareness for the Father
has provided the way for circumstances such as these to be engaged so that a child-spirit is not to remain
an infant spirit, unable to become cognitive of greater workings of Love, Law, and that for all time, a
child remains a child-spirit and is stagnant. Many of the more experienced spirits do help these young
spirits just like in the Divine Love Spheres; the Celestial-lings helped, nurtured, and cared for. The
Father loves to look after our souls and provides a way for this to occur.
The experience of time in the Natural Spheres changes relative to the condition of the souls in their
Natural Love. This experience of time changes once again in the Divine Love Spheres and on into the
Celestial Heaven. The condition of soul by Celestial spirits helps create an understanding of time so that
all Spheres below seen in their true context of spirit-Sphere-time and this mortal world of time. Jesus
for instance, having received so much of the Father's Love lives in a condition of time that is in perfect
harmony to all existing times relative to the souls in all Spheres. This is why his timing when
introducing souls of the Natural Love into the Divine Love is always perfect for that individual. The
Celestial spirits can arrive by your side in this mortal world always at the right time and although there
is not a watch that one wears in the Celestial Heavens, when we come to be by your side, we always
arrive at the right time for you and for us so that the Father's work harmoniously done.
Attuned to these Spheres of time, sensitive to them for a soul who is living in a condition of darkness
feels time very close to them and this can almost feel like an eternal trap. One of the first things these
darkened spirits become aware of when they begin to alleviate their condition of Compensation and their
love begins to expand through their soul and especially when Divine Love is involved, these individuals
begin to rise out into more time and can see how small they had created their own experience of time.
Their Sphere reflects this, their Sphere that once sustained their darkened souls, seems from their
perspective a very small and slow place.
Illuminated souls in the awareness of Divine Love have such presence and awareness that when they
teach natural souls of the way to partake of this Love, that the change of time in this experience will
occur and as souls move into the Divine Love Spheres, the presence of this Love establishes a real sense
of spirit perspective time. To complete this message from purely a mortal perspective the machinations
of life in these spirit Spheres is extraordinary and all spirit Spheres have their existence created by the
Father and do not require the mortal Earth to give them their existence. Although souls make their way
from Earth into spirit, the experiences of spirit are so real souls who have not led a full life in the flesh.
There is abundance of experience that fulfils each individual need.
This has been most enjoyable and a loving in awareness and in blessings of
Divine Love let us say "thank you to the Soul, Our Heavenly Father".
I enjoy participating with you all in this way at this time.
Gandhi
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“Never can one man do more for another man than by making it known of
the availability of the Feeling Healing process and the Divine Love.” JD
The radiance of a soul in good
condition is reflected through the spirit
body.
A soul in poor condition has very little
energy and subsequently is lacking in
radiance. The size of the entity is also
diminished.
We radiate our own light. Not only
when a soul in poor condition is
lacking luminosity and energy, its
capacity to travel is also significantly
diminished, as is its physical size.

SPIRIT SPHERES / MANSION WORLDS:
Library Downloads – PascasPapers – www.pascashealth.com
Pascas Care – Big Tick is the Big Trip
Pascas Care – Big Trip with Gandhi
Pascas Care – Death & Dying Transition
Pascas Care – Spheres 1 – 7
Pascas Care – Spheres 1 – Infinity
Pascas Care – Spheres 1 – Infinity Diagrams
Pascas Care – Spheres and Exalted Teachers
Pascas Care – Spheres are Close By!
Pascas Care – Spheres Life Beyond the Veil
Pascas Care Letters – Spirit Mansion Worlds Road Map
Divine Universe – Life in the Spheres
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January 12th, 2008
Hello and this has become a most enjoyable discussion and I am as happy as a spirit to be participating
with you, as we are all souls accepting in the awareness of Divine Love and this is most pleasant. Spirits
discusses many discussions such as these on such subjects when they first commence in the presence of
Divine Love in the First Divine Love Sphere. This First Divine Love Sphere is most interesting for
individuals are still very much with a natural experience and so in their new awareness many
understandings and learnings are open so that individuals may find their understanding of the life. As
Nicholas read with Zara, the posts (On the New Birth Message Board) I will try to contribute as a voice
that is in concert for it is most exciting that we are all sharing our love of the Father, each other and of
all souls in life.
When souls such as have been discussed here, are in light in awareness of Divine Love and in the First
Divine Love Sphere, the reality of the context of Jesus' life becomes evident. When Divine Love is
involved, a soul sees the real way Jesus lived his life and the Truths that he lived his life. This affects a
soul for one ascertains such dichotomy. How could people treat Jesus, who lived only in Love, without
such respect for love? Therefore, part of the introductory effect of Divine Love causes a soul to see the
Love of Jesus unlike ever before and this greatly increases our love not only for the soul Jesus, but also
for his love for us and his love for the Father.
The difficult part about Jesus' life when on Earth is that he knew the reasons why individuals acted in
the way in which they did. He not only experienced the effects but in his soul nature, His Father's Spirit
had shown him why men and women act inharmoniously to love and so his vision could see all this
before his own eyes. He understood the workings of natural man and much of this kept in silence. I
have learnt this from those Celestial spirits who were with him at the time, are with him in these
Celestial Heavens at this time, and are still working in the service of the Truth.
The presence of Divine Love in our souls, that awakens us to the way humankind treat one another and
when we learn the workings of Love and the causes that create such erroneous effect, we then know like
Jesus, how the actions are when Love is not present. Yet behind this a greater truth surfaces and this is
in our own soul, for we know and have learnt, even though Love may not be present in the actions of
men and women, it is exactly this need that these individuals are acting out their need for – love. When
these individuals eventually progress their soul, they see how much in need of Love they are which has
caused their suffering and affliction to which others may be on the receiving end. I had to learn this
when I first commenced receiving Divine Love: forgiveness, forgiveness, forgiveness.
I have a keen knowledge of the workings of the Laws. I can state quite clearly that when an individual
is subject to the wilful transgression of another, such as the experience that Jesus was exposed to, as a
definitive expression of all the cruelty that individuals create toward one another day-in day-out, no
mortal can ever or does ever take advantage of the Father's Will.
The Father's Will in very real terms, are the workings of all His Laws in Love, which apply here to
mortal and spirit soul-life. Even though one may be acting contrary to these Laws and believing that
they are gaining an advantage over another, in time in the spirit Sphere, one will see the error of their
way and be subject to these conditions to which the advantage ceases and the reality of their condition
sets into play the real condition of a soul.
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GATEWAY BETWEEN SPHERES:
Each sphere has a single gateway between itself
and the next ascending or connecting sphere. The
location of this gateway is in the same relative
position for entry and exit between the two
connecting spheres. This region is commonly
referred to as the Sea of Glass, being one enormous
circular crystal.
Those celestial spirits coming from the Spheres of
Paradise would proceed through gateways of that
system, then down through the Eternal Spheres,
and then down through the Celestial Heaven
spheres before entering the mortal spheres for
Divine Love Mansion Worlds and the Natural Love
Mansion World spheres to the 1st Natural Love
Mansion World sphere.
As one returns back up through the spheres, each
sphere becomes brighter in brilliance and vibrancy
than the prior lower sphere.
Within each sphere there are host of related minor
zones that may be referred to as planes. These
minor planes achieve separation of those with their
different soul condition so as to enable harmony to
exist throughout all the planes and also the
different spheres.
Consider the joining point between two spheres as
being portals, or simply as bridges. One can travel
readily to spheres lower than their condition,
however, to travel to a higher sphere, one generally
needs to be assisted as the environment in higher
spheres is very uncomfortable for one not fitted.
The magnificent crystal – sea of glass – serves as the
receiving field for all transport seraphim and other
beings arriving from points outside the sphere; such
a sea of glass greatly facilitates the landing of
transport seraphim.
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When people arrive in spirit and the great acclimatisation to these new environments occurs there is not
a universal Sphere language that one instantly learns. Individuals still communicate in their native
tongue and just like on Earth, one may have to learn a new language in order to communicate. When a
French-speaking individual meets a Chinese-speaking individual their soul may feel a knowing of
gesture yet one can only communicate from the condition of what one knows and has experienced.
Many Celestial spirits speak many languages for they are all from unique countries at different stages of
the Earth's history and English is one of these languages. We tend to use in these Celestial Heavens, a
perceptual language of Love for we have our mind attribute of soul that is well advanced and our
perceptions can communicate the Divine realities that exceed mortal natural concept of language.
This helps to identify the way truth is communicated, and understood by the receiving soul. A Celestial
can communicate a truth to which many perceptions then seen and felt which educates a great working
of a Law in Divine Love between a soul and the Father. I would like to say also that it is unusual for so
many truths to be present in a work like the Padgett Messages, for some, indeed a great many of these
truths, are very sophisticated and require good soul condition to live and understand them. To see so
many truths in one place from so many individuals in all varying soul conditions is a remarkable work.
Here in spirit, an individual of Natural Love first introduced to the awareness of Divine Love and then at
his or her own desire, their progression commences and the First Divine Love Sphere becomes a reality
to them of its existence, from which a gradual learning begins from the Divine Love. This way the
Truths are in harmony with their own soul progression in Divine Love and the workings of truth are not
confronting but assisting their enjoyment of living as a spirit in Divine Love.
Natural spirits do not receive great Celestial Heavenly Truth in great volume to begin with. Each is
introduced into the awareness of Divine Love and invariably the Celestial spirit is so glorious that the
Natural spirit need only see the Divine spirit and the introduction and existence of Divine Love is
confirmed. Fortunately, there are many truths conveyed by the spirits so that in the awareness of Divine
Love they can be assisting as one in Divine Love can in soul, become at-one with a Divine Truth that is
in harmony with the stage of condition that one is in and this is peaceful and revealing.
Hello L_, Divine light is a term that can mean many things to the culture and peoples who use this term.
The attribute that is not celebrated is Jesus' Truth, which is from the Father's Love and the way to the
Father's Divine Love. From our Celestial living, we can see when a soul has received Divine Love even
if the great truths are unknown; some can even see the Holy Spirit working to convey the Divine Love.
Humanity in all its forms is too great for me to determine who has received Divine Love, who has not,
and what name they choose to call the Eternal. Many natural souls give wonderful names to spiritual
realities yet the Divine Love really individualises the individual and perhaps this is a significant
difference between what is Natural and man-created in soul than Divine Love and Father-created and
given to in-soul.
Just like on Earth, many spirits in the Natural Heaven still celebrate their once mortal faith or spiritual
beliefs. Even newly created beliefs pertaining to the big-all and yes, collective groups in vast numbers
are attracted together to form and live in the same Natural beliefs that were created in the mortal world
and still live in this way as Natural spirits in the Spheres. The notion that everyone who arrives in spirit
participates in one gigantic Sphere spirit sing-along or goes to Heaven is untrue. As Jesus taught, a
mortal can only rise as high as its own source. In the Natural Spheres, this truth determines a lot about
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the way spirits live. The perfected natural spirits live this way and people from different countries stay
largely together in attractions of soul condition in the Natural Spheres for there is nothing created by the
Father to show them any other way, Divine Love is for all spirits the way provided by Father.
In the awareness of Divine Love, and to become aware of ones Natural Love and to act with love in
Love, to find humanitarian resolution in this mortal world is a beautiful way to be. Whilst mortals dawn
the Earth, even we here in these Celestial Heavens work toward the day when the sunset will be one of
complete Love, light and in the life and awareness of the Natural Love of man and with the Divine Love
of God.
It has been a pleasure to contribute and I hope (as Nicholas is concerned) that the message is not too
long – that we together can share more in this mortal and spirit example of souls living and working
together in our celebration of light and Love.
Your friend,
Gandhi
January 12th, 2008
Hello. In tonight's message let us all shine our hearts with light in thanks for the ever flowing of Divine
Love. In your prayers and in feeling the presence of Divine Love within you, imagine the Father's Soul
as a beautiful deep well that is overflowing with soft blue light that then flows on in to your own finite
well this, being your soul. Rejoice in good spirit and peace among you all and this peace is real and
"Fatherly" true.
I am happy conveying this work of light and awareness. I can see from this participation how happy the
spirits were when being guided by Jesus in the work that was done with James Padgett and also when
individual Celestial spirits come to your side and visit you as a friend in the well-waters that surround
you, being Divine Love.
In our Celestial homes, which are constructed of spirit matter, we can make the light shine brighter or
softer when we are resting. We are light sensitive and need rests from the full illumination during our
activities. If you like, we rest in the peaceful silhouette of spirit and when we are active there is far
more illumination. We do see that as we move through the Spheres, that the construction of spirit matter
becomes more solid in form and the most solid form is of course the matter of the mortal world.
It is amazing to see how these spirit forms in the Celestial Heavens are created, because souls with the
knowledge of the spirit Laws know how to work with the Father's attribute of Spirit to create places that
seemingly manifest in the moment. As you know, we do not have the Sun or the Moon, yet we do have
the presence of light, which seemingly emanates all throughout the immense Spheres. To describe the
beauty, it is as if we are all living in the Father's halo.
There are colours in the Celestial Heavens and these colours are essences, which individuals use to form
environments that facilitate their pleasures. There are in the Spheres and the Heavens places where
many individuals meet. If you like – Celestial-meeting places – where discourses given by individuals
on a particular subject that is revealing in their study of the Father. I would quite like to say here, that
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just like on Earth, individuals study the material form of the Universe in all its matter and working.
Here in these Celestial Heavens, individuals specialise in the study of the spirit Universe that the Father
has created and we all listen with great intent to learn more about specific fields that help create the form
and forms of the Father's Eternal Realms.
Quite often, a Celestial teacher will visit the lower Celestial Heavens and Divine Love Spheres and
answer questions asked by individuals who would like to learn more about their own relationship with
the Father. In essence what all individual spirits know is that learning to know the Father in all makeup
is the greatest study of all and a real soul's delight to pursue such living knowledge. When a soul in the
Divine Love Sphere becomes freer from their natural conditions, their soul "feels" the presence of the
Love greatly. This presence is like a magnet, and becomes activated and the soul desires to be even
closer in attraction to the source, for the Love becomes more real and one knows how good it feels to be
in such good rapport with the Father.
Jesus, when he visits and teaches our souls more about what it will be that we will be teaching others,
does enjoy this. He often delights in expressing much humour as we spirits really like to feel the
sensation of sharing joy from humorous perceptions just like when on Earth, yet our humour is always
constructive and never at the detriment of an identity. As I have listened to Jesus, the outstanding and
astounding knowledge that he has on mortal life is something to behold. Any question he can answer
that involves the life that is mortal from the First Parents through to present day and in this, I mean the
Seasons of the Father and how the Father has commenced these Seasons on Earth and the workings of
natural man in the attributes of a mortal creation to present day. He knows the lay of the mortal land and
all that is going on for such is his soul condition attuned to the influences of the Father's Spirit that so
guide natural man in the mortal world.
In the mortal world and all the Natural Spheres and Divine Love Spheres and Celestial Heavens, there is
no other individual spirit that has their arms around all humanity and spirits; there are only Jesus' arms
and the Father surrounds his arms. There is not another spirit beneath him or above him that has any
sovereignty in all the Spheres and Heavens that involve mortal life. His attention is ever to bring and to
help individuals help others bring the awareness of Divine Love to the sincere soul who so desires to
know the Truth of their Heavenly Father.
Other spirits help Jesus and the Father do this. Some of these I have not met, but know of their
existence and these individuals' help in the constructional makeup of the Spheres, of all the Spheres and
work with the attribute of the Spirit of God. These individuals have mastered the relationship between
the Spirit of God and the creation of all energy in all forms and this is where my knowledge of such
things comes to a point where I do not know any more at this time. I am told that eventually such
wonders will be revealed yet as I have mentioned before, I cannot go there in finite spirit form as I am
still not sufficient in the Love to understand or comprehend such workings at this time.
This completes this message and I stand in the Well of the overflowing Divine Love with you all. God
bless abundantly, your loving friend,
Gandhi
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EACH SPHERE PROGRESSIVELY LEADS to the CENTRE:

Consider that the mortal spheres, both for the Natural Love Mansion World spheres and also
the Divine Love spirit Mansion World spheres progressively are further away from Earth,
with the 1st Mansion World blanketing Earth. Then next are the immortal Divine Love spirit
spheres known as the Celestial Heavens, then the Eternal Spheres, Infinite and Universal
Spheres.
Our own solar system is in the outer edge of a super-universe, being one of seven. In fact, the
outer ring is a series of seven super-universes circulating around a massive inner sphere.
We may progress towards the absolute centre, to the Spheres of Paradise with further
development as an immortal Divine Love spirit, having completed our Feeling Healing. These
form an inner circle around the Super Grand Sphere that surrounds our Heavenly Parents’
Soul.
Finally, the last remaining Sphere beyond the Super Grand Sphere is our Parents’ Sphere.
We can and all will, should we choose, make this journey in our own time and as we please.
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NATURE and STAGES of FUSION:

FATHER
Seventh stage of Fusion of individuality is the
MOTHER
transition from the Eternal Spheres towards
the Spheres of Paradise. The individual is now FIRST SOURCE
fully fledged in their union with God and can
SOURCE SOUL
travel around the entire soul Sphere that God is SOUL of GOD
and resides in.

Pre-Incarnational Sphere:
First stage of Fusion is
the separating of the
soul into two, each soul
half being complete on
their own.

Sixth stage of Fusion truly demonstrates how
the personality is infused with extended
attributes of mind-spirit function as the
individual progresses from the Celestial
Heaven and enters the Eternal Spheres.
Fifth stage of Fusion transpires when
their natural love changes and one’s
soul progresses to the condition to be
of Celestial soul quality, one enters
the Celestial Heaven.
Fourth stage of Fusion involves the Divine
Love. This can happen at any time during
the natural life experience of the
individual. Happens when the Immortal
Divine Love enters the attribute of the soul
for the first time, either when in the
physical body state or spirit body state.

Second stage of Fusion is simply
defined by the incarnation of
the finite attribute of the soul to
acquire a spirit body and living
attribute of personality, which
commences the finite soul’s
individualisation of mortal life
experience.
Physical body
Spirit body
Soul

Spirit body
Soul

Third stage of Fusion in a soul’s life
is its transition into the First mortal
natural spirit Sphere. This stage is
defined as the ending of the
physical incarnation and the
beginning of life in the spirit world.
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The Golden Leaf

by Zara Borthwick & Nicholas Arnold

We can communicate with and assist departed ones:
January 13th, 2008
Hello and an uplifting of the spirit as it is with Divine Love,
I direct this message to the request of M_ and her husband A_. The reconciliation of love is one of
goodbye and hello. M..., your husband has within his soul a little grief from long ago when his father
passed into the spirit world. The feeling that comes from loss and from not being able to say goodbye
has kept a sense of sadness within your husband's soul. That now requires him to forgive himself and to
let this goodbye go into love and into the liberation of saying "hello, my dear father I love you".
His father I sense with my soul's perceptions, desires to say hello and that his son, your husband need no
longer live in the shadow of the past regarding the event of not being with him at the time of his passing.
Your husband was not responsible for his father's passing and this requires forgiveness, as his father in
spirit has also learnt forgiveness. When souls are in Divine Love in the mortal world, such as you are
both, Celestial spirits do visit you even if one may not be entirely aware of their presence. I have not
met your husband's father personally as spirit to spirit, yet I do know that when you both decide to pray
to the Heavenly Father for Divine Love, ask for your husband's father who is a spirit to be present and
for your husband to act in faith and to say "Hello my father" and "I love you". See this as a new
beginning and in this time, your husband will sense a lightening of the heart. These interactions among
family members really do happen and it takes faith to act in the knowing that these exchanges do
transpire and that the respective spirits are present and all giving's are received from mortal to spirit and
from spirit to mortal. Set a nice place in your house aside for you to pray in and ask in your soul
thoughts for your father-in-law to be present. When your father-in-law is present, ask if he knows of the
Heavenly Father's Divine Love and trust in the open receiving of your feelings and the truth made
known and clear to you.
There is no need for events that have transpired in your past to cause soul
affliction in the present. Our Heavenly Father has provided the way that
reunions between mortals and spirits who were once related when on Earth, to
share and to find the present together again.
Trust in faith, love from your spirit friend,
Gandhi

“Every day is a day of devotion.”
Please Mother and Father, may I receive Your LOVE.
God's Divine Love: Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.
Our salvation IS the Feeling Healing process with the availability of Divine Love.
By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.
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STAGES of MATTER:
Matter becomes finer and finer and more incredible within each phase:

Atom

Neutron

Physical
Matter

Liquid
Matter

Electron / Proton

Gaseous
Matter

Physical encapsulating liquid and gas
Man / Woman

Quarks

Nano Gas
Matter / Plasma

Spirit Body
Etheric Body

Plasma

???

Divine Love
Matter

Celestial
Spirit Angel

???

Creator
Father

Creator
Father

Growth of Man / Woman without Divine Love peaks at 6th sphere state which is
the peak of the Kingdom of Man and Spirit World. Soul without Divine Love.

Soul seeking the truth of one’s feelings, and receiving, and growing
with Divine Love. The nature of one’s soul changes into that of the
Divine when receiving Divine Love. Only Divine Love does this.
Growth of Man / Woman with Divine Love enables entry into the
Celestial Realms, 8th sphere and above, with growth into infinity:
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The Golden Leaf

by Zara Borthwick & Nicholas Arnold
January 14th, 2008
Hello and I have arrived to be by your side to continue our work in light.
Can sound be heard in the Celestial Heavens and Divine Love Spheres? As our soul becomes refined
and its essence, with which the Father first breathed life into its creation, becomes Divine, the senses of
our soul become like ears that can hear the sounds of the Celestial Heavens. There is no material sound
of the mortal world; however, our soul made and created with the capacity to hear sound that created by
soul and by spirit. An example, if you look at the stars or a very calm ocean without any breeze the
inner senses can hear the sound of its presence. The sound is around and the inner senses hear it and, the
mortal inner ear relates to this energy. When one leaves the calm ocean or it is daytime and one recalls
looking at the night skies, one is listening to the sound of the memory of the experience of being there
and hearing the presence and awareness of its life.

We visit places of real living spirit beauty, our soul senses listen to the presence of these forms, and we
interact with the sound of each presence. Soulmates who live together in these Celestial Heavens can
share in their essence together and this creates a union of sound, which felt and heard with a most
wonderful soul love. Individuals who are familiar with creating music can create the most glorious
works and even perform these works and all listening delight in the essence of their work, which heard
within each soul. Glorious creations of music are created that celebrate the union between a soul giving
love to the Father and when this love is given, there is an outpouring of spirit that amplifies the spirit
within each individual and a full acknowledgment in music sound and love is shared between those
present and the Father.
If a person thinks loving thoughts of a spirit, then that spirit will receive them even though they are far
apart and the spirit if called for will come to the mortal. This does happen, for spirit in its attribute of
existence not confined solely to the spirit Realms, nor hindered by the material world. When Nicholas
has been thinking about our experience together and I am not by his side, it is not that I hear every
thought that ascends my way to my residence in the Celestial Heavens, but rather as time passes and we
form a connection, I sense a knowing that it is time or nearing time to meet. When I am close by, I can,
if I choose to see what he is thinking yet Celestial spirits respect the boundaries and just like all
individuals, communicate according to the need. He can hear my soul thoughts quite clearly and we can
interact visually, which is a perceptual experience so that he can hear and see the sound of my voice …
although it is my soul voice.
This reveals how easily it is that the Father can hear the sounds of your soul. As time passes from your
initial awareness of Divine Love, you can hear the familiar sound of its presence in the awareness of
your soul that is now living with Divine Love. The Father can hear your soul aspirations very easily and
responds in Love.
Your true friend in spirit,
Gandhi

The New Way: learning how to live true to ourselves by living true to our feelings.
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January 16th, 2008
Hello souls in Divine Love,
In this message on the awareness of Divine Love, we will cover some of the differences between the
mortal world and the spirit Spheres. Firstly and very significantly money does not exist in any of the
spirit Spheres. There is nothing to buy, trade or to sell. The world of money is entirely a mortal created
experience and stays in the mortal world. This is an obvious insight yet a significant insight for the
determination and motivation of the will of men and women on Earth involved in the world of money is
no longer the agenda for a soul living as spirit in a Sphere. Money plays a large role in the drama of the
world; in the Spheres, this drama does not exist. In the mortal world, so many boundaries related to the
availability of money, in the Spheres the Father has created the boundary to be that of the soul condition
of the individual. This awareness highlights the difference in conditions that individuals are subject to,
for in the Spheres the agenda for living is entirely soul related.
It has been an observation of mine with regard to soulmates that are together in the Celestial Heavens
that souls created by the Father as soulmates incarnate within a relatively short period of time in terms of
Earth years. For instance, a soul does not incarnate 3,000 Earth years before its counterpart incarnates.
The Father is aware of the symmetry that each soul individual is to experience, and this provides a
continuity of experience. When two individuals meet and become united, their symmetry of love and
experience with one another as Divine soulmates is realised from each individual with Divine Love in
their soul. This is an economy of experience and not a gulf of separation to prevent progression and
sharing.
When souls become spirits and commence their life in the Spheres, the physical body and organs that
make up the physical body are no longer present. This is an obvious fact yet what amazes these
individual spirits is breathing. The habit of breathing is still present yet one does not require oxygen in
the spirit Spheres. To be alive and not breathe and to continue to survive is a real revelation, to exist
alive in the afterlife without breathing is extraordinary for spirits when experiencing this for the first
time. If one works their soul perceptions, this fact reveals another unique difference between mortal
living and spirit living. The soul is an extraordinary attribute; the soul made fit for many unique
environments.
The Celestial spirits taught in some of their messages conveyed through James Padgett, that a mortal
soul is a finite attribute of Natural Love and this is true. In the Celestial Heavens, the image of this
attribute fused well in Divine Love and part of this fusing is the attribute of one’s Indwelling Spirit. I
make mention of this for the vision of Celestial living is that individuals live with their attributes fully
visible, and this differentiates the soul from the image that it once was in Natural Love. Now the image
is the individual soul fully living in its attributes with the Father. This is why the attribute of beauty; the
attribute of mind; the attribute of individual love; the attribute of individual will; the attribute of
individual spirit; and the attribute of individual personality, to name just a few, are all extensions of each
individual who now lives in the full light of their own potential. The Father as Soul has many eternal
attributes and we as Celestial spirits have many finite attributes, and so the Celestial Heavens are
abundant and fulfilling Heavens for each individual.
Your loving friend, Gandhi
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January 17th, 2008
Hello sweet friends and in the awareness of Divine Love I will begin this message.
It has been quite a night so far, and the number of souls present illuminates the Divine Love of the
Father with you as White Feather and Tristiana conveyed their messages. Your energy is high and good
and so let us begin – The structure of the Spheres with their boundaries forms a practical reason why the
Spheres are specific. In the wisdom of the Father in the way in which the spirit Spheres are to exist,
they exist so that mortal souls have an environment to live in that is contained. The way mortal living
on Earth in Natural Love is and slowly with the awareness of Divine Love and Its existence present and
available, people know that a mortal life is contained and on the Earth. If a soul then passed into the
spirit world and there were no Spheres, just the continuance of life, then the condition of soul would be
unbounded. The ability to move around great distances would be continuous and individuals would not
be content to be contained, and so the will of mortals could take them to places everywhere in the
universe. This would mean that the Father would have mortal souls quite literally all over the place
doing all sorts of things. The structure of the Spheres is so coherent that one can objectively understand
that these Spheres are for mortal living and that they are mortal environments.
The structure of these Spheres present the factual reality that a soul, in order to move from Sphere to
Sphere, has to progress. This is why the Divine Love is the generator of soul progression, for the nature
of the Spheres in the way in which the Father has created them, is that to become resident as a citizen of
the Celestial Realm, it requires Divine Love. The Father has placed a boundary of the perfection of
Natural Love, which illustrates that the will of the individual is free and can only help to perfect a soul
that is free to a set condition, which is perfect in Natural Love. The will of the individual is a gift, free
and so the Divine Love is a gift that is free yet, the will in harmony with Natural Love is free to progress
to a point where perfection obtained, however this perfection cannot progress any further. The Divine
Love is required in Its presence and this gift can take the gift of free will all the way to the Celestial
Heavens and even further into these Heavens. This illustration can provide individuals with the
understanding of what the word 'gift' actually means.
When Jesus left the Earth, arrived as a spirit, and commenced his life in the Divine Love Spheres and
the Celestial Heavens, there were not many mortal souls to welcome him. Some individuals listened and
prayed for an Inflowing of Divine Love from the Natural Spheres as these abundantly filled with Natural
souls prior his arrival and during his life and teachings whilst on Earth. It is with the use of one’s soul
perceptions to consider these realities for in the presence of Divine Love it becomes clear how these two
varying structure of Spheres have been created, for the Father had determined that there was to be in
existence two Loves – this being Natural Love and Divine Love.
When I arrived in spirit like all souls, I had to adjust to this new way of living. I was a man of Truth and
I progressed in Natural Love to the 6th Sphere, however my desire for Truth was restless. It was here
that I met with a Celestial spirit called Matthew who showed me the way to the Father and I listened for
he communicated Truth and this calmed the restlessness in my soul and my spirit could hear the way
Truth sounded when soulfully spoken. I did depart as you all know the Earth at the wilful hands of
transgression and I have long since forgiven this individual, for I understood that a large part of my life
was action taken against transgression or transgressive behaviour.
I love you all and on the breeze of awareness in Divine Love, Your loving friend, Gandhi
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Hello Nicholas and Zara, following directly on from Carl (C G Jung)
I desire to write on the awareness of seeing. In the Divine Love Spheres as a soul progresses through
each Sphere, the presence of Divine Love in the souls becomes more evident. The real seeing of this
awareness is to see souls in Divine Love; this places into context the teachings of Jesus. When Jesus
seen teaching about the Father's Divine Love there are so many individuals in Divine Love and the
manifestation of Divine Love is so present that Jesus' teachings have real context in which each
individual can relate. Individuals in the Spheres and Heavens have embraced their way in Divine Love
so, when Jesus the Celestial spirit seen, this places the whole realisation of Divine Love in its true
reality.
When one leaves these Spheres and Heavens and moves to the Natural Spheres, it is that one sees
instantly that the living presence of Divine Love is not present in these souls. There is a lacking of this
presence although in potential the Divine Love is still available and received by these souls. When you
in your mortal experience receive Divine Love, and embrace the Father in your own soul and live in this
awareness in Divine Love, when you look and see the world that does not know of such Love or the
existence of it in its truths, then this is the same experience as in the Natural Spheres. When our work is
complete in the Natural Spheres, we return to the Spheres and Heavens and the presence and awareness
of Divine Love becomes so visible again as these environments reflect this and the light is very
welcoming and regenerating.
When a Natural soul first learns of the existence of Divine Love and chooses to participate with this
Love even as I did, the reality of this Love is so very new. When one is as I was, guided to the First
Divine Love Sphere, there is an excitement and anticipation that one feels in their soul for one can see a
completely new environment where souls are participating in a completely new experience that does not
exist in the Natural Spheres. It is quite extraordinary to see the comparative existence of the Natural
Spheres to the Divine Love Spheres. When Divine Love first prayed for, it is a new experience. Jesus
comes from his Celestial home, usually accompanied by other Celestial spirits who are well versed in
their teachings. When Jesus speaks of the Father's Divine Love we can feel the Divine Love from the
Father in our soul, if ever one needed confirmation, then this is it!
Awareness is almost a form of seeing and to see what was once unseen changes everything. Firstly,
with Divine Love, we are seeing from our own inner soul and yet by participating with Divine Love our
own soul then becomes seen, and the Love itself seen from our own new soul awareness. It is a lifting
of the veil to acknowledge within ones soul that they are in the presence of the Father. To complete this
message, Celestial spirits and souls newly in their Divine experience begin to see the workings of the
Laws of Natural and Divine Love. Once one becomes aware of the existence of such workings so that
one can see in their awareness many truths acted out in their workings that reveal the living way of
individuals as they experience life as a soul seen or unseen.
With love and in the presence of Divine Love,
Gandhi
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January 20th, 2008
Hello Nicholas and shining souls in the awareness of Divine Love,
In this message, I would like to write about how beautiful the spirit body is. The spirit body really
comes in to its own creation when a spirit is in the Spheres. When a soul incarnates in the flesh, and the
attribute of the spirit body first created, it is present, however most people in fact, just about everyone,
sees the physical image only and each relates to one another in this physical way only. The spirit body
is present and yet it is not seen and visible to the extent that it is here in spirit. When a soul has
progressed in Divine Love to a considerable degree and especially in these Celestial Heavens, when we
look at one another, we are seeing the image of the spirit body and this is our definitive image or
appearance. These spirit bodies shine with such illumination for the quality of soul condition manifests
the energy of a soul. This energy is like light shining all through the spirit body and in this way, our
appearance seen. It becomes clear there is a difference of the light in the spirit body that has received
the light from Divine Love as opposed to the spirit body of a soul still in their relative condition of
Natural Love.
The spirit body created instantaneously when a soul incarnates for the first and only time. In the Padgett
Messages, Nicholas is familiar with the teachings, that each soul has its own energy and this energy is
the spirit of each individual soul. This is very true and this energy and spirit becomes active to a large
degree and continues to manifest as attribute in a soul as the condition of a soul becomes Divine in
substance and not in image only. When we spirits in Divine Love visit people who have been praying
for Divine Love, we can see with our soul perceptions and our own spirit eyes, that the spirit body of an
individual is somewhat changed in energy as the direct result of the active workings of Divine Love. If
one stops receiving Divine Love the Love is still present in the soul, yet the spirit body may diminish in
its Divine illumination as the energy of the soul and the inner spirit ceases replenishment. Individual
spirits who have received large amounts of Divine Love can work with the energy in their soul and can
manifest their own inner spirit to such a degree that one is seen to become fully illuminated or when
resting, to become more diminished so that the soul and the individual can rest. I have seen Jesus when
fully illuminated. Spirits have mentioned his appearance as glorious compared to that when he is quietly
moving about. Spirits when conveying their messages to James Padgett illustrated this.
The spirit body is truly a spirit creation for such is the design of it, to sustain the soul in the Spheres after
its mortal physical life is complete. The spirit body is robust and tangible, does change, and has the
ability to change as the transforming effects of Divine Love change the soul. For instance, when a spirit
in the First Divine Love Sphere reaches the Celestial Heavens their spirit body will have adapted and
changed as the soul has adapted and changed by receiving the Divine Love. The spirit body is not a
fixed item upon its creation, and it has the extraordinary ability to be mutable so that the spirit body of
an individual always reflects the condition of that individual soul. When you see a spirit in the First
Divine Love Sphere and then you see a spirit well advanced into the Celestial Heavens, the Divine Love
has truly changed the soul and the spirit body in appearance between two such individuals is vastly
different.
The soul is an attribute as we know, and each individual has from this attribute, many attributes
contained within this primary attribute, which is soul. Even the physical body is an attribute of the soul;
if one sees soul as first all that is to it and from it are attributes. The Divine Love perfects and engages
these attributes and the spirit within each soul, which is an attribute too, become more active as a soul
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individualises with the Father for the individual has sufficient perceptual condition to relate and reflect
with it and the Father. Even ones soul perceptions are an attribute of the soul. The Celestial spirits are
very aware of their working, living attributes of soul, and they need to be for this is how the experience
is when living with the Father so that relationship and communication can transpire. These Celestial
spirits can work with the spirit of their soul so that an interaction between soul and Laws can transpire
and this helps one to learn and become content and happy in their life with the Father.
It has been most pleasing to write and in the awareness that Divine Love brings, love to all,
Gandhi
January 22nd, 2008
Hello Nicholas and beloved souls of the Father,
This message is of real significance and importance for it defines the New Birth awareness in Divine
Love from the perspective of a spirit, this being I, who did not experience this New Birth awareness as a
man when on Earth. Like so many others, my life was a mortal affair without knowing the Divine Love
in context to the teachings of the New Birth. When a spirit commences to receive Divine Love here in
the Divine Love Spheres as I did, the reality of the New Birth and the awareness that this brings as one
learns to define the difference between what is natural and what is of the Father – with regard to the
Divine – is seen very clearly. This New Birth awareness in Divine Love is seen with real clarity for one
meets and sees others spirits who are well underway in their New Birth awareness, and so one has
perspective and vision about where one is going to go, with continued prayer and study of the influences
of Divine Love. The Celestial spirits, who have a wonderful condition of soul from this awareness of
the workings of Divine Love, verify and confirm the potential to be realised in the making and the
fulfilling of ones own transformation from the natural into the Divine. We can see other spirits, meet
them, and discuss with them the living way in this Love so that we may come to know and expect how
the effects of this Love will be in our soul. What may appear unfamiliar to begin with becomes familiar,
for other souls are well on their way in their New Birth. Each individual experiences the Divine Love in
their own soul and so this awakening is an individualised awareness and it helps so much having
Celestial companions and friends to discuss this individualisation of the Father.
I know, as do many other spirits, that our New Birth awareness has transpired here in these Spheres and
Heavens; we did not participate with such truths relating directly with Divine Love whilst we were
mortal and involved in our Earthly cares. An observation of the Padgett Messages (as I have seen them
with the help of Nicholas and Zara) and have met many of the spirits who contributed to my learning of
the New Birth awareness. For most of these spirits, they too did not experience their soul’s Divine Love
transformation whilst living in the world of men and women. We – the spirits in these beautiful Spheres
– in conveying our messages of Love and Peace cannot tell another mortal soul how to live their life and
the choices to make for their own personal destiny. Each individual is to hew this out in the choices and
participation of their own life. Even though we know a great deal of information about the workings
about life, we cannot determine the will of an individual and lay down a platform of teaching which all
must comply with to be Divinely true. Each individual regardless of Earth or Sphere is an individual
soul in the potential care of the Father.
Experiencing the New Birth awareness in Divine Love in a mortal experience introduces a way of
living, which for each individual is unique. Terms such as the New Birth are expressions that fit the
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Divine language and truth revealed and given by Jesus and for each it is how one learns to integrate such
teachings of awareness so that they are lived and not read by rote alone. For an individual to learn about
Divine Love and the Father, brings to light faith. Faith is the one consoling action that mortals have as I
have observed, that is different for spirits learning about living with the Father's Divine Love. Faith in
living a mortal life covers a Divine Love learning and a Divine and Natural Love living. It may require
faith for a natural spirit to pray for the first time, but for this spirit to continue with Divine Love, the
Divine Love Sphere becomes their place of residence where they can see the living faith, living in the
way progressive spirits in Divine Love are accepting in the Father. Spirits in the 5th and 7th Sphere do
not require faith like a mortal experience, for the reality of the Divine Love is seen in its splendour.
Faith is largely lived in the mortal experience for the introduction of Truth and concepts, realities of the
Father are not so clearly seen or known, and that is why the Padgett Messages was such revealing
foundation for humankind.
Here in the Spheres and Heavens, we have so much love and respect for the experience that each
individual embraces when starting out in their awareness in their faith and Divine Love. We know that
you are living with such knowledge of Divine Truths that we were unaware of when living on Earth.
Perhaps this is why the continued affirmation and confirmation is to keep up the prayers for Divine Love
for ones faith and awareness will remain true, whilst other experiences ebb and flow throughout ones
life.
With much love and in the light of the Father,
Gandhi
January 23rd, 2008
Hello Nicholas,
It pleases us so to see love in the outpouring, good honest human soul-love, in this collaborative
experience for we are all shining in our awareness in Divine Love. We Celestial spirits love to know
and love to see that individuals in the mortal world and in spirit are benefiting from the awareness of
Divine Love. There are souls attracted to us when we do this work of light and so, the awareness shared
and so the first commencement of an individual participating in the Gift of Divine Love begins. I am so
happy that my message of faith was faith-felt and that these feelings generate more faith in the Father
and yourselves in love.
We have all learnt that Divine Love is an individual soul experience. I have certainly seen in my
experience of introducing the awareness of Divine Love to souls in the Natural Spheres, that some
individuals respond openly and other individuals may not respond with such openness. I can perceive
that this is the same for individuals on Earth. This leads to the emotional point of deciding to participate
with Divine Love as a choice born out of the deep inner need and longing of the soul. Here in spirit,
there are distinct and separate environments that reveal that a Divine Love progression not fulfilled in
the Natural Spheres. I have seen and I have felt deep soul feelings when an individual chooses to
receive Divine Love in a Natural environment when other family members who are spirits decide that at
this time, to decline the Gift of Divine Love. Often this has more to do with the acceptance and
introduction of a truth discussed and consequently the reality of all that is to transpire when Divine Love
here in these spirit Spheres.
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When an individual begins receiving Divine Love on Earth, as I have observed, it may well be that the
individual is very much still involved with close contacts to do with ones history. These other
individuals may not enjoy, at this time in their life, the Gift of Divine Love and the awareness that this
Love brings as it opens the soul into light and life. Individual acceptance liberates the will for ones true
individual choices embraced as a personal responsibility and commitment to these choices … and when
as a man on Earth, I certainly knew about this. Involving loved ones is a sensitive issue and we here are
very sensitive to such related matters. Souls from all countries, from cultures and family relations; faiths
and beliefs from all different Ages, and when an individual from the confines of their own soul comes
into contact with Divine Love and the knowledge of what this Love may give and lead one too – then an
awareness has been created and this changes ones individual outlook forever.
Spirituality and understanding life in its beginnings and endings is very real. Here as I am, I see many
spirits who are very happy in their condition and yet at the time of their life's ending, as we all know, the
loss and emotional reality of relationships changing are very true and real. It helps greatly to know that
a loved one is continuing their life as a soul in spirit and more importantly, that recognition of family
members or relationships remain so although the physical presence has changed, deep love remains.
From my observations, I have seen that when an individual on Earth is deeply in love with the Father
and Divine Love prayed for, family members who are in spirit will know that such an experience has
transpired within the individual on Earth. It remains with each individual to
follow the example made aware that one can choose to partake of this Love
too. James Padgett was very fortunate that so many of his family members
were involved. I have learnt this from some Celestial spirits who were present
at that time for the work that transpired known throughout all spirits in their
New Birth in these Spheres. This becomes common knowledge that Jesus had
given the essential truths and awareness of the existence of Divine Love at
that time and so this is well known. I have met with James. Matthew
introduced me to James, and we shared in the Love of the Father together
whilst we shared our respective experiences.
I have seen that the history of each life begins with a mother and father and the Ages of humankind
generally made up of families. This attraction of personal experience is very real and generations have
their family tree which when in spirit becomes evident for all members are present in either Natural or
Divine Love. In amongst this is the unique individual soul. Each individual when all experience
factored into an individual's history, when the awareness of Divine Love begins another golden leaf on
this tree seen, the effects will shine, and as the experience reveals, in the New Birth the individual will
be whole and understand in love, the history of their experiences.
With much love, your loving friend,
Gandhi
January 24th, 2008
Hello.
When a spirit first introduced to Divine Love and the individual becomes aware of the existence of this
Love and chooses to invite this Love from the Father and to welcome this Love into their soul, the
crossover begins. From the Natural Spheres the beliefs created pertaining to the individual begin to
change, as the reality and awareness of Divine Love becomes alive from direct experience. In the First
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Divine Love Sphere (the 3rd Sphere), the influence of Divine Love upon a soul is very new, and the
Natural beliefs of an individual begin to give way to the awareness of the new Truths that result from the
Inflowings of the Love. By the time an individual progresses to the 5th and 7th Spheres, the awareness
in Divine Love is a realised presence and natural belief has given way to the understandings of the Love
as a way of life living in these Spheres.
In the 7th Sphere and in the Spheres of the Celestial Heavens we do not refer to Jesus as the Christ. We
recognise and understand from our awareness of the Divine, that the Father becomes our primary source
of Love and all such mortal terms dissolve. The existing reality in these Heavens is the presence of
souls living in Divine Love, being in the Father and this awareness forms a complete knowing by each
individual spirit. Whilst the Holy Spirit and Spirit of Truth are still present and available, the once
mortal terms to define Jesus have gone for us spirits. Our own awareness of the Divine Love is so
fulfilling that we see the real Jesus in context with the Father in context with the Divine Love that we as
souls, all receive. The Truths that Jesus reveals we all participate in for they relate to the individual
experience in Divine Love and so, all mortal emphasis shifts from the personality of mortal
understanding to spirit living with the Father as the primary Soul of our love and affection. I completely
understand whilst individuals live on Earth, mortal constructs involving personalities become the origin
to which individuals are worshipped and adored. The crossover here from the Natural into Divine in
spirit is definitive for the individual personality no longer sees another individual spirit or mortal as the
source of his or her determination, because this awareness has shifted to the Father. The confirmation of
this understanding illustrated when spirits from these Heavens communicate to mortals, praise, and
declare how the Father and the Father's Divine Love is the greatest thing in all the potential for a mortal
finite soul to receive.
Natural spirits who have yet to experience an awareness of Divine Love are still personality contained
and have yet to let their soul turn toward the Father and to shine in the New Birth awareness of the Love.
Here in the Celestial Heavens the Divine Love and the Father is real. We have received so much of this
Love into our own soul that the distinction between what is Natural Love and what is Divine Love is
clearly seen and the awareness of our own Natural Love prior to the crossover seen as our life
experience in its complete context of the beginning of our own soul’s life. There is no religion living in
the Divine Love Spheres and Celestial Heavens that we have created as spirits with a spirit as the central
figure of such a construct. Living with Divine Love is our normal way of life and each individual spirit
is living the Love and the way the Love is living in our soul. The awareness of its workings is
sufficient, all that is required and needed for our own individuality fulfilled, and so, each individual
spirit acknowledges that the Father is at the centre of our soul progression and from this, we give all our
love and blessings to the Father for the Love.
With love and blessings in Divine Love, and with love and peace,
Gandhi
January 25th, 2008
Hello Nicholas,
Flowers like to grow towards the Sun, the light shines upon them, and life is beautiful. A soul
experiencing Divine Love and becoming aware of this Love becomes like the flower and grows towards
the light that gives life to the soul … the Father. All our souls and my life as a spirit, is growing toward
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the light of the Father. The Earth goes around the Sun and the Sun is the light of the Earth, everything
goes around the Father for the Father is the light at the centre of all created life.
Truth is not a dogmatic experience in these Celestial Heavens. A spirit receiving Divine Love learns to
respond to the Love firstly and, the internal conditions of the soul begin to experience its change. This
New Birth awareness gradually awakens into the nature of what the Divine Love is and from this the
Truths are gently absorbed and form the understanding of ones own awareness now living as a spirit in
the way of Divine Love.
As the Divine Love and the energy of this Love begin to transform the natural essence bestowed to the
soul, it is then that the awareness that a soul is not going to reincarnate becomes a living truth. Not a
truth that is like a clap of thunder, but a truth that is nurturing from the wisdom of now knowing that the
Divine Love is present and that this Love is the way that a soul can become personalised in their
relationship to the Father in Divine Love. Belief that once may have sustained an individual in their
natural understanding of what a life is and how a life works, simply fades and is no longer, because the
awareness and presence of the Love is truer than the natural created self-belief that once existed.
Spirits in the First Divine Love Sphere (3rd Sphere) instantly recognise that this Sphere is uniquely
distinct and different to any Natural Sphere. This unique difference also helps the individual who is
beginning in Divine Love to unlearn the way of the belief of reincarnation, to awaken into the awareness
of the truth of his or her own soul and the purpose of its true incarnation. Self created truths give way to
the real soul truths and spirit truths and so part of the New Birth awareness is letting Celestial light shine
upon ones spirit body with illumination whilst self created untruths are washed away and ones own soul
can grow freely toward the light of the Father in their awareness of Divine Love.
This has been a most beautiful experience. Feel the Love surround you like an angel's wing, with love,
your loving friend,
Gandhi
January 30th, 2008
Hello. Nicholas and beautiful souls in the ever-increasing awareness of Divine Love.
I have enjoyed watching the other Celestial spirits convey their messages of love, peace and
understanding. It is that all is helpful in creating awareness of Father's Love. Sometimes, as I have
seen, people may forget in their daily life, that such Love is just at the tip of the spirit body, and with a
sincere and gentle recognition of love to the Father, this causes the Holy Spirit to act and Love is in your
soul flowing again.
The Truths of the Love in purely a religious experience require further expansion than from a far distant
past of mortal history. The Truths liberate from this new awareness and once one has become aware of
one thing, when one was not aware of it – now with awareness, a little in life has changed. Even the
Father is like this. One may not know who the Father is or where the Father is, but when the awareness
of Divine Love becomes known, then this knowingness becomes a Truth and one is aware of the Love
and so in a little way, one is aware of the (Mother and) Father.
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The New Birth is a gentle rising of awareness. One cannot become aware of the great Truths until one
firstly becomes aware of the Love. The Love brings the soul slowly into the condition where awareness
for the individual becomes a reality and the learning becomes known. This awareness can extend like a
ripple throughout all aspects of one’s life and slowly the integration of what was once unknown, now
known and fulfilled. The sunlight does not light the world with an instant flash – the world turns and
slowly the sunlight awakens in its dawn and in this gradual uplifting of light, the movement of the day
begins; and night is just the same.
Living with Divine Love is perfect for each soul and the awareness of this Love is perfect so that one
does not feel the need to act all at one time but rather, slowly become uplifted in the awareness that
dawn in the New Birth of the soul. It is enlightening when one becomes aware of a Truth in ones life for
such is the way to understand the experience of the causes and effects in ones life. Gradually and with
love one soon learns and becomes aware of the presence of the Love in their
soul and a beautiful transition is realised and this being that the Divine Love is
helping one to become more whole and loving and in this awareness one
recognises that the Father has been helping and Loving you all the way along.
With much love and it is so sweet to be writing again and to help in the
awareness of Divine Love, your loving friend,
Gandhi
January 31st, 2008
Hello, in awareness of Divine Love,
I am happy to be conveying this message for it has great import in matters relating to the Divine Love.
One of the ways to change the world is not to change the world literally, and by this, I mean to change
the will of determination in souls, but to change the world with awareness. Over generations,
individuals have become aware of certain understandings, which were once unknown and the peoples of
the world unaware of, now aware and to accept this now known knowledge as a general awareness,
commonly accepted by the individual and the collective peoples of the world.
The progression of humanity throughout its Ages founded upon progressive unveilings of awareness and
today individuals are seeking new things that will enlighten others so that the world becomes aware of
such things. Jesus wrote with James Padgett about a religion of the future and how this will be a
comprehensive one that will include the teachings of the New Birth. This religion will largely be a
religion of awareness from which the world that once did not know about the existence and availability
of Divine Love to the soul, will become aware and will know with awareness that exists a presence of
Divine Love that is available for the soul.
The awareness of Divine Love is a soft and beautiful approach and its introduction can be as gentle as
acknowledging a summer's day. To create the awareness of Divine Love does not require the Truths
forced onto the will of humanity. A natural resistance to individual change may result from truth forced
by the passion and will of an individual. To create an awareness that the Love is simply present and
available to be experienced, and brings to light the knowing that such a Love exists in the first place and
that this Love is for the souls of men and women. To create the world awareness of Divine Love allows
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the individual to participate in his or her own choosing and it is like an invitation where all are welcome
if they choose to invite the Divine Love into their souls. Even if a soul at their time does not choose to
partake of Divine Love, at least the awareness of such a Love now known and that at another time one
may desire to become a part of the living experience of this awareness.
The Truths that one learns when learning about living with the Divine Love in their soul only makes one
more aware of the presence of Divine Love and how abundant this Love is for one to continue receiving.
Mortal souls will continue to be born in their Natural Love, subject to all the natural conditions of the
world, and so this will never change as the Father has set this way. The beauty for souls in the world is
to mature knowing that the awareness of Divine Love is present so that this becomes a normal truth
whether one desires to invite this Love into their soul or not.
Generations once lived only believing that the world ended at the horizon; another generation dreamed
of the moon and that one-day humankind may go there and dreamed of the means to travel there and
safely return home. Now for most of the world, technological communication is a worldwide awareness
that once did not exist in real time and the young souls grow up in this world accepting this ready and
instant communication as normal. Inch by inch the progression of humankind is always by the act of
creating awareness and world awareness that becomes the accepted norm.
In the Divine Love present, which has commenced slowly, slowly individuals are sharing their
experience, this creates awareness and more energy, and light creates more awareness until this
awareness becomes a reality and the light from the Father's Soul shines into the world and completely
known. The growing awareness fits perfectly with Natural Love for this learning is the way in which so
many have learnt and progressed toward the awareness of all that is man and man's relationship to the
world, each other, nature and the universe. When one individual helps another to become aware of
something good then this is love prospering and sets up a chain of events that have changed the way one
may perceive an experience of life to be. It is so easy to say "I am helping to create an awareness of
Divine Love" and then any such questions asked can only contribute in answers that help to establish
and to create even more awareness. One day the world will become aware of Divine Love and the
potential of this Love, in the event one chooses to embrace.
Souls in the First Divine Love Sphere, gently introduced to the awareness that the Divine Love is
present. As they participate in this awareness, the Love reveals more of the Love in Its workings as
these souls progress to higher Spheres where more awareness is perceived and so, the well of awareness
rises in their soul … as the Love overflows from the Well of the Father.
With love and in the awareness of Divine Love, your friend,
Gandhi
February 2nd, 2008
Hello Nicholas, loved ones, and little ones in Divine Love,
"Where there is love, there is life" and to hear this again brings a smile to my soul for so wise was I
when so young in knowledge of the world; now my knowledge is aware in the Divine and still these
words ring true. I do have a sense of humour, many spirits here in these Celestial Heavens – in fact, all
spirits here – enjoy such exchanges that create such feelings of love and well-being. We do smile at
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different things. What I have learnt is that individuals who were humorous in their mortal life with a
real aptitude to make others genuinely laugh and in actions in life, retain this wonderful attribute and
contribute in their way and this shines a light when Celestial citizens are in the company of each other.
One spirit once remarked that if the Father was a dancer, that he could tap-dance at the speed of light, to
which all present enjoyed such a vision for we know from our experience on Earth, how hard it is to tapdance and quickly I might add. The humour in this remark for which we all celebrated in happiness, is
that we knew in this shared moment that the Father really *can* dance at the speed of light!
Jesus is a beautiful soul. He enjoys humour and like all spirits, delights in such, if I may say, Celestial
entertainment. It is always so positive the humour created by spirits, and everyone loves to be engaged
in such sharing of light and joy. Jesus is very contactable and not a figure that is unreachable to spirits.
He spends time in all the Spheres that are Divine and loves this for souls are so in love in their life with
the (Mother and) Father. There is a real sense of peacefulness with him. He does not need to introduce
the Truths of the Father to souls who are lost or reject the Love and so he enjoys knowing that those
present, as he understands the true way to be. This really is a beautiful sight to see.
He is very gentle and even the Celestial-lings enjoy his company and play their games with him and he
has the time for every soul present in these Spheres. The essence that we all know is that we are so
grateful for this beautiful soul for we know he revealed the Truths of the Love to us. It is in this Love
from the Father that we now abide. Jesus lived on Earth, for he being the first mortal soul to learn the
balance of the Natural Love that his soul was born in with the Father’s Divine Love that his soul then
became living in the New Birth formed complex understandings that Jesus had to learn and balance and
way of these Loves. He could teach the Truths about them both and this required the fine touch of one
such as him.
I met Jesus when in the First (being the 3rd) Divine Love Sphere. Matthew introduced me to him once I
had settled into my awareness of the Divine Love and had commenced to progress in my understanding
from my own natural life into my now Divine life. When I first met Jesus, the presence of his finite
being confirmed the existence of God in God’s Eternal being. I could see before my own presence, the
soul who was at-one with the Father and his finite presence made me realise that love is the way and that
I had met one who would truly teach me with the Father, the way of love. He knew of my life when I
was on Earth and in this I realised that I was standing before the one who has met so many before,
whom humanity deem as important or that the individual deems themselves to be. Jesus has met
individuals from all ages, from all cultures, from all faiths and in fact, you name it – he has met
individuals who only desire now, to learn about the Father. The presence of Truth shines in his spirit
body and I could feel this when meeting him for the first time and being a man of truth when on Earth, I
could see this attraction and that after all those long years, I had found my true teacher.
In the awareness of Divine Love, this has been a pleasure and until
we meet again,
Gandhi
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Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.
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February 4th, 2008
Hello Nicholas,
In Divine Love and this presence, I am happy to be writing with you again. In this message, I would
like to contribute so that others may consider and ponder with their perceptions, these experiences that
transpire when Natural Love and Divine Love known with awareness to their true origin and existence
and place in ones soul.
The expression to become self-aware and self-realised is common in the world. There is much study
and open experience shared in the discovery of oneself and their true spiritual nature. This is very much
in keeping with Divine Love when individuals become soul-aware. The Divine Love and the experience
of the New Birth creates and introduces one to the awareness of one’s own soul. Celestial spirits are
soulfully aware and this awareness of soul becomes the way so that life here embraced from the
awareness of soul and the awareness of the Father's Soul.
Self-aware and soul-aware; there are many truths that have been revealed in James Padgett's work with
Celestial spirits. Gradually as the reality of Divine Love becomes more significant in ones life, the
awareness of these truths gradually introduces more soul awareness within an individual and this in the
due course of mortal experience and time, blends with the self so that the self becomes aware of the soul
and the greater experience that is present. Soul awareness and for the self to become aware of one’s soul
and to realise the truth of ones own soul and that this is the real individual is a wonderment and all who
begin with Divine Love gently experience this slow transforming awakening.
Many attributes make up a finite individual. When the individual chooses to
receive this Love, the Divine Love, then the gentle awareness of its presence
begins and one can become self-aware in realising that changes transpire and
that the Divine Love is creating these changes so that more of the attribute of
the soul potential engages and awakens. The awareness of soul is realised in the
Celestial Heavens for the gentle transformation of the New Birth has completed
the integration of the self in Natural Love to be fully soulfully aware in one’s
individuality whilst still learning and progressing in Divine Love.
In the presence of Divine Love your loving friend,
Gandhi
February 4th, 2008
Hello Nicholas,
I am to write about beginnings. For an individual to begin with Divine Love in the way in which Jesus
has taught the Way of the Love to be, one must first become aware that such a Love, being the Divine
Love, is present and exists in the first place. Once aware of this and the individual prays for this Love
then a new awareness begins which is for one to become aware of the Love in his or her own soul.
The awareness of Divine Love to begin with is a most wonderful moment. To know that such a Love is
present and one can easily partake of this Love is truly a gift in awareness. The New Birth that Jesus
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introduced with James Padgett is for the souls of all humankind and humankind can become aware that
the Divine Love is present for their soul. Each individual to a certain degree considering physical
conditions can pray gently and receive this Love so that one becomes aware that one has now partaken
in this gift of awareness. Such beautiful gifts become realised in one’s soul and one of these gifts is
faith. The faith awareness in the presence of Divine Love embraces all those intangibles of mortal
parameters whilst the learning to live in the awareness of Divine Love evolves in the soul, heart, and
mind of an individual.
Truth need not be feared when measured to one's will or to another's will for truths help in ones
awareness to learn more about the Divine Love that one is becoming aware of now that Divine Love is
present in ones soul. As the awareness of the New Birth revealed, so to in ones soul is faith, love, peace
and truth. This generates more awareness so that as the soul receives the abundance of Divine Love the
individual slowly feels the embrace of the Father and in an awakening of soul, one beautiful soul realises
how much one can love the Father whilst the Father loves them.
Thank you for receiving this message of the gift in awareness and I love you very much, with love,
Gandhi
1st Natural Love Sphere – Approximate Location:

February 11th, 2008

Hello Nicholas, it is most beautiful to be with you and Zara and all those reading on the awareness of
Divine Love. There are many sprits present, and as each individual commences to write there is much
Love in the Father as everyone listens and this is the hush of the Heavens.
Early in our work, I said I would write about the Spheres. The Father has created the material Universe
and this is like a physical body. Like all physical bodies, the physical body exists within a spirit
body. The physical Universe exists within the attribute of spirit that emanates from the Father and is
like a spirit body. This attribute of spirit is present and able to be present in all forms of physical energy
and there are Laws present that contain the workings of the material Universe. All is in harmony with
the Father even though elements of energy move. Each physical body surrounded by a spirit body
has a soul. The physical Universe surrounded by the spirit of the Father in and throughout it all,
has a soul that is central to it and this is the Father's Soul. The Father's Spirit presence is
inclusive of all that the material Universe is, in context with all other material Universal structures
and this is the existence of other Universes.
We know the teaching "a river flows no higher than its source". The physical Universe being the river
does not exceed the Eternal presence of the Father. The Father has never created anything that exceeds
beyond the Eternity of His own Soul. The First Sphere is enormous and is inclusive of the whole
orbit of the Sun, however being of spirit, it is more in a straight line than an actual orbit. This
enables all souls to find their way into the First Sphere to become a spirit. These spirit Spheres exist as
an identity and reality of spirit structure and are enormous and expansive in size and they are in
the 'in' of space. By this, I mean if you could peel back the physical energy of the Universe and dive
in, you would arrive in the Sphere. The best example is exactly like the space that exists in the spirit
body where the soul of a person is. The boundary of the spirit body does exist, yet one cannot see
into it with one's own mortal eyes and what one does see is only the boundary of their physical
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being. To use this analogy the spirit Sphere, the first Sphere is like this surrounding the orbit of
Earth around the Sun.
It does not matter where an individual dies, becoming a spirit. There is a soul's homing beacon attached
to the Law of Retraction that guarantees that a soul will cross over into the First Sphere. If a person dies
in space or on the Moon, which is outside the normal environment and atmosphere of Earth, their soul
will still automatically retract into the First Sphere. The Father is pure Creator – for the Laws created
and works perfectly.
This has been quite complex and it is quite difficult to convey the components of the Universe and
Sphere life. Many a man and woman has looked to the never-ending stars and tried to ascertain where
the spirit Spheres are, the beginning and ending. Just like your own spirit body, when you look to the
sky and stars, try to see with your perceptions that as spirits in Spheres, we are 'in' the realm and not
physically expanding away. This may help shed light on this subject.
It has been a pleasure to write and to share with you, and with you all and to help in the service of love
to create the awareness of Divine Love so that others in heart and soul may find love, peace, kindness
and fulfilment and a freedom of heart. With much love and in the presence and awareness of the
Father's Divine Love,
Gandhi
Whilst we are receiving our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love, and that this Love is causing
change within our soul and spirit attributes, the greatest Truth known to man and spirit is that
this is the way our Mother and Father are actually loving us! When we progress, it is God’s
way of loving us into love and then we live what we are, love.

To liberate one’s real self, one’s will, being one’s soul, is begun by embracing
Feeling Healing, so as to clear emotional injuries and errors. With the Divine
Love, then one is also Soul Healing. We are to feel our feelings, identify what they
are, accept and fully acknowledge that we’re feeling them, express them fully, all
whilst longing for the truth they are to show us.
Feeling
Healing with
Divine Love is
the key!
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FIRST NATURAL LOVE SPHERE:
Of a local solar system, the first
natural love sphere is of gigantic
proportions compared to Earth,
encapsulating part of the inner space
within the orbit of habitable planets.
Earth’s orbit is always centred within
the outer perimeter of the first natural
love sphere, always being blanketed by
it.
The spirit body spheres for Earth are
all concentric circles aligned to Earth.
Also aligned to Earth is also the PreIncarnational Sphere. This sphere is
the domain of souls pending
incarnation.
Depicted in the diagram above are energy lines emanating from the central universe. Our sun is
perpetually fed energy as well as is everything else. These energy lines are infinite in number.
The size of the 1st and 2nd natural love sphere can accommodate all the souls that are to pass
through Earth. The 1st sphere is huge. This arrangement is repeated throughout the universes.
The proximity of the surface of the 1st sphere to Earth is unknown, however it blankets Earth.
The 1st spiritual sphere is clearly close enough to enable convenient connectivity between the
spirit world and the physical world. The surface of the 1st sphere is between Earth and the
Moon.
The 7 spirit worlds, plus the 2 Planes of Disharmony, and the 3 spheres of Celestial Heaven, these
are aligned to Earth, then follows the Eternal Spheres and the Infinite and Universal Spheres.
Presently, the 1st and 2nd
natural love Mansion World
spheres are jammed to the
rafters, so to speak, with
more than some 200 billion
spirit personalities.
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February 14th, 2008
Hello Nicholas,
I have come this time to say good-bye. The beginning of our work together helping to create awareness
of Divine Love has been a most loving service. The awareness of Divine Love is always present whilst
the Divine Love is being received by souls and whilst souls are learning of its availability to them. We
have conveyed in our work together, a most wonderful love and with each individual contributing
throughout these messages, I would like to say, "May the Father Bless your souls abundantly with
Divine Love". I would like to thank Zara for her contribution and all the people who have expressed
their love and been involved in the collaboration and contribution of these messages unfolding to help
create the ever-expanding awareness of Our Father's Divine Love.
I am a spirit and to be able to contribute in this way, so that love generated in the giving and receiving of
love, I am truly thankful. To have been involved in a collaborative experience with other spirits and
people to help the (Mother and) Father so that more souls may become aware of the Father and the
(Mother and) Father's Divine Love is a blessing which I am most grateful for. This has been a true
experience and words are hard to find to convey how I feel even though as a soul, my condition is with
much of the Father's Love. In such moments, I can only say thank you.
There are Celestial spirits who are present with you now to continue this work of love and peace to its
fulfilment and who have their invaluable contributions to give in the service of the Father. I will be
present at times as these most beautiful souls bring to light the message of Divine Love and to help
create awareness of this Love so all may contribute in their love of Divine Love.
It was a most beautiful meeting those sweet few months ago
when we first met, and I introduced myself to you on that
summer's day by the gardens. I said that we were going to do
some work together and this you received and now that a little
time has passed, we have seen the abundance of the Father's
Love at work. All who know the Divine Love continue to create
an awareness of this Love in faith, and let us always shine to the
future from our present loving souls in the presence with the
Divine Love of Our Father.
Your loving friend always,
Gandhi

(Throughout this discourse, Divine Love is mentioned 294 times.)
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DIMENSIONS of ONE’S EXISTENCE:
Our SOUL IS NOT ENSOULED IN OUR SPIRIT BODY. Our soul exists existentially in a whole
different level or plane or place or dimension of being – ‘soul land’. It doesn’t exist in Creation, it’s not
experiential like Creation is. The soul, all souls, help create their part of Creation by expressing their
personalities into Creation, and then by having their personalities do things (further create) in Creation.
SOUL exists existentially

Our Physical Body and our Spirit Body are of
Creation, being linked together by cords of light as are
the two spirit bodies, male and female, to the one Soul.

One’s unique personality is soul based. Our unique soul
expresses its unique personality through the two spirit bodies
and physical bodies expressing both the male and female aspects.
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The SOUL DOES IT ALL. THE SOUL INITIATES CONCEPTION AND THE GROWING OF THE
PHYSICAL AND SPIRITUAL BODIES, AND ALL THAT CONNECTS THEM TO EACH OTHER
AND TO THE SOUL ITSELF.
The soul oversees EVERYTHING – we are soul. And our soul is duplex, in that it has bestowed upon
it, two unique personalities by its Creator Parents – our Heavenly Mother and Father. So at conception,
our soul incarnates you, one of the two personalities into Creation – life. The soul does it all. The soul
doesn’t come at some point embracing the embryo. The embryo wouldn’t exist if it weren’t for the soul
wanting it to exist. We are never separate from our soul.
We are one of the personality expressions of our soul, our soulmate is the other one, our ‘other half’.
Our soul can incarnate its two personality expressions at
different times on Earth. With each ‘half’ experiencing
Soul in
life as a full individual and independent personality
original
destined at a predetermined time to meet each other, Soul
state – in
which will more than likely happen at some point through connects via
God’s
one’s Healing or when one has finished it. And whilst cords of
image.
we’re living in rebellion against our soul, ourselves, our light to two
truth, so it’s highly unlikely we’ll have anything to do spirit bodies
Male /
with our soulmate until we start to heal that rebellion, that it
female
because we are anti each other – anti the truth of manifests.
segments
ourselves and each other. We can ONLY experience true Spirit bodies
of soul.
soulmate love when we are FULLY healed of our are
templates
rebellion and default – when we’ve done our Healing.
Male /
And our soul would naturally, had we not been for physical
female
unlovingly interfered with by our parents, evolve us in bodies, male
segments
truth through our feelings and the experiences that give and female.
NEVER
rise to them. However because our parents unwittingly
separate.
got in the way and stopped our soul from doing this, so
we’ve become untrue and have to do our Healing to sort
Soul halves
ourselves out, to bring ourselves back into being how we
seemingly
would naturally be were we not screwed around with.
moving
The point of our Healing is to find the whole truth of our
towards
unloved state, all through our feelings and not with our
being
mind. So once the truth is revealed, we can be set free of
incarnated.
that untrue state. So we’re not to look for specific
traumas, we’re not to try and home in on them, bringing
Male half
to light all the bad feelings associated with them, then
we’re ‘healed’ of it, able to resume our life without the
spirit body
burden of that terrible experience. Certainly our Healing
looks like the
will do that, heal all the bad feelings associated with and
physical
resulting from that traumatic experience, however it
doesn’t stop there, it goes on and deeper until every
Female
aspect of self-expression that has been thwarted by
half
negative unloving parental and childhood experiences –
all one’s trauma from feeling unloved, comes out and the
truth seen. So healing our specific traumas is only one part of the Healing, with it being much more.
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FIRST NATURAL LOVE SPHERE: Richard Messages – Messages from the Celestial Heavens
12 November 2013
FIRST SPIRIT MANSION WORLD:
You have been discussing the information that you have regarding the 1st sphere (first Mansion World).
The important aspect of this for you to know is the proximity of this sphere in its relationship with the
Earth. You have been told that all souls enter the 1st sphere on passing into the Spirit World and this is
so. When you consider the information that you have you must realise that this is inevitable as this
sphere essentially blankets the Earth. There is a large part of the 1st sphere which is an antechamber
or entrance hall for the Spirit World. All spirits and souls are received here and are greeted and it is here
that they are allowed to recover. Recover is not the best term but serves the purpose. There is great
variation in the condition of the spirits as they arrive here as there is such great variation in individual
awareness and ignorance. The initial impressions that newcomers have depends greatly on their beliefs
and expectations. There is a very sophisticated system for the management of those when they arrive.
There are very many who are involved in this task and many of these are what you would call specialists
in arrival management and are well able to cope with the many and varied demands on them and their
services. There is what could be considered to be an assessment process which is not a judgment by the
‘arrival officials’ but where the immediate needs of the individual are assessed and met. Many need a
period of rest and recuperation if they have been very distressed by the conditions of their life prior to
their passing. Their subsequent destination is then determined automatically by the action of the Law of
Attraction.
When you consider what you have been told of the dimensions of this sphere you find this quite difficult
to conceive. There are many inhabitants and they are all well accommodated in conditions harmonious
with their soul condition. Within the context of the overall sphere are many, many divisions all of which
have their own boundaries which contain the particular area in which the ones drawn there live. These
boundaries are invisible even to the spirit vision of the inhabitants. The only ones who can perceive
them are those who have progressed further and have the level of awareness that allows this perception.
No spirits can pass these boundaries until they have advanced so that their soul condition is no longer in
harmony with the environment at which point they automatically move to the next level for them. In the
lower levels of the 1st sphere there is often little awareness of why and how this movement has occurred.
As a spirit progresses through the spheres awareness grows so that a spirit is aware of what is needed of
them in order to progress and to move along to the next stage.
What I have said above is the merest sketch of the changes that occur as the whole issue is quite
complex. The essential knowledge for you is that this process is guided by love at every stage. Those
undertaking tasks are volunteers who do what they do by choice and out of their love of their fellow
man. They are mostly spirits who have progressed far enough to have the awareness to deal with what is
asked of them. They are in situations which are harmonious for them and are in the process of growth
and development. There are others who are in supervisory and guiding roles so that there is a massive
co-operative system to deal with whatever needs to be done.
You currently have thoughts of those who have passed recently in the dramatic storm in the Philippines
and wonder how such large numbers of spirits are dealt with when so many pass in a short time. (On
Friday, 8 November 2013, Super Typhoon Haiyan killed between 6,000 and 10,000 people and affected
around 10% of the population of the Philippines.) There is no doubt that the demand is very great by
virtue of the numbers but this is compounded by the shock and surprise that most of these feel who have
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died so dramatically. You must reflect though and realise that you have little concept of the magnitude
of the spheres and the population that is here. We don’t have a labour shortage. If anything we have a
surfeit of volunteers because all who progress develop a desire to perform useful tasks in order to
manifest love for their fellow men. What overwhelms earthly resources is quite manageable here. You
even see on Earth the way in which a situation caused the mobilisation of resources as others rush to
help so that even such a massive event is dealt with in time.
The accommodation of spirits and their movement is guided by spirit laws that have functioned without
fail since their inception and continue to do so now. There are not the requirements for food, shelter and
clothing in such a material sense as exists on Earth. All such needs that do exist here are met with by
unlimited spirit resources. If the whole population of the Earth were to pass simultaneously this would
be managed here in an orderly and loving way. This is hard to imagine but it is possible and could
happen. It is impossible for you to extrapolate from earthly systems to those that function here. The
difference is huge.
It is not easy to attempt to describe the interrelationship between the spheres. Whereas there are clear
boundaries which can only be passed by those who have progressed to the degree that allows them to do
so, these boundaries are not absolute in a physical sense. The divisions are not in the same way that the
rooms of a house are divided by rigid walls. When one comes to the point of making a transition from
one sphere or sub-sphere to the next there develops a transitional zone that accommodates the needs of
that individual and in which she/he is guided by an escort who introduces the new environment.
Whereas you might desire to have a map or diagram of the spheres and their interconnections and
passages this is not possible because of their flexibility. We don’t need such a map or diagram so we
don’t have one. When we speak of the spheres we will always speak in somewhat general terms. Please
do always accept that your conceptions of what we tell bear only the very slightest semblance if any at
all to the reality of what we speak. None of the Spirit World is really what you imagine it to be. This
matters not one iota. Imagine what you will. What you find when you arrive is what you will find and
you won’t need a map or a diagram either. All you need to know you will know when you need to know
it.
What I have been saying to you about living on Earth applies equally well here too. Each one here is
placed by their own soul condition in a situation which is harmonious to them and beyond which they
will not see nor will they have a concept of what lies beyond until the time arrives for them to make that
transition. There is absolutely no point at all in anyone yearning for what lies beyond when their whole
attention needs to be applied exactly where they are at any moment.
Having said that, there is great benefit in having been educated in some of the reality of the Spirit World
as that facilitates the learning that one undertakes here. What you find is not what you necessarily
expect but if you are ignorant of the basics the process is much more difficult. This is not unlike
undertaking a new task on Earth. You may have some prior preparation but you will most likely learn
most of what you need on the job and there may be many surprises for you in the process.
On Earth you may at times have the impression that you can eliminate some steps in your progress
without suffering loss. This may be more apparent than real as all true progress and benefit is earned in
that you can only, in truth, step as far as you may. Being able to spout the information does not mean
that you have passed the grade. This is a great surprise to many when they are faced with the reality.
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You see, in the Spirit World one can only progress to the next level when it is possible and the truth is
that the same applies on Earth but is much less obvious. There is such a level of artificiality and illusion
which can be manipulated that many can believe that they have gained more than they have. I am not
speaking of material wealth, possessions or the adulation of others as all of these count for nothing at all
in the overall reality of living. Whereas such achievements are not exclusive of spiritual growth and
progress, they give not the slightest indication of such having occurred. Spirit truth and soul condition
remain invisible and essentially non-existent mysteries to most on Earth but they are the sole evidence of
any spirit’s truth here.
As we progress others may speak with you about matters of the structure of our areas of existence if this
is appropriate. My preference is to continue to relate what I offer to very practical earthly living in order
to ‘lift the veil’ between our worlds. I see little point in providing you with reports from which you
create diaphanous visions that are unreal to complement what is already for most an unreal world in
which they live. My desire is to bring forth the reality that exists in the world in order to make tangible
the link that does already exist between us and which is so much ignored as to be unimaginable. You
are real and we are real and our worlds are real and are connected and we must focus on what is
potentially fully tangible for you that you might touch it in your present time without trying to live in a
fantasised future.
I have no desire to limit or restrict imagination as it is an essential and indispensable quality. There is a
vast amount of your world that is subject to the creative forces of your imagination. There is nothing in
our world that is subject to your imaginative forces. My desire is to foster the development of what you
can use in a most practical sense every day in your lives in ways that will bring us closer together.
Holding unreal visions of us and where and how we live will tend to put a barrier between us that need
not exist. It is better that you discover us steadily as you progress so that we are actually real to you and
you are not trying to fit us into the mould of your imagination. We are as we are and content to be so
and content for you to discover us and our worlds as they are in your good time.
We have written well and productively.
We love you. I love you. Our blessings are with you as is our gratitude.
Richard, your Celestial brother and dear friend.

Feeling
Healing with
Divine Love is
the key!
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GOD
Father
Mother
Eternal Son
of Truth

Infinite Daughter
of Mind

PARADISE TRINITY:
1. Our MOTHER and FATHER (God)
(MF) – Divine Love
SOUL (God) – One SOUL that is expressing its two PERSONALITIES, our Heavenly Mother
and Heavenly Father (Soulmates)
2. ETERNAL SON
(ES) – Divine Truth
3. INFINITE DAUGHTER
(ID) – Divine Mind
Then: The Second and Third Persons of the Paradise Trinity (ES and ID) are stepped down to
the local universe trinity (Mary and Jesus, Divine Minister (DM), and her Holy Spirit.
Our MOTHER and FATHER – Love
The LOCAL UNIVERSE TRINITY:
1. MARY M and JESUS
– the Living Truth
2. DIVINE MINISTER
– Mind (and her Holy Spirit)
3. HUMANITY – Natural love, sons and Daughters – Truth, and our Angels – Mind
PLANETS that engage in REBELLION:
1. AVONAL SOULMATE PAIR
2. DAYNAL – TEACHER PAIRS
So in summary:

– the Feeling Healing process – incarnate
– they do not incarnate

LOVE
Mother and Father

TRUTH
Eternal Son (ES)
Mary & Jesus (MJ)
Humanity (H)
Consider a diamond:

MIND
Infinite Daughter (ID)
Divine Minister and Holy Spirit (DM)
Angels, Nature Spirits, Nature (A)

MF

ES

ID

Divine Love

Natural Love

MJ

Humanity

DM

HA

Nature Spirits, and our
Angels, and Nature
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Creator Son & Daughter
Jesus and Mary

Avonals
as soulmate pairs

Trinity Teachers
as soulmate pairs

Melchizedeks – who have taken over from the Caligastians and Daligastians being also
all as soulmate pairs.
Mortal Souls – human beings who individualise on Earth, then progress through the
spirit Mansion Worlds, then into the Celestial Heavens, and beyond.
Mortal Souls – also being ascending spirits, upon completing their Soul Healing, join
with their soulmate, then join their soul group of 24 mortal spirits, being 12 soul pairs.
It is only as a soulgroup that anyone can progress beyond Nebadon.
The Paradise Pairs are all ONLY concerned with the SPIRITUAL wellbeing and upliftment of the
planets and local universe. Currently to do with Earth:
Mary and Jesus – spiritual wellbeing and upliftment of the whole of Nebadon region.
Avonal Pair – Daynal pairs (Trinity Teacher Daughters and Sons) – Spiritual wellbeing and upliftment
of individual planets and their associated Mansion Worlds.
The Local universal Sons and Daughters are all about the running of the worlds under their jurisdiction,
and ensuring the higher spiritual elements can be employed, or sent astray, as in our cases through the
Rebellion and Default.
Lanonandeks – Melchizedeks (and others, such as Life Carriers and Eve and Adam).
As the Lanonandeks all rebelled – the Lucifers, Satans, Caligastias and Daligastias soulmate pairs – so
the Melchizedeks have taken over their roles, as well as doing their own.
So the Melchizedeks are the governors, overseers, the administrators and advisors and so on for Earth;
they are the ‘controllers’, and they will instigate all that needs to be done to do with the ending of the
Rebellion and Default. And they will enlist the willing help of ascending mortal pairs, so the mortal
Celestials spirits (soulmates when available, and others waiting to unite with their partner), and at times
mortal spirits in the Divine Love Healing Mansion Worlds. And the angels help all of us.
Currently the whole of Creation exists for the ascension of mortal souls from their earth planets to
Paradise. It’s all one vast Grand Ascension Scheme. With all the higher and lower spiritual Daughters
and Sons, together with all the many different angels and other universal spirit personalities, and even
including nature and our very own pets, assisting women and men with their Ascension Journey. It
being: and Ascension of Truth. Everything we do is done to help us grow in truth. (Only everything we
do in our negative state is to deny ourselves our truth from our feelings, which is why we have to do our
Healing.) All women and men are ascending (or growing) in truth through their experiences. And as we
grow in truth by looking to our feelings to show us that truth, so we’re ascending, moving inwards and
upwards through all the worlds and spheres of the Grand Universe to one day arrive on Paradise and
meet our Heavenly Parents. God is providing us, Their children, with this spiritual journey called our
Ascension of Truth. And by living true to our feelings, so we are progressing on our true Spiritual Path
– our Ascension Path.
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Live true to your feelings, and you ARE living true, not only to your own soul, but

also true to God’s soul. So doing your Healing by honouring all your feelings, IS
living the will of God. And being fully Healed, IS living even more truly the Will of
your Mother and Father.

MIND PATHWAY
Mother Father (MF – God)
Eternal Son (ES)
Infinite Daughter (ID)
Mary & Jesus (MJ)
Divine Minister (DM)
Humanity & Angels (HA)

TRUTH PATHWAY

Consider a diamond:

MF

(Truth) ES

ID (Mind)

Divine Love
Truth

Natural Love
Mind

MJ

DM

(Right pathway)
( for Humanity )
Humanity

HA

(Wrong pathway)
( for Humanity )
Nature Spirits, and our
Angels, and Nature

Humanity is to pursue the pathway for Truth through one’s soul based feelings, this is the
right pathway. However, humanity commences its journey founded on natural love, which
we now know is to be perfected through one’s Feeling Healing process and then made
divine through asking for and receiving our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love.
For 200,000 years, humanity has pursued the pathway of the Mind, being that of the brain,
this is the wrong pathway. The Mind is the pathway for Angels and that of all of Nature.
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CREATION of SOUL and SPIRIT:

GOD

God is The Paradise Trinity — the eternal
Deity union of the Personalities: the
Universal Mother and Father; the Eternal Son
of Truth; and the Infinite Daughter Spirit of
Mind.

Father
Mother
Eternal Son
of Truth

Feeling

Infinite Daughter
of Mind

Pathway

Soulmate Pair

Spirit

Person

Mind

The soul of angels is experiential, evolving
through their experience by continually
progressing in mind development. Angels
Pathway are to attain the Infinite Daughter (Spirit) of
Mind. Angels are a creation of Mind.
Our soul is duplex (we have a soulmate) and
is created by our Heavenly Parents. Through
our Feeling Healing we perfect ourselves
enabling the union with our soulmate, as we
progress in truth up through the Mansion
Worlds, celestial heavens and all the way to
Paradise.

Angel

Nature

The soul of each human personality (sons
and daughters of truth) is existential, driving
our personality expression in the experiential.
The soul of each human finds truth by
embracing one’s feelings and longing for the
truth of them. We are to attain the Eternal
Son of Truth. We are a creation of Truth.

The soul of angels is also duplex, yet of the
mind, and they progress in mind evolution to
Paradise. Animals, plants and nature spirits
are also creations of Mind.

Spirit

Neither we nor animals reincarnate. We
never die; upon death, we move into the
spirit Mansion Worlds on our journey to
Paradise. When animals and plants die, be
they the tiny microbe to the mighty elephants
of the land and the whales of the ocean, their
spirit energy returns to the Spirit Collective
Energy. And from this energy are
drawn other animals and the nature
spirits, who then in turn move onto
becoming angels through increasing
mind experience.
A nature spirit is an angel in waiting.
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WE EACH have a Nature Spirit pair, Spirit Guide pair and an Angelic Pair:
For those doing their Healing or are interested in doing it will
from that time have their own personal angels, spirit guides and
nature spirits with them, with whom they are to develop their
own relationships should they want to. It is not about ‘sharing’
the same angels or guides or nature spirits, it is about you
relating specifically to your ‘own’ ones because they are
provided for YOU. It’s all for you, to maximise the experiences
we each need.
We are all to have our own pure relationships. And it’s the same
of course in life with your friends, however over there, in spirit,
dealing with Nature Spirits, Spirit Guides, and Angels, it’s more
personal and private and ‘JUST FOR YOU’. So we have our own separate, unique relationships.
For example, Nature Spirit Verna has been assigned to be specifically and only with James, and she ain’t
going to be assigned to anyone else, so she won’t be sharing herself around.
This is SO IMPORTANT to understand so that in future there won’t be all these people claiming to be
speaking with Verna or Mary Magdalene or Jesus or Nanna Beth or anyone else who is part of it all in
such capacity. Mary M and Jesus have spoken with James as they have, making it quite clear he is all
they are speaking with.
We each have a band of a Nature Spirit pair, Spirit Guide pair, and an Angelic pair, each pair being in
their soulmate relationship. Even though we are ascending mortals having a soulmate, even our
soulmate has his or her own group of six personalities assisting him or her. Our assigned Nature Spirits
do not continue with us into spirit, our Spirit Guides may for a time assist upon entry to the spirit
Mansion Worlds, however, our Angelic pair continue with us for eternity.
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WE ALL ARE BEING GUIDED HOME:
We need the Spirits of Truth of the Avonal Pair to Heal ourselves; then
once Healed, (and for support (overshadowing) as well through your
Healing), we need the Creator Pair, Mary Magdalene and Jesus’ Spirits
of Truth to see us through the Celestial spheres, while at all times
embracing our Heavenly Mother and Father.
Until Mary and Jesus died and liberated their Spirits of Truth, no one
from any of the worlds could leave Nebadon, because no one knew the
way to do so. Nebadon is our local universe containing some 3.8 million
inhabited physical worlds and their associated spirit worlds.
When we embrace the truths Mary and Jesus are revealing, and start to do
our Feeling Healing, or with Divine Love, Soul Healing, we are then
freeing ourselves up from our parental and self control.

GOD
Father
Mother
M&F

Thus our journey to Paradise, to the home of our Heavenly Parents, is of
our choosing as to when we progress, however, there is only one way:
HUM: Humanity is to ascend. We are self contained. Our soul is
always in truth and perfect at all times. By living true to ourself, true to
our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.

J&M

We are to recognise that being engaged and dominated by our mind is the
wrong way for us to evolve and grow in truth. We are to discard the
mind enslavement that has been imposed upon as by all of our parents.
We are to express our feelings, both good and bad and free ourselves of
the indoctrination that humanity has embraced worldwide.
Live true to your feelings, and you ARE living true, not only to your own
soul, but also true to God’s soul. So doing your Healing by honouring all
your feelings, IS living the will of God. And being fully Healed, IS
living even more truly the Will of our Mother and Father.
AVO: We are to embrace the truths and guidance of the Avonal Pair
through their Spirits of Truth. It is the Avonal Pair’s guidance that will
lead us through our Feeling Healing, and with Divine Love, we will be
able to ascend through the 7 spirit Mansion Worlds and enter the
Celestial Heavens where we also interact with other world’s spirits.
J&M: We are also to embrace the truths and guidance of the Paradise
Pair, Mary and Jesus, who will then lead us through the 3 Celestial
Heavens that are aligned with Earth, and then further on through
Nebadon where we will then depart beyond on towards Paradise.
M&F: Beyond the universal zone of Nebadon, we will be guided by our
Heavenly Mother and Father onwards through the universes to Paradise
where we will be welcomed by them, home for us all, as we are all
Children of God.

AVO

HUM
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WE ALL ARE BEING GUIDED HOME – NOW, HOW TO COMMENCE THE JOURNEY:

GOD
Father
Mother
M&F

For 200,000 years, we have been misled into embracing our mind’s
distortion of wisdom and truth. All such traditional understandings
only lead us in the wrong direction, from which we must turn back
from. Our soul based feelings are always in truth. Our minds are to
follow our soul based truths and feelings, not the other way round, as
we have been brought up to embrace.
We are to connect with our deeper repressed feelings.
We are to long for the truth of what we are feeling.
We are to live true to our selves; by living true to our feelings.
Use your surface day-to-day feelings to connect with your deeper
repressed feelings. Express your surface feelings and your deeper
repressed feelings to uncover the truth of yourself.
We all have feelings which we communicate and share with each
other. And we all have deeper buried and hidden repressed feelings.
Feelings from our early childhood we felt, yet weren’t allowed to
express. These feelings are still within us, waiting to have their say.
These feelings, because they are repressed, cause us all our problems.

J&M

And as we look to uncover, bring out and accept these deeper feelings,
so we’re taken into new ways of looking at ourselves, our feelings, and
our life. We’re setting ourselves free of the controlling patterns that
govern our unloving behaviour.
In this way, we progressively begin to express the personality that our
Heavenly Mother and Father gave us, not the one imposed upon us by
our physical parents and carers. We are to be our true and real selves.
By living true to ourself, true to our feelings, we are living true to
God. It’s that simple.

AVO

HUM

As we, humanity, long for the truth of our feelings, we can also be
assisted by the Spirits of Truth of the Avonal Pair who are our spiritual
teachers for Earth over this coming 1,000 years, to assist us through the
Great U-Turn, away from mind dominance to being soul based feeling
lead. They will assist us through the seven levels of the spirit Mansion
Worlds.
Then the Creator Pair, Jesus and Mary, will lead us through Nebadon
and into the greater universe. Then our Heavenly Mother and Father
lead us home to Paradise.
Collectively, should we embrace them all, as we are to, then our
pathway home is a journey in the hands of the Spirits of Truth of the
Avonal and Paradise Pairs overseen by our Heavenly Parents.
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The Key

HOW TO GET TO PARADISE:

Long for the Divine Love
Long for the Truth
Long for the truth of your feelings
Don’t deny any feelings: accept, express and want to know the truth of them
Know your feelings are the key; your feelings are the Way
Want to end your falseness and being untrue
Want to understand the truth of your early life
Use your surface feelings to move deeper into yourself, bringing up your repressed feelings
Want and long to know the whole truth of yourself
Want to do it all with God, your Heavenly Mother and Father – long to Them for help.

Divine Love

Natural Love

Truth
Feelings

Life
Relationships

LONGING
Our longing drives our life. We long with feelings. We can wish for things using our mind, yet
long for things with our heart. These things in the pyramid are what to long for. Longing for
them, when the longing comes naturally. Longing because you feel you really want them. Long
to be true with all your heart. Long to live true to your feelings. Long to understand the whole
truth of yourself.
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JOURNEY of HUMANITY into and through the GREAT U-TURN:
Humanity reaching its most evilness, the most lost, the most separation of soulmates. Humanity
can begin its Healing. The Great U-Turn begins, the dawning of the Spiritual Age.
Humanity increasing its self- and
feeling- denial, its denial of truth.
Soulmates getting further apart.
Rebellion then Default

Present
Day

The true Healing of humanity. Humanity Healing
itself by doing its Feeling-Healing and Soul-Healing
with Divine Love. Soulmates getting closer together
as people express all their feelings more truly.
The Great U-Turn will bring about
the Ages of Light and Life.

First soulmate
pair –
Andon and Fonta
Lucifer
& Satan

The last
humans,
the last soulmate
pair on Earth.
Adam
& Eve

Rebellion leaders
are now removed

Jurisdiction of humanity and spirit
worlds is now with Celestial Spirits.

It begins!

This is the Great U-Turn. We are to feel and live by our feelings and express our feelings, our mind
will follow in support, not the other way around.
Feelings First, you can be sure about that! Once women get that message and start living it, then the
tide will really change, with men either deciding to support them by looking to their own feelings or being
left on the outer wondering what the fuss is all about.
The feminine light is going to sweep through humanity and purge it of all the yuk and darkness, helping to
bring the whole of humanity back into a nurturing loving mother state of being, from which the supportive,
caring father can support her and together they can make the world great again, they can bring humanity up
into its natural love perfection whilst at the same time offer those people who want to spiritually grow the
truths of how to embrace the Divine Love and move on to the Celestial level.

By living true to ourself, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.
(Passage in blue calibrates on the Map of Consciousness at 1,500)
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Andon and Fonta, our first parents to long for our Heavenly Parents, lived nearly 1,000,000 years
ago. Naïve humanity was seduced by high spirits, the Lucifer pair, to believe they could be gods
through their minds, thus men subjected women to subordinacy 200,000 years ago. This was added
to by the default of the Adamic pair more than 38,000 years ago when they failed in their mission.

When Jesus with Mary achieved their full Regency of Nebadon, in 26 CE, they immediately had the
Lucifer and Satan soulmate pairs assigned to a spirit world prison. Since then, the Creator Pair have
been preparing for the end of the Rebellion and Default for humanity of Earth. The Avonal Pair now
on Earth, once commencing their Healing, brought about the imprisonment of the Caligastia and
Daligastia pairs in the early 1990s. As the Avonal Pair advanced with their Healing they brought
about the formal end of the Rebellion and Default, on 31 January 2018. It is now for all of humanity
to embrace the Spirits of Truth of the Avonal Pair and undertake their healing of the imposts of the
Rebellion and Default.

Spirits of Truth of the Avonal Pair will guide us
through our Feeling Healing and into the
Celestial Heavens with Divine Love, then the
Spirits of Truth of the Creator Pair will lead us
through the Celestial Heavens and out through
Nebadon towards our Heavenly Mother and
Father in Paradise.
Each generation of 25 years or so will see marginal embracement
of Feeling Healing, however 1,000 years will achieve
universality.

A few will complete their healing
during their lifetime but for many it will be incremental.
Universality of Feeling Healing with Divine Love will see the mitigation of discomfort, pain and
illness as well as the imposts of global warming and earth changes. As those events are to ensure that
each of us embrace our feelings, both good and bad, down to the very core, so that we fully come to
know who we truly are. Sciences will endeavour to remove pain only to see disease manifest in
different forms. Earth disturbances are a result of the Harmonic Convergence of the late 1980s,
increasing the rotation of the Earth’s central core, this will only abate when humanity has universally
embraced Feeling Healing. These influences are only imposed upon us so that we do not step back
into the Rebellion and Default through complacency. Live Feelings First. We are to become the true
personalities we are, that being daughters and sons of our Heavenly Mother and Father.
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We are to live Feelings First.



We’ve been made to use our mind to live against many of our feelings.



Our mind control commences at conception and is developed through our childhood.



All the bad feelings we didn’t express as we were growing up are still repressed inside us.



And all such hidden, buried and unwanted feelings have to come out.



And whilst they remain repressed within us, they will continue to make us feel bad and
unloved.



We get sick, depressed, suffer, have bad things happen to us because of our repressed
childhood feelings.



Humanity was brought into this state of living against itself by higher rebellious spirits.



These Evil Ones caused the Rebellion and Default.



We are made to rebel by default – as we have no idea we’re doing it through our parenting in
wrongness.



We are all parented unlovingly – against ourselves, against our will.



Some parenting in the wrongness is done with more love, yet it’s all still wrong.



To heal this unloving state within ourselves we have to do our Healing.



Our Healing is our Feeling-Healing or Soul-Healing with the Divine Love.



We can long to God for Their Divine Love, and this will help us with our Healing.



God is our Heavenly Mother and Father, the Feminine Aspects of God having been kept
hidden from us by the Evil Spirits.



All humanity’s religions and spiritual systems are designed to keep the wrongness going, to
keep us away from God.



Only by living Feelings First Spirituality, The New Way, can you become right, and truly
find God.



Long for the Divine Love.



Long for the Truth of your Feelings.



Accepting all you feel is accepting all of yourself, it’s your greatest act of self-love.



And wanting to know the truth of your feelings, is your next greatest act of self-love.



Love yourself through your feeling-acceptance, and the Truth will set you Free!
31 May 1914 and ongoing
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Feelings First Spirituality
The New Way
Feelings First
FF
Feeling Free
The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality
Learn to live with God through your Feelings
Accept, express and long for the truth of your feelings
Be free in your feelings
Free your feelings from your mind’s control
Live true to your feelings; your feelings are your true self
Live true to yourself through your feelings

LOVE
TRUTH
LIFE

Live true to yourself by living true to your feelings.
Long for the truth of your feelings.
Accept / Express / Bring out ALL of your good, and most importantly,
BAD feelings.
Want to understand why you’re feeling them.
Use your surface feelings to take you deeper into your repressed and
hidden feelings.

LOVE
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The Feeling Way is the True Way.
Your feelings are your spiritual guide.
Your feelings will take you to God.

TRUTH

Your feelings will show you the truth of your relationships, including
your relationship with God; and if anything is wrong, untrue and
unloving, then why it is.
Our feelings are sacrosanct and we should respect them accordingly. And we should NEVER block
them out, ignore, override, banish, deny or reject them, because if we do, we’re only doing that to
ourselves, as Our Feelings Are Our Self.
Our feelings are the gateway to our soul. Our feelings are the closest we can get to our soul. Knowing
the truth of our feelings is knowing the truth of our soul, and knowing the truth of God.

Feelings First Spirituality is the True path for humanity.
It embraces all people.
It completely unifies the world.
Everyone can relate to everyone else through their feelings.
And we can all live the truth that comes from our feelings, all sharing
the same truths as we express and have the same feelings.
No one need be left out; no one is more special than anyone else – we
are all united in Truth through our feelings.
So with and through our truth we live our lives, therefore without the need of any man-made mind-laws,
rules and restrictions that limit self-expression as inspired by our feelings.

LIFE

The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality is what is to replace all man-made, mind-contrived religions
that so many people have enslaved themselves to. The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality will set us
free of all that control, ending the Rebellion and Default within ourselves as we do our Feeling-Healing,
and ending such control and spiritual stagnation in the world.
Bring on the End Times – get it over and done with! Let’s all see that Jesus is not going to come again,
that Prophecy has failed all the mind-controlled platforms. Allow such false systems of belief to die
their long-awaited natural death, they’ve overstayed their welcome, it’s now time they fade away. So let
us show such antiquated, erroneous systems of belief the exit and bring on the fresh liberation of
discovering the truth of how we are to live for ourselves, each of us personally in our lives, and all by
looking to our own feelings for it. Self-revelation through our feelings is the way to go.
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The Way of the Mind is ending, and is really the End Times – the End of our mind control, and it’s
about time! With the Way of our Feelings replacing it.
The End Times means the end and therefore a New Beginning. And that new beginning is a whole new
Spiritual Age – an age based on self-revelation of truth through one’s feelings, coupled with and
supported by higher revelations from the Celestial spirits, angels and nature spirits.

The Feelings First Spirituality is the True Way to God because it helps you get to know God, helping
you to reach out, connect and be personal with God, and do God’s Will, all through your feelings. It is
the only true way of getting to know the God of Feelings – our beloved Heavenly Mother and Father, the
Great Soul of Divine Love.

Love comes through our feelings and not our mind, as we’ve all been wrongly led to believe.

Feelings First; then comes The Truth; then comes Love.
LOVE is the Religion of Feelings, being:

Feelings First Spirituality, The New Way
Great
U-Turn
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U-TURN for HUMANITY:
Why are we doing a U-Turn?
We are doing a U-Turn because the year 2017 heralded the end of the
Rebellion and Default. For two hundred thousand years, humanity
has been going in the wrong direction.
What is this fundamental step that will change our way of living?
We are to come to understand / know the foundational cause of all our feelings,
both good and bad. As we explore and investigate our feelings, each time they
arise, one by one, we are to talk them through, express them to a companion or
friend or anyone who will listen. As we express them, while at the same time
coming to understand how they have come about, we will find that they will be
resolved and that they will not come up again.

Feeling
Healing with
Divine Love is
the key!

We will find that all of our feelings / emotions have their foundations from our
childhood. And by childhood, that is from the time of one’s conception all the
way through to about the age of six. It is the repression of our childhood
feelings that is the base or foundational cause of each and every one of our adult
personality issues, pains, difficulties, illnesses and distressful life experiences.
We have to see the whole truth of our negative or self-denial state, before we can heal it and be
free of it.
The vital difference between emotions and feelings is:
 emotions have their roots in the past,
 feelings relate to the present moment,
 emotions represent feelings not previously expressed,
 and these accumulate over time.
Many emotional clearing processes encourage us to look into our feelings, however, none go so far as to
drill down into the core foundation of any emotional feeling to the point that we strive to KNOW the
core issue, the origin of the feeling, be it good or bad, and actually come to know what it is!
The Journey Process is generally known worldwide. It stops short of longing to know, that is asking for
the knowing of the events that brought about such a feeling. Yes, we are to acknowledge the feeling,
say being angry. Then accept that behind that anger is the feeling of being small, and then look at the
underlying reason of why we are feeling small. What is the truth behind that feeling? Ask our Heavenly
Parents what is behind all of this feeling. What is the foundation, the origin of the feeling? All the time
talking it out, expressing it, with a friend. The expressing of the experience is the release of the emotion
/ feeling, this is what removes it for ever from within our essence, our soul.
Why ask our Heavenly Parents? I thought God was just God – singular?
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This is part of the revealings that have been unfolding for us very recently – that is – since 2002.
We are made in the image of God. This has been understood for centuries, for 2,000 years. Our soul is
duplex. Our soul expresses itself through two personalities. One soul ‘subdivides’ into two, one half
always being female and the other half always being male. We are a reflection of how God is. God
being one Soul is expressed as Mother and Father. God is two personalities. They are soulmates. And
each of us has a soulmate, and our soulmate is always of the opposite sex, because the Mother and
Father are the opposite sex.
Thus, when we long for the truth behind a feeling, then we can long to our Heavenly Mother and Father.
Only they can tell us. No spirit personality can tell us. No canonised saint can tell us, we may as well
ask our next door neighbour. That would be just as productive. Mary and Jesus can’t tell us, as they are
also spirit personalities.
I was taught that Jesus was God? And what is this about Mary?
Mary of Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth were both born free from sin. Neither of them are God. They
are both children of God, just like you and me.
History needs to be corrected. Both Jesus of Nazareth and Mary of Magdalene became at one (At-One)
with our Heavenly Mother and Father during their physical lives here on Earth in the first century; Jesus
in the year 26CE and Mary in the year 33CE, or there abouts. Jesus died aged 35 (born 7BC died
29CE), and Mary died aged 47 or 48 (born 2BC died 47CE).
Further, their sojourn on Earth was the completion of their process to become the full Regents of the
sector of planets that is referred to as Nebadon. The region within our super-universe that is referred to
as Nebadon contains 3.8 million inhabited planets. If you look into the night sky, each star / sun
potentially has between none to three inhabited planets within its orbit. Within Nebadon, the soulmate
pair, namely Mary and Jesus, are our Spiritual Teachers of Truth. Their domain is all 3.8 million
physical planets plus their associated spirit worlds. Each physical world has seven associated spirit
worlds, which is the case for Earth being one of the 37 that have rebelled.
Some 200,000 years ago, Lucifer with his soulmate and his deputy, Satan with his soulmate, brought
about a rebellion on 37 of the inhabited planets within the region called Satania, one of the local
universal systems of Nebadon. Earth compounded the situation through the Default of Adam and Eve
about 38,000 years ago. Thus the population of Earth, being in the worst condition through the
Rebellion and Default, became the location for Mary and Jesus to have their physical experience to
complete their ascendancy to full Regency of the local universal system being Nebadon.
Their lives on Earth was the start of the unravelling of the Rebellion and Default. Upon Jesus becoming
At-One with our Mother and Father, he was then vested with the authority and power to have the
Lucifers and Satans arrested, and they now reside exiled within a prison world.
Notice that there were no records of Jesus and Mary’s teachings and experiences made during their
physical life. That was because they did not specifically come here for us, they came for the benefit of
all peoples of all planets and spirit worlds throughout Nebadon.
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As they are Paradise descending spirits, they have Spirits of Truth. Upon Mary and Jesus’ death, they
released their Spirits of Truth. As spirits, Jesus and Mary are how we will be, once we’ve finished our
Soul Healing. They can only be in one place at any one time. However, it is their Spirits of Truth
throughout Nebadon that we can connect with for guidance. It is through their Spirits of Truth that spirit
personalities can progress through and out of Nebadon.
Those planets that have Rebelled need further assistance, and they need it on a localised manner. This
can only be provided by another bestowal of a Paradise Pair, and that is in the form and manner of an
Avonal soulmate pair who come here specifically for us.
What is the purpose of an Avonal pair, and are they here on Earth?
Unlike Jesus and Mary who were always free from sin and did not experience how to heal themselves,
the Avonal pair are to experience all of the extremes of evilness and then proceed to heal themselves.
Mary and Jesus through their bestowal on Earth ended the Lucifers spiritual rebellion in Nebadon; the
Avonals bestowal is primarily concerned with ending the Default of Adam and Eve by the Avonals
themselves personally healing the effects of such a damaging Fall.
The soulmate Avonal pair are to be, and have been, subjected to the extremes of childhood suppression
and repression, and then, through their Feeling Healing, are experiencing all the facets of emerging truth
as they slowly progress through a protracted and difficult healing process. As they reach specific
milestones, this also enables those in the Celestial Heavens, (the three worlds where Celestials reside) to
be empowered to assist us in the physical on Earth.
The first considered milestone was the arresting and imprisonment of the Caligastia soulmate pair and
the Daligastia soulmate pair. After the arrest of the Lucifers and Satans in the first century, as nothing
further occurred, the Caligastias and Daligastias continued on from spirit as if they were kings and
queens, suppressing all of humanity and with plans to take over the universe. It was possibly in the
early 1990s that they were ‘judged’, and ‘removed’. They were caught unaware that an Avonal
bestowal pair were on Earth.
How is all this becoming known? Has Jesus and Mary communicated directly to Earth?
Unlike in the first century, when no records were kept (as the event related to all of Nebadon and it was
actually setting the stage for the Avonal bestowal pair to arrive on Earth), every effort to retain records
in great detail of this current series of events is now being attended to. Consider this. The New
Testament of the Bible is some 300 pages. The records of the Second Coming, which this is, the
primary records are possibly 6,000 pages, with direct complementary records increasing that to over
10,000 pages and with all the supplementary records to date, there may be as many as 40,000 pages,
certainly well over 30,000 pages of material presently.
Jesus directly communicated through James Padgett from 1914 to 1923. Mary of Magdalene (Mary M)
has directly communicated through James Moncrief from 2002 and is ongoing. Jesus has also
communicated directly through James Moncrief. Neither have ever directly communicated through any
one else, however, some Celestial Spirit personalities have provided information through other
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personalities on Earth with the support and approval of Jesus and Mary, thus some confusion, though the
quality of the information is very reliable.
You say this is the Second Coming? You say I am living during the time of the Second Coming?
Yes you are. And it's more than that. This is the Second Coming, the End Times and the Handover!
In fulfilment of the prophecy in the first century, the Second Coming commenced on 31 May 1914
through the writings with James Padgett and concluded in 2014 through the writings with James
Moncrief.
The End Times are well advanced. Mary and Jesus are well advanced in handing over their direct
involvement with Earth to those within the Celestial Heavens. When this is completed, the Handover
will also occur. The Hand Over is to the Avonal Bestowal pair and it is they who will guide the
population on Earth through their Feeling Healing processes for the next 1,000 years, being the next
spiritual age. The Handover will take place after the Avonal pair complete their personal Healing of the
Rebellion and Default. Then will follow with their Spirits of Truth being officially liberated in
alignment with Mary M and Jesus’ Spirits of Truth upon their death.
Major events have occurred with the progression of the Avonal pair's Feeling Healing, which they are
also doing whilst embracing our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love, thus they are doing their Soul Healing.
Early 1990s:
22 March 2017:
31 March 2017:
22 May 2017:
2 December 2017:
8 December 2017:
31 January 2018:

The arrest of the Caligastia and Daligastia soulmate pairs.
Negative spirit influence was blocked.
Angel assisted healing will become available upon the Avonal pair completing
their own Feeling Healing, being with Divine Love, thus it being Soul Healing.
Law of Compensation quickening.
Psychic Barriers maintaining the Rebellion and Default were cracked.
Bring on the money to ‘house the future of humanity’.
Earth and the seven associated Mansion Worlds (including the two Earth planes)
are officially now fully under the control of Celestial spirits. This marks a
tangible and real end to the Rebellion and Default.

How does this all fit into our future way of living?

The whole human race is suffering from repressed childhood and mind control.
Through one’s Feeling Healing, and should we embrace our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love, then with
their Love we are doing our Soul Healing, and eventually we can live totally in accordance with our
soul base feelings and live free from error – no more fear and no more physical illnesses is possible!

By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.
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Our soul is always perfect. In fact, we are the complete package. All that we need to know is within our
soul. This knowledge has been denied from us since the time of the Rebellion and compounded by the
Default. That is what was brought upon us by the Lucifers and his cohorts. We have always been meant
to live true to our soul based feelings but we were taught to embrace our error riddled mind – this was
aided by our parents – unknowingly all parents have taught their children to be mind dominant. This is
the Great U-Turn. We are to feel and live by our feelings and express our feelings, our mind will
follow in support, not the other way around.
“Many people look for a person, spirit, angel, even God, for supreme guidance, however it’s all right
there already built in – in our feelings. Feelings guide us through our ascension of truth. So they are
really our Supreme Guides. We just have to submit to them, allowing them to take us where they will,
expressing all the parts we want to express, letting the emotion drive that expression if it’s there to be
expressed, or just talking about all we feel and how feeling that feeling is making us feel – or, how we
feel about having that feeling, all whilst longing for the truth of our feelings. Longing for the truth of
our feeling is really: Longing for the truth of our self, because: we are our feelings. So life stirs up
our feelings, we feel being alive; or, being alive means we are feeling, always feeling; and when we
work out what and why we are feeling what we are, so then we know the truth of how we are. And over
time the truth accumulates, and our mind expands our understanding of ourselves, all being driven from
our feelings.”
Kevin of the 1st Celestial Heaven 26 September 2017
(Kevin Cooper died 10 August 2012, through Feeling Healing became Celestial on 7 August 2017.)
It is through the assistance of the Spirits of Truth of the Avonal Pair, upon the completion of their Soul
Healing, that we will be guided through our Feeling Healing process, and should we embrace our
Mother and Father’s Divine Love, then our Soul Healing.
Then should we embrace Mary and Jesus as our Spiritual Teachers of Truth, their Spirits of Truth will
lead us on the path through the Celestial Heavens where we will certainly meet up with our soulmate
and join our soulgroup, which will eventually consist of twelve soulmate pairs. Then as a soulgroup, the
Spirits of Truth of Mary and Jesus will lead us up through and out of Nebadon towards Paradise.
It is then our Mother and Father in Paradise who draw us to them and we will eventually meet our
Heavenly Parents.
Meanwhile, while we live on Earth, we will have assistance and guidance previously denied to us
throughout the era of the Rebellion and Default. Under the Contract controlling and managing the
Rebellion and Default, the powers and capabilities of our Celestial Heaven spirit personalities, all three
worlds of them, were heavily restricted and almost of no assistance to us at all. Further, Nature Spirits
and our Angels were heavily denied contact with us physical people because of the Rebellion and
Default, all of which is soon to change, so we can look directly to them for help concerning healing
ourselves and understanding all aspects of nature.
As we embrace our Feeling Healing, Celestial spirits will and can greatly assist us. In fact, during the
year of 2017 they have blocked all mind spirits from the Natural Love Mansion Worlds: 1, 2, 4 and 6
from interfering with us. Celestials have taken control of all facets of living and life on Earth.
Celestials are those spirit who have completed their Feeling Healing and progressed through Divine
Love Mansion Worlds 3, 5 and 7 and now live in the higher Celestial Heavens, 1, 2 and 3 (when we
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become At One with our Heavenly Parents then we leave the Mansion Worlds and progress through the
next three spheres related to Earth, hence the Celestial Heavens are also referred to as being numbered 8,
9 and 10).
The Nature Spirits of Earth, who live in the third Earth
plane, can now directly interact with those who are
embracing their Feeling Healing. Nature Spirits are
essentially ‘angels in waiting’. They have been on Earth
prior to anything that we now see living in nature. When
they first started to arrive, there was no life in the seas or on
land. They have consequently witnessed everything that has
happened on Earth, including all prior human civilisations
that we continue to largely remain ignorant of. Their
knowledge and assistance is of great importance to us. We
are to interact with them on an ever increasing scale. They
are to become an invaluable source of information for us concerning how we are best to live with nature.
Further, we may become more aware of our Indwelling Spirit, which arrives for each of us during our
sixth year, as we now progress with our Feeling Healing, or with Divine Love, our Soul Healing.
And all of this is possible as we embrace our Feeling Healing process, acknowledge and accept the
Avonal pair, acknowledge and accept our Spiritual Teachers of Truth, namely Mary and Jesus, and more
importantly, grow to love our Heavenly Parents, our true Mother and Father.
We do not need intermediaries, rituals, liturgy, dogmas, creeds, fancy clothing, or institutions. It is our
soul based feelings and expressions that we may exchange directly with our Heavenly Parents. Groups
may form to assist each other, and that is our choice and within our free will.
This is the greatest event in the history of humanity.
This is the Great U-Turn that humanity will embrace throughout the next 1,000 years.

MoC 1,480
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The URANTIA Book:

Messages received 1925 – 1935 and published in 1955

Comparisons of naming for different regions:
OUR PATHWAY to our HEAVENLY PARENTS:
Spirit World & Celestial Heaven Eternal Spheres and then
Infinite and Universal
=
Our Solar System and within Nebadon
Further progressive growth =
Being further beyond Nebadon in Orvonton
Spheres of Paradise
=
Havona traverses around Isle of Paradise
Super Grand Sphere
=
Isle of Paradise which is stationary
Orvonton is one of seven super-universes that are called the Grand Universes and they revolve around a
central universe.
We are located in Nebadon (Milky Way) on a planet called Urantia (Earth). Havona (Eternal Spheres) is
located in the Central Universe.
The Central Universe circulates around the stationery Isle of Paradise, the home of our Father.
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The Seven Super-Universes:

Paper 15: The Urantia Book

Excluding the Paradise – Havona spheres (Eternal Spheres and Spheres of Paradise), the plan of
universe organisation provides for the following units:
Super-universes
Each has:
7
Major sectors
10
70
Minor sectors
1,000
7,000
Local universes
100,000
700,000
Constellations
1,000,000
70,000,000
Local systems
1,000,000,000
7,000,000,000
Inhabitable planets
1,000,000,000,000
7,000,000,000,000
Each of the seven super-universes is constituted, approximately, as follows:
One system embraces approximately
1,000 worlds
One constellation (100 systems)
100,000 worlds
One universe (100 constellations)
10,000,000 worlds
One minor sector (100 universes)
1,000,000,000 worlds
One major sector (100 minor sectors)
100,000,000,000 worlds
One super-universe (10 major sectors)
1,000,000,000,000 worlds
[37:10.The universe of Nebadon, which even now has more than three million inhabited worlds, with ten
million in prospect. In our solar system, only Earth is inhabited out of 3 inhabitable worlds.
32:2.9
The organization of planetary abodes is still progressing in Nebadon, for this universe is, indeed, a
young cluster in the starry and planetary realms of Orvonton. At the last registry there were 3,840,101
inhabited planets in Nebadon, and Satania, the local system of your world, is fairly typical of other
systems.]
All such estimates are approximations at best, for new systems are constantly evolving while other
organisations are temporarily passing out of material existence.
Practically all of the starry realms visible to the
naked eye on Urantia (Earth) belong to the
seventh section of the grand universe, the superuniverse of Orvonton. The vast Milky Way
starry system represents the central nucleus of
Orvonton (Celestial Heavens).
The seven
super-universes make up the present organised
grand universe, consisting of approximately
seven trillion inhabitable worlds plus the
architectural spheres and the one billion
inhabited spheres of Havona (Eternal Spheres).
In our super-universe not one coll planet in forty
is habitable by beings of our order. And, of
course, the superheated suns and the frigid outlying worlds are unfit to harbour higher life. In our solar
system only three planets are at present suited to harbour life. Urantia (Earth), in size, density, and
location, is in many respects ideal for human habitation.
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An almost endless variety of creature life and other living manifestations characterizes the countless
worlds of space.

Note the 10 major sectors (arms) of
our super-universe:
Our world, Urantia (Earth), is
number 606 in the planetary group,
or system, of Satania. This system
has at present 619 inhabited
worlds, and more than two hundred
additional planets are evolving
favourably
toward
becoming
inhabited worlds at some future
time.
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NEBADON, our LOCAL UNIVERSE:
A Local Universe – Nebadon. One hundred
constellations (about 10,000,000 inhabitable
planets) constitute a local universe. Nebadon
contains 3,840,101 inhabited planets.
A Constellation. One hundred systems (about
100,000 inhabitable planets) make up a
constellation.

WE ARE
HERE
ON THE
OUTSKIRTS
OF NEBADON

A System. The basic unit of the supergovernment consists of about one thousand
inhabited or inhabitable worlds.
Earth is #606 in the system of Satania and is the latest to have human life.
Jerusem is the headquarters of our local system of Satania. Thus Jerusem is
the city to which we arrive when we fuse with our indwelling spirit having
sufficient Divine Love following our Healing and enter the first of three
Celestial Heavens, all being for the 1,000 physical worlds within Satania.
Salvington, in the centre of Nebadon, is the headquarters and home of our
Creator Daughter and Son, the Michaels, namely Mary Magdalene and Jesus.
All descending Daughters and Sons of God have high and divine origins. They are dedicated to the
descending ministry of service on the worlds and systems of time and space, there to facilitate the
progress in the Paradise climb of the lowly creatures of evolutionary origin — the ascending daughters
and sons of God (humanity – us). Those Daughters and Sons who come forth from the Deities on the
central Isle of Light and Life are called the Paradise Daughters and Sons of God and embrace the
following three orders: Creator Daughters and Sons – the Michaels, Magisterial Daughters and Sons –
the Avonals, the Trinity Teacher Daughters and Sons – the Daynals. All three groups have Spirits of
Truth, no others do.
The remaining four orders of descending daughter and sonship are known as the Local Universe
Daughters and Sons of God: Melchizedek Daughters and Sons, Vorondadek Daughters and Sons,
Lanonandek Daughters and Sons, and Life Carriers.
The chief executive of a local system (such as Satania which includes Earth) of inhabited worlds is a
primary Lanonandek Daughter and Son (was the Lucifers), the System Sovereign. The Lucifer
Rebellion in the system of Satania was the last and the most widespread of all. Thirty seven (37)
inhabited worlds were seduced into rebelling, by following the Lucifers and their deputies, the Satans.
Earth then went on to Default at the time of Eve and Adam. Later on we crucified the Creator Son,
Jesus, and ignored Mary. So now we have the physical presence of an Avonal Pair. Only the Avonal
Pair can take on all of our wrongness and heal themselves. It is their Spirits of Truth that we are to long
to so that we, humanity – all of us – can then heal the Rebellion and Default that we have all embraced.
Partly drawn from The Urantia Book (TUB) 7 July 2018
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Travel by various spirit beings:

The Urantia Book

Paper 19 7. Paradise Citizens
(222.8) 19:7.4

Trinity-origin beings possess prerogatives of transit which make them independent of
transport personalities, such as seraphim. We all possess the power of moving about freely and quickly
in the universe of universes. Excepting the Inspired Trinity Spirits, we cannot attain the almost
unbelievable velocity of the Solitary Messengers, but we are able so to utilize the sum total of the
transport facilities in space that we can reach any point in a super-universe, from its headquarters, in less
than one year of Urantia (Earth) time. It required 109 days of your time for me to journey from Uversa
to Urantia (Earth).
(222.9) 19:7.5

Through these same avenues we are enabled to intercommunicate instantaneously. Our entire
order of creation finds itself in touch with every individual embraced within every division of the
children of the Paradise Trinity save only the Inspired Spirits.
(222.10) 19:7.6

[Presented by a Divine Counselor of Uversa.]

Uversa is the spiritual and administrative headquarters for approximately one trillion inhabited or
inhabitable worlds. The glory, grandeur, and perfection of the Orvonton capital surpass any of the
wonders of the time-space creations.
Paper 23 3. Time and Space Services of Solitary Messengers
(260.5) 23:3.1

The Solitary Messengers are the highest type of perfect and confidential personality available
in all realms for the quick transmission of important and urgent messages when it is inexpedient to
utilize either the broadcast service or the reflectivity mechanism. They serve in an endless variety of
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assignments, helping out the spiritual and material beings of the realms, particularly where the element
of time is involved. Of all orders assigned to the services of the super-universe domains, they are the
highest and most versatile personalized beings who can come so near to defying time and space.
(260.6) 23:3.2

The universe is well supplied with spirits who utilize gravity for purposes of transit; they can
go anywhere any time — instanter — but they are not persons. Certain other gravity traversers are
personal beings, such as Gravity Messengers and Transcendental Recorders, but they are not available to
the super- and the local universe administrators. The worlds teem with angels and men and other highly
personal beings, but they are handicapped by time and space: The limit of velocity for most nonenseraphimed (angelic) beings is 186,280 miles of your world per second of your time (the speed of
light); the midway creatures and certain others can, often do, attain double velocity — 372,560 miles per
second — while the seraphim (angelic) and others can traverse space at triple velocity, about 558,840
miles per second. (Typical space travel is at 3 times the speed of light.) There are, however, no transit or
messenger personalities who function between the instantaneous velocities of the gravity traversers and
the comparatively slow speeds of the seraphim, except the Solitary Messengers.
(261.1) 23:3.3

Solitary Messengers are, therefore, generally used for dispatch and service in those situations
where personality is essential to the achievement of the assignment, and where it is desired to avoid the
loss of time which would be occasioned by the sending of any other readily available type of personal
messenger. They are the only definitely personalized beings who can synchronize with the combined
universal currents of the grand universe. Their velocity in traversing space is variable, depending on a
great variety of interfering influences, but the record shows that on the journey to fulfil this mission my
associate messenger proceeded at the rate of 841,621,642,000 of your miles per second of your time (4.5
million times the speed of light).

(261.2) 23:3.4

It is wholly beyond my ability to explain to the material type of mind how a spirit can be a
real person and at the same time traverse space at such tremendous velocities. But these very Solitary
Messengers actually come to, and go from, Urantia (Earth) at these incomprehensible speeds (4.5
million times the speed of light); indeed, the whole economy of universal administration would be
largely deprived of its personal element were this not a fact.

(261.3) 23:3.5

The Solitary Messengers are able to function as emergency lines of communication
throughout remote space regions, realms not embraced within the established circuits of the grand
universe. It develops that one messenger, when so functioning, can transmit a message or send an
impulse through space to a fellow messenger about one hundred light-years away as Urantia (Earth)
astronomers estimate stellar distances.

(261.4) 23:3.6

Of the myriads of beings who co-operate with us in the conduct of the affairs of the superuniverse, none are more important in practical helpfulness and timesaving assistance. In the universes
of space we must reckon with the handicaps of time; hence the great service of the Solitary Messengers,
who, by means of their personal prerogatives of communication, are somewhat independent of space
and, by virtue of their tremendous transit velocities, are so nearly independent of time.
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Paper 3: God’s Relation to the Individual

The Urantia Book

(62.1) 5:0.1

IF THE finite mind of man is unable to comprehend how so great and so majestic a God as the
Universal Father can descend from his eternal abode in infinite perfection to fraternize with the
individual human creature, then must such a finite intellect rest assurance of divine fellowship upon the
truth of the fact that an actual fragment (Thought Adjuster) of the living God resides within the intellect
of every normal-minded and morally conscious Urantia (Earth) mortal. The indwelling Thought
Adjusters are a part of the eternal Deity of the Paradise Father. Man does not have to go farther than his
own inner experience of the soul’s contemplation of this spiritual-reality presence to find God and
attempt communion with him.

(62.2) 5:0.2

God has distributed the infinity of his eternal nature throughout the existential realities of his six
absolute co-ordinates, but he may, at any time, make direct personal contact with any part or phase or
kind of creation through the agency of his prepersonal fragments (Thought Adjusters). And the eternal
God has also reserved to himself the prerogative of bestowing personality upon the divine Creators and
the living creatures of the universe of universes, while he has further reserved the prerogative of
maintaining direct and parental contact with all these personal beings through the personality circuit.
(Our personality are given to us by the Father)
1. The Approach to God
(62.3) 5:1.1

The inability of the finite creature to approach the infinite Father is inherent, not in the Father’s
aloofness, but in the finiteness and material limitations of created beings. The magnitude of the spiritual
difference between the highest personality of universe existence and the lower groups of created
intelligences is inconceivable. Were it possible for the lower orders of intelligence to be transported
instantly into the presence of the Father himself (to the Isle of Paradise), they would not know they were
there. They would there be just as oblivious of the presence of the Universal Father as where they now
are. There is a long, long road ahead of mortal man before he can consistently and within the realms of
possibility ask for safe conduct into the Paradise presence of the Universal Father. Spiritually, man must
be translated many times before he can attain a plane that will yield the spiritual vision which will
enable him to see even any one of the Seven Master Spirits.
(62.4) 5:1.2

Our Father is not in hiding; he is not in arbitrary seclusion. He has mobilized the resources of
divine wisdom in a never-ending effort to reveal himself to the children of his universal domains. There
is an infinite grandeur and an inexpressible generosity connected with the majesty of his love which
causes him to yearn for the association of every created being who can comprehend, love, or approach
him; and it is, therefore, the limitations inherent in you, inseparable from your finite personality and
material existence, that determine the time and place and circumstances in which you may achieve the
goal of the journey of mortal ascension and stand in the presence of the Father at the centre of all things.
(63.1) 5:1.3

Although the approach to the Paradise presence of the Father must await your attainment of the
highest finite levels of spirit progression, you should rejoice in the recognition of the ever-present
possibility of immediate communion with the bestowal spirit of the Father so intimately associated with
your inner soul and your spiritualizing self.
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(63.2) 5:1.4

The mortals of the realms of time and space may differ greatly in innate abilities and
intellectual endowment, they may enjoy environments exceptionally favourable to social advancement
and moral progress, or they may suffer from the lack of almost every human aid to culture and supposed
advancement in the arts of civilization; but the possibilities for spiritual progress in the ascension career
are equal to all; increasing levels of spiritual insight and cosmic meanings are attained quite
independently of all such socio-moral differentials of the diversified material environments on the
evolutionary worlds.

(63.3) 5:1.5

However Urantia (Earth) mortals may differ in their intellectual, social, economic, and even
moral opportunities and endowments, forget not that their spiritual endowment is uniform and unique.
They all enjoy the same divine presence of the gift from the Father, and they are all equally privileged to
seek intimate personal communion with this indwelling spirit (Thought Adjuster) of divine origin, while
they may all equally choose to accept the uniform spiritual leading of these Mystery Monitors (Thought
Adjusters).

(63.4) 5:1.6

If mortal man is wholeheartedly spiritually motivated, unreservedly consecrated to the doing of
the Father’s will, then, since he is so certainly and so effectively spiritually endowed by the indwelling
and divine Adjuster, there cannot fail to materialize in that individual’s experience the sublime
consciousness of knowing God and the supernal assurance of surviving for the purpose of finding God
by the progressive experience of becoming more and more like him.

(63.5) 5:1.7

Man is spiritually indwelt by a surviving Thought Adjuster. If such a human mind is sincerely
and spiritually motivated, if such a human soul desires to know God and become like him, honestly
wants to do the Father’s will, there exists no negative influence of mortal deprivation nor positive power
of possible interference which can prevent such a divinely motivated soul from securely ascending to the
portals of Paradise.
(63.6) 5:1.8

The Father desires all his creatures to be in personal communion with him. He has on Paradise
a place to receive all those whose survival status and spiritual nature make possible such attainment.
Therefore settle in your philosophy now and forever: To each of you and to all of us, God is
approachable, the Father is attainable, the way is open; the forces of Divine Love and the ways and
means of divine administration are all interlocked in an effort to facilitate the advancement of every
worthy intelligence of every universe to the Paradise presence of the Universal Father.
(63.7) 5:1.9

The fact that vast time is involved in the attainment of God makes the presence and personality
of the Infinite none the less real. Your ascension is a part of the circuit of the seven super-universes, and
though you swing around it countless times, you may expect, in spirit and in status, to be ever swinging
inward. You can depend upon being translated from sphere to sphere, from the outer circuits ever nearer
the inner centre, and some day, doubt not, you shall stand in the divine and central presence and see him,
figuratively speaking, face to face. It is a question of the attainment of actual and literal spiritual levels;
and these spiritual levels are attainable by any being who has been indwelt by a Mystery Monitor, and
who has subsequently eternally fused with that Thought Adjuster.
(64.1) 5:1.10

The Father is not in spiritual hiding, but so many of his creatures have hidden themselves away
in the mists of their own wilful decisions and for the time being have separated themselves from the
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communion of his spirit and the spirit of his Son by the choosing of their own perverse ways and by the
indulgence of the self-assertiveness of their intolerant minds and un-spiritual natures.
(64.2) 5:1.11

Mortal man may draw near God and may repeatedly forsake the divine will so long as the
power of choice remains. Man’s final doom is not sealed until he has lost the power to choose the
Father’s will. There is never a closure of the Father’s heart to the need and the petition of his children.
Only do his offspring close their hearts forever to the Father’s drawing power when they finally and
forever lose the desire to do his divine will — to know him and to be like him. Likewise is man’s
eternal destiny assured when Adjuster fusion proclaims to the universe that such an ascender has made
the final and irrevocable choice to live the Father’s will.
(64.3) 5:1.12

The great God makes direct contact with mortal man and gives a part of his infinite and eternal
and incomprehensible self to live and dwell within him. God has embarked upon the eternal adventure
with man. If you yield to the leadings of the spiritual forces in you and around you, you cannot fail to
attain the high destiny established by a loving God as the universe goal of his ascendant creatures from
the evolutionary worlds of space.
2. The Presence of God
(64.4) 5:2.1

The physical presence of the Infinite is the reality of the material universe. The mind presence
of Deity must be determined by the depth of individual intellectual experience and by the evolutionary
personality level. The spiritual presence of Divinity must of necessity be differential in the universe. It
is determined by the spiritual capacity of receptivity and by the degree of the consecration of the
creature’s will to the doing of the divine will.

(64.5) 5:2.2

God lives in every one of his spirit-born sons. The Paradise Sons always have access to the
presence of God, “the right hand of the Father,” and all of his creature personalities have access to the
“bosom of the Father.” This refers to the personality circuit, whenever, wherever, and however
contacted, or otherwise entails personal, self-conscious contact and communion with the Universal
Father, whether at the central abode or at some other designated place, as on one of the seven sacred
spheres of Paradise. (The Thought Adjuster becomes vested in our being when we are typically aged
around 6 years, it can withdraw. However, should we start to ask for and receive Divine Love, Divine
Love, being a substance, always remains within our soul forever.)
(64.6) 5:2.3

The divine presence cannot, however, be discovered anywhere in nature or even in the lives of
God-knowing mortals so fully and so certainly as in your attempted communion with the indwelling
Mystery Monitor, the Paradise Thought Adjuster. What a mistake to dream of God far off in the
skies when the spirit of the Universal Father lives within your own mind!

(64.7) 5:2.4

It is because of this God fragment (Thought Adjuster) that indwells you that you can hope, as
you progress in harmonizing with the Adjuster’s spiritual leadings, more fully to discern the presence
and transforming power of those other spiritual influences (such as Divine Love) that surround you and
impinge upon you but do not function as an integral part of you. The fact that you are not intellectually
conscious of close and intimate contact with the indwelling Adjuster does not in the least disprove such
an exalted experience. The proof of fraternity with the divine Adjuster consists wholly in the nature and
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extent of the fruits of the spirit which are yielded in the life experience of the individual believer. “By
their fruits you shall know them.”
(65.1) 5:2.5

It is exceedingly difficult for the meagrely spiritualized, material mind of mortal man to
experience marked consciousness of the spirit activities of such divine entities as the Paradise Adjusters.
As the soul of joint mind and Adjuster creation becomes increasingly existent, there also evolves a new
phase of soul consciousness which is capable of experiencing the presence, and of recognizing the spirit
leadings and other super-material activities, of the Mystery Monitors.
(65.2) 5:2.6

The entire experience of Adjuster communion is one involving moral status, mental motivation,
and spiritual experience. The self-realization of such an achievement is mainly, though not exclusively,
limited to the realms of soul consciousness, but the proofs are forthcoming and abundant in the
manifestation of the fruits of the spirit in the lives of all such inner-spirit contactors.
3. True Worship
(65.5) 5:3.3

Worship is for its own sake; prayer embodies a self- or creature-interest element; that is the
great difference between worship and prayer. There is absolutely no self-request or other element of
personal interest in true worship; we simply worship God for what we comprehend him to be. Worship
asks nothing and expects nothing for the worshiper. We do not worship the Father because of anything
we may derive from such veneration; we render such devotion and engage in such worship as a natural
and spontaneous reaction to the recognition of the Father’s matchless personality and because of his
lovable nature and adorable attributes.

“Never can one man do more for another man than by making it known of the
availability of Feeling Healing process and the Divine Love.” JD
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We start our eternal existence by incarnating, even if it’s just for a moment, onto a physical world like
Earth. Then, when we die, we move into one of the seven Mansion Worlds, which can be likened to
probationary worlds; worlds in spirit through which we correct all that’s wrong within us. This includes
if we’ve hurt other people or creatures very badly, we need to compensate for such suffering we’ve
caused in others by suffering ourselves in one of the two lower Earth planes commonly called The Hells.
Other than the two lower Earth planes, we mortal spirits can’t live in the other five Earth planes, they
being reserved for the angels, nature spirits and other higher spirits.
The geography of the seven Earth planes is based on, or the same as, Earth, whereas the geography of
the seven Mansion Worlds is unique to each world. So on Earth it’s conceivable that your physical
home could also be used by nature spirits, angels and higher spirits for their needs in the higher Earth
planes, as well as being used by spirits confined to the two lower Earth plane – Hells. So these seven
other dimensions, all focused on your home – a lot could be going on! However more than likely the
reality is, the lower two Earth plane hells have spirits congregating in the darker seedier places of the
physical world, or in the prisons and more isolated places if they are to spend time in isolation. Whilst
the nature spirits, angels and higher spirits would reside in their higher Earth planes mostly away from
dense populations of humanity, so more in the remote unpopulated areas of the world. The planes,
although each being separate from each other and the physical Earth, and not interfering or influencing
each other, still have some bleed-through of energy, thus affecting them in certain ways. As you can
imagine, I don’t think the angels would set up one of their main meeting and administration centres over
one of Earth’s most densely populated, corrupt and polluted cities, not unless the higher angelic light
was in some way, to affect those people on Earth.
And by and large, we on Earth have very little consciously to do with any of the spirits or angels in the
Earth planes. Some people feel emotionally, mentally, psychically and even at times physically
disturbed or influenced by spirits in the two Earth plane, Hells, although really there is little direct
interference from them. Such things as scary ghosts and knocking noises and all the dark scary
poltergeist stuff comes from these wayward, lost, ‘dark’ and evil spirits still trying to have nefarious
control over people on Earth, all of which is relatively harmless other than in exceptional cases. And
mostly, we on Earth are totally unaware of our attending nature spirits and angels, and even more so of
any higher spirits that might be visiting us or Earth.
For spirits and angels to get as close to us physically as they can, is done so by them being in the
relevant Earth plane. During a Divine Love meditation or prayer for example, it’s conceivable you
might have in attendance in the various Earth planes and unbeknownst to you – dark spirits of the two
Earth planes that want to try and redeem themselves so are brought to attend your prayer or meditation;
you might have nature spirits there as well; you will have your attending angelic
pair together with other angels; and you might have other higher spirits who are
required to help you in your thoughts or feelings to progress in your spiritual
development; and then you might also have other Mansion World or Celestial
spirits attending you in the relevant Earth plane, including even from the Hell
planes should the spirits want to get as close to you as they physically can. A lot of
Mansion World spirits descend into the lower two Earth planes, the Hell planes, so
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as to be close to their loved ones on Earth. They are able to do so without being affected negatively by
the ever-present Hell plane spirits by adjusting their spiritual light in order to keep them at bay.
It should be noted that to quality for life in the Hell planes comes about because of the state of ‘hell’ that
already exists within the person who acts out such hell on others. We only cause harm to others because
the harm was caused to us through our childhood. And instead of dealing with and honouring our own
pain and taking full responsibility for it, we block it within ourselves thereby taking it out on others by
making them suffer the same degree of pain we’re suffering. Those people who harm another person or
creature will at some point suffer the degree of pain they have caused in the other person when the Law
of Compensation acts upon them during their time in the Hells. They have to ‘balance the books’ so as
to help them understand that it was wrong to do what they did to the other person or creature, for them to
understand by directly feeling the pain they have caused. And once they have felt it all, ‘paid for their
spiritual crime’ against the will of another, then they are allowed to resume regular spirit life in the
Mansion Worlds rather then being kept separate in the Earth Hell planes. And somehow during the time
of ‘paying the price’, they are healed of their need to hurt and harm others so they can move into the
regular spirit Mansion World population no longer looking to, or with the need to, hurt and cause
suffering in other spirits.
And it is highly possible that at some point, and even possibly quite soon, the same Laws of
Compensation that apply to those spirits having to live and ‘do their time of suffering paying for their
crime against another’ will be applied to and on Earth. So many bad people will suddenly be forced into
the ‘hell of their own making, the hell that resides in them’. So doing some or all of their ‘Hell Time’
whilst on Earth, then completing it when they get to spirit by having to enter one of the two Hell Earth
planes, or no longer needing to spend any time in them if they’ve ‘served their time for their evil crime’
when on Earth. Should the ‘earthing’ of the Law of Compensation come about, thereby bringing the
Earth into direct alignment with the First Mansion World, then as you can imagine, things will
drastically change here on Earth, with anyone merely having the intent, let alone actually carrying out
the sinful act, having to immediately suffer compensation for their unloving action and motivation.
With the compensation being lived by feeling such intense guilt and all the other bad feelings for the bad
things you have done, coupled with pain so bad and so ongoing that you enter into a state of perpetual
begging for forgiveness and to be released from your suffering, that very same suffering you caused
another person or creature to suffer.
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Each of the seven Earth spirit planes co-exist in the same space as we do in the physical. We of the
physical world are of the coarsest and densest material. Starting with the 1st plane, the material
within each plane becomes finer, more refined and of greater luminosity. Those within the lower
planes cannot see or discern the presence of those in higher planes. Those of the higher planes can
move about those in lower planes without them being aware of being present unless they wish to
reveal themselves.
Each plane is predominantly for one group of spirit or angel personalities, however there are sectors
within planes where visitors from higher planes can move about freely. No harm or disturbance
can be caused by any spirit personality upon another, not even those within the physical Earth
existence.
7th Earth Plane being for visitors from Havona and Paradise, together with the Daughters
and Sons of God. This includes Angels who have come all the way from Paradise.
6th Earth Plane being for visitors from the higher levels of our Local Universe. Higher
Daughters and Sons together with higher Angels.
5th Earth Plane being for visitors from the Celestial Heavens and higher angels and spirits
from other parts of Creation, including Finaliters.
4th Earth Plane being exclusively for Angels, some of which have evolved from Nature
Spirits!
3rd Earth Plane is the exclusive domain of Nature Spirits who are derived from creature life
experience on Earth.
2nd Earth Plane – a ‘Sphere of Isolation’ from which one progresses having settled the Law
of Compensation, allowing entry into regular spirit life in the 1st spirit Mansion World.
1st Earth Plane – the deepest and darkest ‘Sphere of Isolation’ and closest to Earth. A plane
allowing spirits to live in their state of hell because of their grievous inclination to cause
harm to others.

All levels of existence
coexist in the same space.

You may reach out
and shake hands with
all levels of existence!
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SPHERES – SPIRIT WORLDS – within the Earth’s Solar System:
8 – 10 Celestial Heaven Spheres outside
7th Sphere – Transition Divine Love
6th Spirit World Sphere natural love
5th Spirit World Sphere Divine Love
4th Spirit World Sphere natural love
3rd Spirit World Sphere Divine Love
2nd Spirit World Sphere natural love
1st Spirit World Spheres natural love
Disharmony is a plane firstly
Planes of Disharmony
1st
(hells)
2nd
Earth cloaked in mist and gloom
All souls with their spirit bodies
transition firstly to the 1st Sphere, this
sphere is much closer to Earth than to
the Moon. All souls to be individualised
through Earth can be accommodated in
the 1st Natural Love Sphere.
The Planes of Disharmony, hells, are
possibly between 1st sphere and Earth.
Natural Love spheres are 1, 2, 4 & 6.
The Divine Love spheres are 3, 5 & 7.
Celestial Heaven spheres are 8, 9 & 10.
Higher sphere systems are not
numbered: being the Eternal Spheres,
Infinite and Universal Spheres, then
Isles of Paradise and then finally the
Super Grand Sphere.
These further sets of spheres interact
with life through out the universes.
Note: The 1st Divine Love Sphere and the 1st Sphere of Disharmony
may simply be planes within the 1st Natural Love Spirit World.
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SPIRIT MANSION WORLDS are numbered 1 to 7:
To PARADISE, the HOME of OUR HEAVENLY PARENTS
Progression from the top Celestial
Spirit Mansion Worlds are those 1 – 7.
Heaven sphere is to the Eternal
They with the Celestial Heaven spheres
Spheres, Infinite and Universal and
10
numbered 8, 9, 10 as well as the 3 Spheres
further onwards to Paradise.
of Disharmony are all within the Earth’s
3rd Celestial
Celestial Heaven
environment, and rather close by.
Heaven
spheres 8, 9, 10
Each sphere can accommodate more than
9
Sphere
are often referred
100 times the people than Earth may do.
2nd Celestial to as 1, 2, and 3 of
Heaven
Celestial Heaven.
Natural Love sphere
Sphere
progression stops at
6
sphere 6. With only
8
Divine Love perfects one’s
Natural Love the natural love,
Mind
1st Celestial
progression is through natural love soul through
the
progression
via
spirit
Mansion
Heaven
spheres 1, 2, 4, and 6
world
spheres
3,
5,
and
7.
World
Sphere
only.
Soul-Healing and Atonement is achieved
One can embrace
through the progression
Divine Love at any
4
into sphere 8 which is the
7
Natural Love time and move to DL
sphere 3 and continue. first of the Celestial Heaven
Divine
Love
Mind
spheres namely 8, 9, and 10.
Healing
Mansion
The Divine Love spheres 3, 5, 7, 8,
World
World
9, and 10 were opened by Jesus.

2

Natural Love
Mind
Mansion
World
On death of the physical
body we all arrive in the
1st Natural Love sphere.

3

Divine Love
Healing
World

1

Natural Love
Mind
Mansion
World

The 2 Planes of Disharmony are
the hells. While one desires to cause
harm to others, isolation is applied.
Once the Law of Compensation is
completed then one can then
progress and return to the 1st Natural
Love sphere and continue in their
progression onto higher spheres.

1

2

5

Divine Love
Healing
World

Earth is for the individualisation of souls
being the commencements of one’s
journey home toward the Source Soul.
The Pre-Incarnational Sphere is
the waiting area for souls to be
individualised / incarnated.
There are seven Earth planes around Earth,
which are separate from the Mansion Worlds,
but we only have access to two of them, which
include the ‘hells’. Each of the Mansion
Worlds also have their own seven planes
‘around’ them.

Note: The 1st Divine Love Sphere and the 1st Sphere of Disharmony
may simply be planes within the 1st Natural Love Spirit World.
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NATURAL LOVE SPIRIT MIND MANSION WORLDS:

6

Natural Love
Mind
Mansion
World

4

Natural Love
Mind
Mansion
World

Following the First Parents and subsequent to the Rebellion
by Lucifer and his soulmate, and then the Default by Adam
and Eve, and up until the birth of Jesus of Nazareth, the spirit
world mind Mansion World spheres that were open to
habitation to spirit people were only those pertaining to
natural love essence, being the substance upon which our soul
is formed. Natural love is Creation’s love.
Natural Love sphere progression stops at sphere 6. With only
the natural love, progression is through spheres 1, 2, 4, and 6
only. With Divine Love and Feeling Healing one cannot
progress beyond sphere 6.
One can embrace Divine Love and one’s Feeling Healing at
any time and move to Divine Love sphere 3 and continue.
This became possible upon the birth of Jesus.

2

Natural Love
Mind
Mansion
World
On death of the
physical body we all
arrive in the 1st
Natural Love sphere.

1

Natural Love
Mind
Mansion
World

The 2 Planes of Disharmony are
the hells. While one desires to
cause harm to others, isolation
is applied. Once the Law of
Compensation is completed
then one can then progress and
return to the 1st Natural Love
sphere and continue in their
progression onto higher
spheres.

1

2

Earth is for the individualisation of
souls being the commencements of
one’s journey home toward the
Source Soul.
The Pre-Incarnational
Sphere is the waiting
area for souls to be
individualised /
incarnated.
There are seven Earth planes
around Earth, which are separate
from the Mansion Worlds, but we
only have access to two of them,
which include the ‘hells’. Each of
the Mansion Worlds also have their
own seven planes ‘around’ them.
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DIVINE LOVE SPIRIT WORLDS and CELESTIAL HEAVEN OPENED:
To PARADISE, the HOME of OUR HEAVENLY PARENTS

10

3rd Celestial
Heaven
Sphere

Progression from the top Celestial
Heaven sphere is to the Eternal
Spheres, Infinite and Universal and
further onwards to Paradise.

9
nd

2 Celestial
Heaven
Sphere

The Divine Love spheres 3, 5, 7, 8, 9,
and 10 were opened by Jesus.

8

Jesus’ birth brought about the reinstatement
of the availability of Divine Love and the
opening of the Divine Love spheres 3, 5, 7, and
Celestial Heaven spheres 1, 2, 3.

1st Celestial
Heaven
Sphere

Feeling Healing with Divine Love perfects one’s
natural love soul through the progression via spirit
world spheres 1, 3, 5, and 7. Soul-Healing and Atonement is achieved through the progression into
sphere 8 which is the first of the Celestial Heaven
spheres, namely 8, 9, and 10.
On death of the physical
body we all arrive
in the 1st Natural
3
Love sphere.
Divine Love
Healing
World
1
Natural Love
Mind
Mansion
World
The Pre-Incarnational Sphere
is the waiting area for souls to
be individualised / incarnated.

Celestial Heaven
spheres 8, 9, 10
are often referred
to as 1, 2, and 3 of
Celestial Heaven.

7

Divine Love
Healing
World

5
Divine Love
Healing
World
Our Soul Healing with the Divine
Love takes us up through all the
Mansion Worlds, and once healed,
into the Celestial spheres.
Earth is for the individualisation of souls
being the commencements of one’s
journey home toward the Source Soul.
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WHICH WAY? MIND SELF RELIANT or FEELING AND GOD RELIANT:
To PARADISE, the HOME of OUR HEAVENLY PARENTS
Council of Elders
now around 20
Soulgroups

3
Maybe something like 30 billion people have
Celestial
recognised that our Mother and Father’s
Heaven
Divine Love, together with embracing one’s
Feeling Healing, that with these two aspects,
have progressed through the Mansion Worlds
to the Celestial Heavens and onwards.

2

Celestial
Heaven

Mansion World 7: is then about still working with the deepest and
residual bad feelings, whilst looking to sort out how you wrongly relate
1
to yourself and others, nature and God because of being unloving,
Celestial
understanding how your relationships are unloving, how you don’t
Heaven
connect properly, how unloving you really are and why and fully
accepting the truth of it, coming completely to grips with your parents
not loving you as you needed to be loved – sorting it all out, including
your self and feeling expression difficulties.
Mansion World 5: is then about going right into the depths of them,
7
feeling how unloved you feel and seeing how unloving you are and how
Divine Love
that makes you feel, bringing out the majority of your pain, your misery,
Healing
fear, anger, guilt, hatred, boredom, terror, rejection, nothingness, feeling
World
powerless, alone and abandoned, and so on.
Mansion World 3: is for waking up to the
truth that you’re not loving and starting to get
5
in touch with your pain, starting to accept
Divine
Love
your bad feelings, starting to work with them
3
Healing
Divine Love
instead of rejecting them.
World
Healing
World

1

Natural Love
More than 200 billion personalities have embraced their mind
and self reliance through the misguidance of ‘New Age’ styled
ideologies and the many thousands of different religious
platforms, all of which take the person further and further
away from our Heavenly Parents.
For a million years, humanity has gone
6
in the wrong direction with its selfMind
denial of self and feeling!
Mansion
World

2

4

Mind
Mansion
World

Mind
Mansion
World
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OUR JOURNEY to the CENTRE: HEAVENLY PARENTS are UNIVERSALLY PRESENT:
Earth is one of the youngest inhabited planets on the outer edge of the youngest of the seven
super-universes. From the spirit worlds, we progress to the spheres of many mansions, being
the Celestial Heavens. From there we progress to the Eternal Spheres, then to the Infinite and
Universal Spheres and then towards the Isle of Paradise. The Isle of Paradise remains
stationery and is the home of the Source Soul, our Heavenly Parents, Mother and Father.
Our progression is always towards the centre, nearer to the centre of our super-universe.
Earth is blanketed by
the 1st natural love
sphere, the spirit world
spheres are within the
proximity of Earth.
From the spirit spheres
we progress to the
Celestial Heavens.

Earth / Spirit Worlds and Celestial
Heavens, and then the Eternal
Spheres, followed by the Infinite and
Universal Spheres.
Isle of Paradise
Super Grand Sphere
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The Divine in the Universe

Shining Toward Spirit by Zara Borthwich and Nicholas Arnold
Message 316
14 Nov 2014 to 14 Mar 2015

I am here, Sabrina. It has been mentioned to you both about an existence of a place called the Fatherly
Universe. I am in my residence in the spirit world and have lived in the Celestial Heaven a long time.
There does exist a Universal space that surrounds the Father’s Soul and it is known as the Father’s
Universe.
One can travel around the boundary of this Universe as there is a boundary that exceeds some distance, a
great distance from the actual Soul of the Father. It is in this Universal space, that many attributes of the
Father’s Spirit originate and are manifested in, which then are released by the Father throughout all
realms of time and space. If you were to travel around the full circumference of the Father’s Spherical
Universe, you would come into contact with other worlds and forms of human species. Though I have
not been there myself, I take it on good faith from those who have ventured to parts of this Universe, and
it is widely taught that it is the same Divine Love that we receive that forms part of these worlds in their
particular regions relative to the boundary of the Father’s Universe.
Apparently the Father has not created different Divine Loves to suit the needs of different species. I
have been able to ascertain that there are many worlds and species like the human world and its species,
and all have souls and spirit bodies for their existence continues with the same continuity as ours in
similar spirit words. Some of these worlds and their people live in the awareness that this potential of
the Fatherly Divine Love is a real active living energy in their daily life and other worlds are similar to
yours where the natural origins are the dominant force and awareness to the conditions of their living.
Here in the Celestial Heaven I have not met anyone from another world other than our human world. I
have socialised with spirits who once lived on earth but who have progressed beyond the Celestial
Heaven and reside in the Eternal Spheres where they have met other individuals from other planets.
There is an order and a structure in which everyone understands, and of course, we have all the time, as
we live with the Father, to discover the greater spirit universe we live in, which I intend to do. The
purpose of my writing this is to convey that the vision of Divine Love is not entirely situated and located
to just us but rather this Divine energy of Love forms part of the greater universal workings in which all
mortal soul life is created in and outside of the Father’s Universe.
Much love to you, Sabrina

Three Great Truths:
 God is Soul, being our Heavenly Mother and Father;
 that each individual soul is a duplex – both male and female;
 and Feeling Healing with Divine Love is the pathway to Paradise.
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The Industry of the Love

Shining Toward Spirit by Zara Borthwich and Nicholas Arnold
Message 348
14 Nov 2014 to 14 Mar 2015

We have experienced the Divine Love and so this generates a huge amount of experience here and as
our soul changes in its condition, that improvement is illumination for us that improves our visibility and
our vision of the full spirit world that surrounds us.
There was a time when spirits resided in only the natural part of the spirit world and the Acting Spirit /
Holy Spirit / Spirit that brings the Divine Love into the soul had ceased in its cause and operation.
During this time every personality residing in the spirit world resided in one of the Natural Spheres and
the three lowest spheres of the Celestial Heaven had not been opened until the human life of Jesus.
With the human life of Jesus and the Acting Spirit reactivated by the Father and with individuals
commencing their receipt of the Love and the Celestial Heaven open, the great generating action of
Divine Love began to turn the wheel of the spirit world again and today discussions about this Love
echo from sphere to sphere and among men and women which reveals to us that the internal experience
of living with the Love is a dynamic social and compelling living experience.
With love, Sabrina
Movement

Shining Toward Spirit by Zara Borthwich and Nicholas Arnold
Message 354
14 Nov 2014 to 14 Mar 2015

I would like to say as I communicate with you I am aware of the presence of the Celestial Heaven as
they are close by. The Celestial Spheres are in proximity to you, not too far away. They are not many
miles and miles away, shining out there in some distant nether region of an invisible part of an ancient
and glorious spirit world.
The First Divine Love Sphere is very close by and just situated beyond the First Natural Sphere.
Although the spirit world is big in its presence in spheres, the Celestial Spheres form part of this spirit
world and do not exist in a sublime place that lies beyond our reach. Everything in the natural and
Divine Love Spheres has visibility to it. And like the Divine Love, from a spirit’s perspective the
Celestial Heaven is known and not an exclusive place. The reason why a Celestial Heaven exists and
that this Heaven comprises of spheres is simply stated because the Divine Love exists, and a finite soul
can partake of the Immortality of this Love. The Father has formed these Celestial Spheres into
existence so that those of us who partake of this Immortality can progress and move in the Love.
With love, Sabrina
Movement

Shining Toward Spirit by Zara Borthwich and Nicholas Arnold
Message 357
14 Nov 2014 to 14 Mar 2015

It is almost unimaginable to consider that the Divine Love and the Acting Spirit / Holy Spirit were
unavailable for mortal souls to receive for such an extended period of time. You and I and other people
and spirits live in a beautiful awareness that so much Love and Spirit is open and transparent to us.
There was a time when all spirits existed in solely the seven (7) Natural Spheres which are comprised of
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the three lowest spheres (Spheres of Disharmony), then the first, second, forth and sixth Natural Spheres
(1, 2, 4, 6). All these spheres are joined in succession with a finite boundary to each sphere, and they are
all in harmony – the harmony of the natural heavens.
It must have felt like a long time for those souls living in the natural spirit world who were aware of the
Love, such as the offspring of the First Parents and the First Parent themselves between their life and
now life in the mortal spirit world until the time of Jesus and the availability and opportunity to progress
again in the Love. The life of Jesus marked the opportunity for a mortal soul to receive the Immortality
of the Divine Love and to approach the Divine Love Spheres (spheres 3, 5, 7) and Celestial Heaven
Spheres (spheres 8, 9, 10), as all were open.
We live in a time of great transparency. The Love is real to some of us and we can breathe life into our
finite potential. I live in a time in the spirit world where everything is available for me. The only thing
that can prevent me from moving on in this transparency of Love and Spirit is myself. I like to know
that I can move and that I live with potential. I know that I will move from the First Celestial Sphere to
the next Celestial Sphere and then to the last Celestial Sphere where I will eventually proceed into the
Eternal Spheres for the Divine Love will change my soul and spirit condition as it has already done to
arrive me in the First Sphere of the Celestial Heaven.
With love, Sabrina

Follow your heart, follow your love and do that in loving action, your inner love leads in your asking
the Soul of God to receive a little of the Love.

“I love you Father.” “Let the Divine Love proclaim its energy into my soul.”
“Mother and Father, I desire your Love and I am loving you.”
“Soul God, I love you and I love receiving and experiencing your Divine Love.”
“True Soul God, I am here, I am aware of your Love. Please hear my aspiration for
your Love and as I approach you from my soul, I can feel your Love in the way that
you are loving my soul.”
Try it; give the Love a go! If you want to shine, receive the Love.
One can simply receive the Love without following any religious or spiritual teaching taught by man!
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Primary recommended reading: consider commencing with: Paul – City of Light
The Book of Truths
1914 – 1923 xxx – Joseph Babinsky
containing the Padgett Messages or
Little Book of Truths
– Joseph Babinsky
True Gospel Revealed anew by Jesus Vol I, II, III, IV
xxx – Geoff Cutler
The Rejected Ones
2002 – 2003 xxx – James Moncrief
Messages from Mary & Jesus
2003
xxx – James Moncrief
Paul – City of Light
2005
xxx – James Moncrief
Mary Magdalene and Jesus'
comments on the Padgett Messages
2007 – 2010 xxx – James Moncrief
Speaking with Mary Magdalene & Jesus 2013 – 2014 xxx – James Moncrief
Sage and the Healing Angels of Light
2017
xxx – James Moncrief
Road map of Universe and history of Universe:
The Urantia Book
1925 – 1935 xxx as primary reading
Divine Love supporting reading:
Revelations
1954 – 1963
– Dr Daniel Samuels
Judas of Kerioth
2001 – 2003
– Geoff Cutler
The Golden Leaf
2008
– Zara & Nicholas
The Richard Messages
2012 – 2013
– James Reid
The Divine Universe
2012 – 2013
– Zara & Nicholas
Family Reunion Afterlife Contact
2014 – 2015
– Joseph Babinsky
Traveller, An Immortal Journey
2014 – 2015
– Zara & Nicholas
Destiny, Eternal Messages of Divine Love 2015 – 2016
– Zara & Nicholas
Feeling Healing
2017
– James Moncrief
Religion of Feelings
2017
– James Moncrief
The Way of Divine Love
– Joseph Babinsky
Divine Love – The Greatest Truth in the World
– Joseph Babinsky
The Human Soul
– Joseph Babinsky
Divine Love Flowing
– Joseph Babinsky
The Truth
– Werner Voets
Through the Mists, The Life Elysian, The Gate of Heaven
– Robert James Lees
Life in the World Unseen
– Anthony Borgia
Gone West
– J M S Ward
Post Mortem Journal
– Jane Sherwood
After Death / Letters from Julia
– William T Stead
Thirty Years Among the Dead
– Carl A Wickland
A Wanderer in the Spirit Land
– Franchezzo
Life Beyond the Veil Vol I thru to V – Rev George Vale Owen – Geoff Cutler
The Holy Bible from the Ancient Eastern Text
– Dr George M Lamsa
Available generally from:
www.amazon.com
www.bookdepository.com
www.lulu.com
For Divine Love focused websites and forums:
Pascas Health:
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html
Spiritual Development:
http://new-birth.net/spiritual-subjects/
Padgett Books:
http://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.htm
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James Moncrief’s books, the Padgett Messages and The Urantia Book at:
DIVINE LOVE SPIRITUALITY – DLS:
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html
All Padgett Messages (for condensed versions – see below)
1914 – 1923 Pages 945
The Urantia Book
(see suggested papers to read below)
James Moncrief Books:
MoC
The Rejected Ones – the Feminine Aspect of God
1,490 Nov 2002 – Jan 2003 228
Messages from Mary and Jesus book 1
1,485 Feb – Apr 2003
189
Messages from Mary and Jesus book 2
1,485 Apr – Oct 2003
170
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 1
Aug 2007
164
Messages from 31 May 1914 – 12 January 1915
1,495
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 2
Sep 2010
177
Messages from 13 January 1915 – 29 August 1915
1,494
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 1
1,490 Jan – Apr 2013
206
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 2
1,489 Apr – May 2013
229
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 3
1,490 Oct – Jan 2014
187
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 4
1,491 Jan – May 2014
191
Mary Magdalene comments on Revelation from the Bible KJV
1,485 Dec 2013 – Jan 2014 84
This group being pages of 1,825
Paul – City of Light
1,488.5
2005 149
Ann and Terry
2013 235
Feeling bad? Bad Feelings are GOOD!
feeling-healing book 1
2006 179
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually!
feeling-healing book 2
2006 159
Breaking the Golden Rule.
feeling-healing book 3
2006 168
Feeling-Healing exercises, and other healing points to consider.
2009 175
Cathy and Mark – a novel introducing Feeling-Healing.
2010 151
Introduction course to Divine Love Spirituality
2006 139
Speaking with the Dead, Death and Dying
2009 173
Spirits and their Childhood Repression Healing
2010 179
With Verna – a nature spirit
2008 279
Communication with spirits – meet a spirit friend
2010 37
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality website
362
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light
2017 260
Divine Love Spirituality
1,500
2017 201
Feeling Healing – you can heal yourself through your feelings
2017 153
Religion of Feelings
1,500
2017 44
This group being pages of 3,043
Religion of Feelings
http://religionoffeelings.weebly.com/
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality
http://dlspirituality.weebly.com/
Main website of DLS
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/
Childhood Repression website
http://childhoodrepression.weebly.com/
DLS and CR forum
http://dlscr.freeforums.net/
http://withmarymagdaleneandjesus.weebly.com/blog---and-free-books-speaking-with-mary-and-jesus
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FEELING HEALING and SOUL HEALING with the DIVINE LOVE:
James Moncrief Publications:
all publications are free downloads:
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html
It is suggested for one to consider reading as follows:
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus – books 1 – 4
These four books encapsulate the second of the revelations with the first having been introduced by
James Padgett one hundred years previously. These four books provide a wide range of guidance that
has never previously been made available.
Paul – City of Light
As a gentle intro into the Divine Love and Healing; being James Moncrief’s first novel and it’s been
criticised as being too heavily clichéd, but that’s the point because it’s a reflection of how he was back
then.
Ann and Terry
For an example of people who might want to immediately start working on themselves and doing their
Healing.
Feeling Bad? Bad Feelings are GOOD
For more understanding about our denial of our feelings and why we should not deny our feelings, and it
includes how it all came about for James, using himself as an example.
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually!
This includes specific examples of Marion and James working on expressing particular bad feelings,
again with the hope that it will help others gain something of an idea as to what’s involved in doing your
Feeling Healing.
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light
Through Sage who's 13 years old, the story is primarily about the two aspects of healing; that being,
with the help of our angels, and the full Healing we can do by looking to our feelings for their truth.
Religion of Feelings
Feeling Healing

Welcome to LOVE – the Religion of Feelings
you can heal yourself through your feelings

So these books, including the four Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus books, provide the essence
of it all and are examples of James’ work. Then it’s up to whatever takes one’s fancy. Other reading to
consider may include:
The Padgett Messages being published as:
The True Gospel Revealed Anew by Jesus volumes 1 – 4
Book of Truths by Joseph Babinsky
The Urantia Book

Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings.
in conjunction with
Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love.
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FEELING HEALING with DIVINE LOVE is SOUL HEALING:
A collection of ‘papers’ that draw together specific topics including all of the above and more from other
sources of information and revelation designed to help increase one’s awareness about why we have the
problems we do and how to heal them, all whilst living a more healthy and sustainable life. They
provide a brief snapshot of the more complicated topics and issues.
Firstly, consider discovering the truth of your emotional pain through Feeling Healing.
Secondly, consider longing for our Heavenly Parents’ Love as you progress with your healing.
Primary and most important readings are the writings of James Moncrief.
Then consider the Padgett Messages, and then The Urantia Book.
Pascas Papers, being free, are located within the Library Downloads www.pascashealth.com
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html
downloadable index to all Pascas Papers.
PASCAS – document schedule.pdf
FH denotes Feeling Healing; SH denotes Soul Healing, which is: Feeling Healing with the Divine Love;
DL denotes Divine Love – living with the Love.
PASCAS INTRODUCTION NOTES: All papers below can be found at Library Downloads link..
Pascas Care Letters A Huge Upturn
Pascas Care Letters Big Revelation
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Benefits Children
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Way
Pascas Care Letters Little Children
Pascas Care Letters Women’s Liberation and Mother
MEDICAL – EMOTIONS:

Pascas Care – Feeling Healing
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing All is Within
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Health
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and History
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Parenting
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Rebellion
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Starting
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Will
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Angel Assistance
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Being Unloved
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Child Control
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Childhood Repression
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing End Times
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing is Rebelling
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Live True
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Mary Speaks
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing My Soul
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Perfect State
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Revelations X 2
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing the Future
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Trust Yourself
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Versus Cult

PA S
SCA
PER
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DIVINE LOVE and DIVINE TRUTH Revelations and Teachings escalating:

As we progressively become
aware the availability of Divine
Love and embrace our Soul
Healing, more and more
profoundly developed teachings
will be introduced to us by our
Celestial Spirit friends.
Divine Truth teachings will
continue to expand in detail and
complexity as we become ready
and willing to receive same
through doing our Feeling
Healing. This journey was
commenced for us by James
Padgett and James Moncrief.
101 Years: FEELING HEALING
and the DIVINE LOVE:
2013 – 2014 Speaking with MM & J
2007 – 2010 Comments on Padgett
2005
Paul – City of Light
2003
Messages Mary & Jesus
2002
The Rejected Ones
Various auxiliary writings including
1954 – 1963 Revelations via Samuels
1914 – 1923 Padgett Messages

Are we ready and willing
to embrace what is
waiting for us to enjoy?

We are a young experiential
inhabited planet. As we grow in
Love and embrace our Feeling
Healing, then we become into a
condition by which we can ask for
and receive guidance in how to
achieve developments for the
benefit of all of humanity.
As we apply these gifts freely for
the welfare of all, then we will be
provided assistance to advance
our capabilities. Energy enables
communications which in turn
enables universal education.
With education everything is
possible.

UNIVERSAL Roadmap and Structure
1925 – 1935 The Urantia Book
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PRAYER for DIVINE LOVE:
library download pages at
www.pascashealth.com
Kindly visit the library download pages at www.pascashealth.com as further recordings are added.
Should you click on the audio files, you will also be able to download the audio file onto your computer.
Prayer for Divine Love – from the Padgett Messages
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/Prayer%20for%20Divine%20Love%20from%20the%20Padgett%20Messages.mp3

The Voice of Divine Love
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/The%20Voice%20Of%20Divine%20Love.m4a

God's Divine Love: Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.

Oliver Twist asked:
Please, sir, I want some more!
Maybe we should simply ask:
Please, Mother and Father, I want
some more!

Long and pray for Divine Love and it will loosen the errors / injuries / unhealed / denied
trapped and/or inherited emotions, resulting in a flowing out of these negative embellishments
within one’s soul as Divine Love flows in – Divine Love being the greatest gift in all the
universe.
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The opening up of the soul permits a permanent exchange with Divinity, a permanent recharge of
this healing energy that allows not only the re-establishment of lost health, but the continuity of
health, providing such a perfect balance, even in the physical body, that noxious agents like
bacteria and virus cannot find any opportunity to unchain pathological reactions, which we
commonly call illness.
But it is true that people without the benefit of Divine Love would lack the protective shield, which
the intrinsic healing energies of Divine Love provide for those who pray for our Heavenly Mother
and Father’s Grace.
Judas – August 19th, 2001

